SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY UPDATE—PART 1: ROMS
ASSEMBLER STREAMLINES MICROPROGRAMMING
MILITARY MULTIPLEX STANDARD DEFINES VERSATILE SERIAL BUS
1979 COMPUTER DESIGN INDEX
two of the world's finest crafted products

one of them, controllers from western peripherals

Universal Tape Controllers
- Software compatible for PDP-11, NOVA**, & Interdata.
- Embedded design.
- 9 Trk 800/1600 bpi, 7 Trk 200/556/800 bpi intermixed.
- 12.5 to 125 ips, any two speeds.
- NRZ and PE formats.

Universal Disc Controllers
- Software compatible for PDP-11 & NOVA.
- Embedded design.
- Top Load (5440) & Front Load (2315).
- Up to 20 mb per drive.
- Media compatibility.

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

western peripherals TM
Division of WESPERCORP
(714) 991-8700 • TWX 910 591-1687 • Cable WESPER
1100 Claudina Place, Anaheim, CA 92805

CIRCLE 1 ON INQUIRY CARD
KENNEDY

SERIES 5300 DISK DRIVES

Series 5300 drives are fixed media, high performance units utilizing advanced Winchester disk technology.

Available in one, two, or three platter versions, the unformatted data capacity can be as high as 70M bytes—all in 7” of rack space.

Track density of 300 Tpi is made possible by prewritten servo tracks utilizing one disk surface, thus assuring accurate head alignment under all circumstances. High data density results from use of advanced media and write compensated MFM recording.

Maximum seek time is 70 msec, rotational speed, 3000 rpm, and data rate — 1.0 MB/sec.

The tightly sealed disk compartment allows Series 5300 drives to be used in environments unsuitable for conventional drives.

Other Series 5300 features include: NRZ-MFM data encode/decode circuits; daisy chaining of up to 4 drives; address mark detection; built-in power supply; small, easily replaced circuit cards and a standard interface.

Series 5300 is sophisticated in concept, yet like all Kennedy products, is simple in design for greater reliability, improved performance and lower cost.

KENNEDY
Subsidiary, Magnetics & Electronics Inc.
1600 Shamrock Ave., Monrovia, CA 91016
(213) 357-8831 TWX 910-585-3249

CIRCLE 2 ON INQUIRY CARD

KENNEDY • QUALITY • COUNT ON IT
IT PAYS TO HAVE THE NEW TALLY T-3000
Put half your service costs back in your pocket.

Say good-bye to planning maintenance calls around the printer in your system. Tally's new 300 line per minute printer has unmatched reliability. With no preventive maintenance requirements, low parts usage and a high 5000 hour MTBF, the Tally T-3000 has only half the service costs of comparable printers.

Yes, the Tally T-3000 is designed ruggedly reliable to keep the maintenance man away. But if an ailment occurs, the T-3000 lets the service man know what's wrong. Quickly and easily. The microprocessor based T-3000 has 16 Self Test routines. A handy status panel speeds up fault isolation and identification. (During regular operation, the same panel displays operator correctable faults.) And the host computer isn't needed to run a test. Plus, the modular design of the T-3000 allows for a quick swap of any faulty module.

And of course, the T-3000 delivers outstanding print quality with uniform character density, straight lines and clear carbon copies. The printer is quiet running and has easy paper loading and ribbon replacement.

Call your nearest Tally sales representative for all the details. Tally Corporation, 8301 S. 180th St. Kent, WA 98031.
Phone (206) 251-5524.
Two hardware mechanisms used in an information system are found to be more efficient than software in controlling multilevel priority interrupts in a distributed data processing environment.

Microprogramming allows the computer system designer to choose between ALUs of different complexities with an eye to minimizing system manufacturing cost.

Parallel configuration enables two minicomputers to maintain full control of 5-computer system in Norwegian wood processing plant.

Motorola's 6801, functional in three operating modes as a single-chip microcomputer, advances from the compatible 6800 processor by adding instructions, memory, I/O lines, timer functions, and a clock.

Large scale integration of ECL bit-slice components permits implementation of the flexible instruction sets and control word widths needed for modular system architectures.

Reel to reel tape transport supplies backup and archival storage for multiplatter 8 and 14" Winchester disc drives.

Rapidly evolving high density, high speed semiconductor memory technologies are examined as to attributes and limitations for present and future applications. This first of three parts covers the status of read only memories.

Translating readable source statements into microprogram bit patterns, the assembler integrated within microprogram development system reduces effort required to produce microcode for microprogrammable bit-slice processors.

While MIL-STD-1553B establishes a digital signal multiplex protocol for military aircraft instrumentation, it also offers applications in nonavionic communication networks.

Logic circuit provides a choice of several clock frequencies to satisfy diverse microprocessor cycle time requirements.

Author and subject listings of all 1979 features and columns.
The Microline 80 —

Business or Pleasure?

Both! The Microline 80 is all business when it comes to performance. It will run all day at 80 characters per second. There are no duty cycle limitations! With a tiny seven pin head that weighs less than three ounces, it coolly and quietly produces letter perfect upper and lower case characters on standard paper in both 80 and 132 column formats.

It's all pleasure when you get to reliability and price. The Microline 80 carries a one year head warranty and a price tag that matches its unbelievably small size. You can change from friction to pin to tractor feed multi-part forms almost as fast as your program can change character spacing, line spacing and printing style—via your choice of microprocessor-controlled Microline 80 interfaces.

Call or write today for the name of your local Okidata distributor! You'll find it's a pleasure to do business with Okidata.

OKIDATA

Okidata Corporation
111 Gaither Drive
Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 609-235-2600
Interdata 32KB and 64KB Core Memory Modules
Dataram offers 32KB and 64KB core memory modules for main memory expansion which can be used with Interdata's Model 50, Model 70, 6/16, 7/16, 8/16, 7/32, and 8/32 minicomputers. Dataram's 32KB and 64KB memory modules are strappable for 750 nsec or 1000 nsec speed, parity or non-parity operation, at no additional cost.

512KB 7/32 Chassis
Dataram-manufactured 7/32 chassis with eight 64KB Memory Modules provides 512KB memory expansion for your 7/32 minicomputer. The Memory Bank Interface board is also available from Dataram.

Interdata Bulk Core Disk Emulator
And now, Dataram's BULK CORE is available for Interdata users who want to go beyond the normal addressing boundaries of the host minicomputer. BULK CORE does it at much higher speeds and is all-electronic, and that means no moving parts. And a 15¾" BULK CORE system offers 2.0 megabytes of peripheral storage.

NOBODY SELLS MORE INTERDATA-COMPATIBLE MEMORY THAN DATARAM...EXCEPT INTERDATA.

NOBODY OFFERS A WIDER RANGE OF INTERDATA MEMORY PRODUCTS THAN DATARAM...EXCEPT INTERDATA.

NOBODY SELLS INTERDATA-COMPATIBLE MEMORY FOR LESS THAN DATARAM ...NOT EVEN INTERDATA.

PRINCETON-HIGHTSTOWN ROAD CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512
TEL 609-799-0071 TWX 510-685-2542
Canada: Ahern & Soper Ltd., Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec • Finland: Systek OY, 90-737-233 • France: YREL, 956 81 42 • Italy: Mactronics Italia, 02/35 36 041 • Netherlands: Techntron b.v., 020-45 87 55 • Sweden: M. Stenhardt AB, (08) 739 00 50 • Switzerland: ADCOMP AG, 01/730 48 46 • United Kingdom/Ireland: Sintrom Ellinor Ltd., (0734) 85464 • West Germany/Austria: O.E.M.-Elektronik GmbH, 07 11-79 80 47 • Australia/New Zealand: Anderson Digital Equipment, (03) 543 2076 • India: Industrial Electronic Instruments, 79281 • Israel: K.D.M. Electronics, 921513 • Japan: Matsushita Electric Trading Co., Ltd., 03 (435) 4501 • Taiwan/Republic of China: Syscom Computer Engineering Co., (02) 7022156
To our memory, we’ve never made a bigger commitment.

Sixty million dollars. Give or take a couple hundred thousand. That’s the size of the financial commitment we’ve made to our MOS technology. You can’t expect to make your mark in the semiconductor business today unless you’re willing to make a huge commitment. And we’ve made it by investing that major sum in three important areas. Manpower, facilities and equipment.

To begin with, we’ve hired the best engineers and technicians in the industry. All are highly trained in MOS technology.

To make it easier for them to get the job done, we’ve also made sizeable investments in our two new modern facilities, in San Jose, California and Wappingers Falls, New York. Both are fully equipped with the latest state-of-the-art equipment. Machines which allow us to do all projection printing, E-Beam mask making, computerized diffusion and complete hi-rel processing. And all of our products are manufactured using only the latest technologies. Like Isoplanar n-channel and next-generation VLSI MOS.

What’s also very important is that while most semiconductor houses are still using 3” wafers, we’re the first one to have a complete 4” n-channel capability.

At Fairchild, we understand your enormous memory requirements. That’s why we’ve stepped up our production capabilities. We’re already offering twice as many memory products as last year. Including the 2708 and our recently announced 2716 EPROMs, 2114 and 2102 Dynamic RAMs, F16K Dynamic RAMs, and F264 CCD. As well as a full line of PMOS products. We’re even working on a 64K Dynamic RAM.

So, from now on, when you need MOS products to make your systems more memorable, there’s one name we want you to remember first. Fairchild. That’s why we put our money where our MOS is.

For more information, call MOS LSI at (408) 224-7000. Or write Fairchild Semiconductor Products Group, P.O. Box 880A, Mountain View, California 94042.

Call us on it.
(408) 224-7000
Signetics 2652 holds the speed record for multi-protocol handling.

At 2Mbits/second, nobody beats our 2652 multi-protocol communications controller for operating speed. In fact, nobody even comes close. And that speed’s important when you’ve got to move data in time-sensitive environments. Between CPU and terminals. Or between CPUs.

Speed that cuts transmission costs is one key reason why more OEMs specify Signetics 2652 over any other protocol controller. But not the only reason. SDLC. DDCMP. Whatever your synchronous protocol—bit-oriented or character count—our 2652 can handle it. Completely. Perfectly.

The 2652 also cuts software development time, because many critical software routines are handled by its LSI firmware. And that includes CRC error control and zero insertion/deletion.

Add up the features. It’s clear that no other product can match our powerful protocol handler. Even when speed is not essential.

Suppose you’ve got a
Control. Fast!

single protocol system now. Design in the 2652. Then when your needs change or grow, the 2652 will still be keeping your product current.

Operating from a single +5V supply, the TTL-compatible 2652 links to any 8 or 16-bit data bus. That means you can use it with micros or minis. Line controllers or network processors. And its super-fast data rate easily meets the demands of dedicated networks or satellite telelinks.

So when you've got to handle protocols “by the book,” specify the 2652. Its field proven capabilities can put more money in your pocket. Check the chart below for some of the 2652's key features.

For full details on the world’s fastest protocol controller, send us the coupon. Or visit a Signetics sales office or authorized distributor.

---

**Key Features of Signetics 2652**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rx/Tx Mode</td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol Compatibility</td>
<td>SDLC, HDLC, ADCCP, DDCMP, BISYNC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baud Rate</td>
<td>DC to 2Mbits/sec (lower speed 1Mbit/sec version available)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baud Rate Generation</td>
<td>External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Bus Compatibility</td>
<td>µProcessor/Minicomputer, 8 or 16-bit, tri-state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Controls</td>
<td>Odd/Even VRC, CRC-16, CRC-CCITT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-test</td>
<td>Local Loop Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
<td>40-Pin DIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Signetics**

A subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

Signetics Corporation
P.O. Box 9052
811 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/739-7700

---

To: Signetics Information Services, 811 East Arques Avenue
P.O. Box 9052, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

☐ Please send details on the world's fastest protocol handler.
☐ My need is urgent. Please have a Signetics specialist phone me.

( )

Name __________________________ Title __________________________

Company ________________________ Division ________________________

Address ________________________ MS ________________________

City __________________________ State ______________ Zip __________
FEB 19-21, FEB 26-29, AND MAR 5-7—
TechEx America, Europa, and Asia, Atlanta, Ga; Copenhagen, Denmark; and Singapore, Republic of Singapore. INFORMATION: Dr. Dvorkovitz & Assoc, PO Box 1748, Ormond Beach, FL 32074. Tel: 904/677-7033

FEB 25-28—COMPCON Spring, Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Harry Hoyman, PO Box 699, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/439-7007

MAR 4-6—Internat'l Zurich Sem on Digital Communications, Zurich, Switzerland. INFORMATION: Prof P. E. Leuthold, Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule Zurich, Institute fur Hochfrequenztechnik, Sternwartstrasse 7, Zurich, Switzerland

MAR 14-16—West Coast Computer Faire, Civic Auditorium and Brooks Hall, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Computer Faire, 333 Swett Rd, Woodside, CA 94062. Tel: 415/851-7075

MAR 17-19—Industrial Control & Instrumentation Applications of Mini & Microcomputers (IECI), Sheraton Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. INFORMATION: Dr Paul Russo, RCA Labs, Princeton, NJ 08540. Tel: 609/452-2700, X3234

MAR 20-22—Interface '80, Miami Beach Convention Ctr, Miami Beach, Fla. INFORMATION: Peter Young, Interface Group, 160 Spen St, Framingham, MA 01701. Tel: 617/879-4502

MAR 25-28—Eurocon '80, Munich, Germany. INFORMATION: Prof Dr W. E. Proebstel, IBM Deutschland GmbH, Postfach 80 08 80, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany

MAR 31-APR 2—Internat'l Computer Aided Design Conf and Exhibition, Metropole, Brighton, England. INFORMATION: The Organisers, CAD 80, IPC Science and Technology Press Ltd, PO Box 63, Westbury House, Bury St, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5BH, England


MAY 6-8—Internat'l Sym on Computer Architecture, La Boule, France. INFORMATION: Harry Hoyman, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/439-7007

JUNE 3-5—Networks '80, Bloomsbury Centre Hotel, London, England. INFORMATION: Online, Cleveland Rd, Uxbridge UB8 2DD, England

JAN 8-10—Automatic Test Equipment: How to Select It—Apply It—Manage It; Introduction to Digital Testing; AND MAR 6-7—Advanced ATE Technology and Management, Pasadena, Calif; and Atlanta, Ga. INFORMATION: Kate Fitzgerald, ATE Courses, Benwell Publishing Corp, 1050 Commonwealth Ave, Boston, MA 02215. Tel: 617/232-5470


JAN 17-19; FEB 7-9; AND MAR 3-5—Hands-On Microprocessor Peripherals Workshop, Arlington, Va; Jacksonville, Fla; and Atlanta, Ga. INFORMATION: Paul A. Willis, Polytechnica Institute, PO Box 29, Arlington, VA 22210. Tel: 703/533-2826


JAN 30-FEB 1—MIMI'80 Asilomar (Internat'l Sym on Mini and Microcomputers), Asilomar Conf Grounds, Pacific Grove, Calif. INFORMATION: The Secretary, MIMI'80 Asilomar, PO Box 2481, Anaheim, CA 92804. Tel: 714/774-6144

FEB 12-14—Data 80 Data Communications Conf and Exhibition, Harbour Castle Hilton Hotel and Convention Ctr, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. INFORMATION: Whitset Publishing Ltd, 2 Bloor St W, Suite 2504, Toronto, Ontario M4W 3E2, Canada

FEB 13-15—Internat'l Solid State Circuits Conf (ISSCC), Hilton Hotel, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria Ave, PO Box 343788, Coral Gables, FL 33134. Tel: 305/446-8193

FEB 19-22—Southwestern Computer Conf, Myriad Convention Ctr, Oklahoma City, Okla. INFORMATION: Oklahoma State U Technical Institute, 900 N Portland, Oklahoma City, OK 73107. Tel: 405/947-4421

Announcements intended for publication in this department of Computer Design must be received at least three months prior to the date of the event. To ensure proper timely coverage of major events, material preferably should be received six months in advance.
The DSD 440. TOTAL DEC RX02 COMPATIBILITY, AND MORE.

The DSD 440 is the only alternative to the DEC RX02 that's 100% software, hardware and media compatible with LSI-11, PDP®-11 and PDP-8 computers, including those with extended memory. It can be configured as an RX02 for DEC double density or IBM 3740 single density recording, or as an RX01 for backward operating system compatibility.

MORE
A 512-byte hardware bootstrap is built into all PDP-11 and LSI-11 interfaces. It loads system software automatically from either single or double density diskettes. Extensive self-testing is DIP-switch selectable with the "Hyperdiagnostics" that run without being connected to a computer. The low profile 5¼-inch DSD 440 features write protection and diskette formatting.

FASTER
The optimized DSD 440 microcode increases system throughput when using the RT-11 foreground/background monitor. In particular, the DSD 440 with an LSI-11 runs fill and empty buffer operations 20% faster than an RX02.

FOR LESS
The DSD 440 is the RX02 compatible flexible disk system that combines high performance and advanced features with fast delivery... at a lower price. For further information, call or write Data Systems Design today. A data sheet and price list will be forwarded to you immediately.

® Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
8088: Twin Reality

Intel unveils the ultimate 8-bit CPU. Powerful. Practical. Beneath the surface, the heart of an 8086.

True beauty is never skin deep. Such is the case with our new 8088 microprocessor. On first impression, you'll see a powerful third generation CPU with the convenience and practicality of an 8-bit bus. Look closer and you'll discover the remarkable 16-bit internal architecture, megabyte addressability and advanced instruction set of our 8086. The 8088 is both. Therein lies its ultimate beauty.

When we introduced the 8086 family more than 18 months ago we called it a new beginning, a microcomputer system architecture so advanced it would deliver a dramatic increase in system sophistication, performance and expandability. Now the 8088 delivers the same performance increase for 8-bit designs.

8088: Designed with reality in mind.

We built the 8088 to perform in the type of systems you're designing today and well into the future, too.

Advanced arithmetics, including 8- and 16-bit multiply and divide, boost computational throughput for your most complex mathematical and control applications. But the 8088 is much more than a superb number cruncher.

Its byte-wide orientation and extensive string-handling instructions give it unprecedented capabilities - block moves, string comparisons, data scans and translations - that make the 8088 the ideal CPU for your business-oriented applications as well.

The 8088 addresses up to a megabyte of memory, in 64K byte segments. Segmentation and efficient register utilization enabled us to build in the capability for such minicomputer-like features as instruction pre-fetch, re-entrant code, position independent code and dynamic relocation. And 64K I/O space and indirect I/O simplify programming even further.

Make your own reality.

Any way you look at it, the 8088 is a tantalizing prospect. If you are upgrading your 8080, 8085 or Z80 design, the basic 5MHz 8088 delivers two to five times the performance, yet preserves your entire hardware investment. And with the CONV-86 code converter and PL-M/86 compiler, your software can be easily upgraded, too.

The 8088's 100% software compatibility with its 16-bit twin ensures the smoothest possible transition to any future 16-bit processor needs.

Its 16-bit internal architecture and elegant instruction set are super efficient for implementing high-level, block-structured languages such as Pascal or PL-M/86.

Etched into its HMOS circuitry, the 8088 allows compatible interface to multiprocessing configurations with the 8086 and Intel's new generation of I/O processors, math processors, memory managers and distributed intelligence configurations.

For more space — and cost-sensitive applications, though, four other readily available Intel bus multiplexed peripherals combine with the 8088 for a complete 8-bit system of unprecedented performance.

The future has arrived.

Because the 8088 shares the instruction set and object code of her more powerful sister, the same Intellec development system and software package you use for 8086 program development fully support the 8088, too.

Put some true beauty into your new designs. You can order the 8088 support components and development system from your local Intel distributor, or with a single call to your Intel sales office. Or write: Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Or call (408) 987-8080.

CIRCLE 8 ON INQUIRY CARD
HARDWARE INTERRUPT STRUCTURE FOR A DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING SYSTEM

R. J. Gallagher  International Business Machines Corporation, Kingston, New York

Efficient management of a system operating in a multiprogramming system environment requires that work be performed on a priority basis: high priority system error handling, medium priority I/O device and communication services, and medium to low priority application programs. In addition, priorities of many other operating system tasks vary with the priority of the application program requesting service. One objective in the design of the IBM 8100 information system was to avoid unnecessary complexity in the operating system. Therefore, a hardware approach was undertaken to control priority management tasks. This approach led to the development of a priority interrupt mechanism allowing for program, I/O, and system error interrupts.

In order to conserve interrupt levels, a mechanism was also required to allow control to be passed between operating system and application programs on the same priority interrupt level. This objective was achieved by using a dual program status vector facility. Eventually, this mechanism was also used to pass control between an operating system dispatcher and other operating system tasks.

PSV Swap Procedure

Hardware for either of the two available processors in the information system, the 1500-ns 8130 or the 800-ns 8140, provides eight priority interrupt levels. Dual program status vectors are associated with each level. Each program status vector (PSV) and an associated address control vector (ACV) define a set of program facilities. With this arrangement, the operating system can assign two programs to each level. Typically, one of these programs acts as a dispatcher.

At any given time, only one PSV and its associated ACV are being used to control the execution of instructions. The remaining PSVs and ACVs are held in reserved areas waiting to be activated by PSV swap hardware that, activated by either the priority interrupt mechanism or the dual PSV facility, causes a PSV swap to take place. To do this, the processor suspends execution of the currently activated program and activates a new program. Hardware saves all parameters required to resume execution of the suspended program.

PSV swap hardware contains a current priority level (CPL) vector and a program activation vector (PAV). The CPL vector contains a 3-bit number that indicates the priority interrupt level of the currently active program. Which of the two PSVs on a priority interrupt level is to be activated when a swap takes place is indicated by the 8-bit PAV.

Following suspension of the currently active program, either the CPL vector or the PAV bit for the current level is changed by the hardware before an activation takes place (Fig 1). During activation, the hardware uses the contents of the CPL vector to find the appropriate PAV bit. Both vectors are used to find the PSV/ACV registers in either of two save areas, primary or secondary. Hardware then fetches the PSV/ACV vectors and places them in the active PSV/ACV registers. This procedure defines all the parameters required for the program's execution, such as register set, condition indicators, address space, and instruction address.

This design places save and activate functions completely in hardware. It not only has the advantages of speed and programming simplicity, but also provides a mechanism that prohibits an application program from tampering with saved PSVs and ACVs.

Dual PSV Facility

Dual PSVs on each interrupt level are called "primary PSV" and "secondary PSV." Each contains a field that is used to
730s ACE ALL COMPETITION!

Centronics gives you every advantage.

Centronics' new Model 730 miniprinters shatter the rules of the game. On price, performance, features, and support, Model 730 is a clear winner—no other miniprinter can compete! Here's why it's the newest sensation of the circuit...

ADVANTAGE: FLEXIBILITY Model 730's exclusive three-in-one paper handling system gives you built-in flexibility. Payroll checks on pre-printed continuous forms, inventory listings on fan-fold, direct mail on company letterhead. General information on roll paper. The 730 does it all.

ADVANTAGE: QUALITY Model 730 sets new quality standards for miniprinters. Centronics innovative technology fits high-end features into a compact (10 lbs.), quiet unit. Its 7 x 7 dot matrix produces clear, clean characters at 100 cps. Simple operational design ensures unsurpassed reliability.

ADVANTAGE: LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP Model 730's low total cost of ownership only starts with its attractive purchase price. It also provides more applications opportunities with minimum investment. Our simple design employs fewer parts for higher reliability. That means maximum uptime, plus easier training and service requirements.

ADVANTAGE: INTERNATIONAL CAPABILITY International models of the 730 can print in any of six languages, and are available in all standard international power requirements, so it's ready for any tour.

ADVANTAGE: CENTRONICS Model 730 is leading the way to a whole new era in miniprinters. Naturally, it's from the leader: Centronics. We pioneered dot matrix printing and have been ranked #1 ever since. No other company can match our strong serve in performance, selection, and value. And our high-volume production capability means we won't fault on your delivery.

Get the advantage. For more information on products or employment opportunities, write or call today:

CENTRONICS PRINTERS

...the advantage
specify privilege modes that, in turn, allow programs to be designated as supervisor or application. A typical operating system might use secondary PSVs for application programs and split control functions between primary and secondary PSVs.

A supervisor program can change the protection mechanism. It can also manipulate the contents of the interrupt structure to dispatch new programs on any interrupt level. However, the hardware prohibits an application program from performing these actions. The instruction set that the application program can execute excludes those instructions that could be used to change the protection mechanism and the interrupt structure in general. However, the application program can force a PSV swap on its own level and thereby activate its supervisor.

This procedure can be accomplished in two ways. One is to issue a CALL PSV instruction. That action causes suspension of the currently active program, changes the PAV bit, and acti-
MST™-Industry's only batch tester of memory components.

MEMORIES TESTED 4 TIMES, WITH 4 SET-UPS, AND 3 TESTERS.

Low-cost, high-speed BIFETs in National service

MICRO-DAC D/A converters get you off the bus easy

Analog I/O board simplifies system design

Wizardry made practical

Data Acquisition  Digital  Discrete  Hybrid  Linear  Memory Components
Microcomputers  Microprocessors  MOS/LSI  Optoelectronics  Transducers
Introducing low cost, high-speed, JFET input operational amplifiers with internally trimmed input offset voltage.

National Semiconductor invented BIFET technology back in 1975. And because of their low bias current and high-speed performance, these devices soon made themselves indispensable to the industry. Predictably, the competition copied National's BIFETs, and continue to imitate what National developed.

National, however, moves on. From invention to an 80-plus list of op amps, multiplexers, sample and holds, comparators, switches, and A/Ds. Their latest offering consists of three new low-cost, high-performance military temperature range op amps, designated the LF151A, LF151, and LF153.

The LF151A and LF151 singles. The LF151A and LF151 were designed to close the price/performance gap between National's LF156H mainstay and their top-of-the-line model LF156AH. Both of the new models come complete with a solid, dependable list of guarantees over the -55°C to 125°C temperature range.

By way of illustration, the LF151A features a maximum input offset voltage of 2mV coupled with a maximum input offset voltage drift of less than 20µV/°C. In addition, the minimum slew rate is 10V/µsec, and the bandwidth is 3MHz minimum.

All these parameters are fully tested (including temperature drift), and are unconditionally guaranteed. That means there are no exceptions, qualifications, asterisks, or footnotes along with your product.

Two LF151s for the dual minded. If a dual op amp is what you're looking for, there's National's LF153, nothing more than two LF151s on the same die.

National guarantees that its input offset voltage will not exceed 7mV over the full military temperature range. You also get low bias current, high-speed, and a very capable and efficient pair of op amps in a practical-sized, single 8-pin package.

It is another sensible, timely solution from the people that invented the BIFET.

On top of everything, they're available now. In addition to the attractive features of these three new op amps, there are two more appealing aspects: all three are available now, for as low as $3.25 for the single, and $6.00 for the dual (100 unit price). For more information, simply call or write your local National distributor or sales engineer. They'll be more than happy to answer any questions you may have about BIFETs.

Or about anything else in the semiconductor-related industry, for that matter.
National tests memory components at the system level, so the customer doesn’t have to.

In addition to the usual component level processing, MST™ ensures more reliable memory components through testing in a system environment.

Thanks to National's Memory System Test (MST) program, customers specifying MST can eliminate or greatly reduce their own board level testing. That's because the MST manufacturing flow includes a lot of benefits. Such as correlated accelerated stress testing equivalent to 168 hours at 125°C; inherent stress integrity in the MST equipment, not found in conventional burn-in systems currently in use; and board-level environmental testing over the ambient temperature range of +25°C to +70°C, as well as over all power supply limit combinations. These tests are performed in addition to National's usual final testing and QA component level processing. This combination of board level and component level testing, with its multiple insertions, results in parts that are significantly better in quality and reliability.

Separating the good from the bad. The MST program has been developed by National over a four-year span, and investigated extensively in their engineering and production facilities. The system correlates fully with standard component test equipment, with some important improvements.

With standard equipment, certain devices could be intermittent failures, a certain card in a system environment may fail, or their failure simply may not be detected. The MST system also detects units that experience one or more “soft errors” at any time during the many hours they are in the system test environment. This type of failure is usually detected during a board level system test.

Multiple test patterns, power supply margin tests, real time error logging, and hours of continuous testing over the operating temperature range in a card-level system help separate the good units from the bad.

Providing a real memory system environment. When National's customer specifies MST processing, he receives parts that have been tested in a true card-level system environment. MST is a memory system with built-in testing and diagnostic capabilities. And it makes use of memory storage cards operating in a temperature chamber.

The memory storage card is a multilayer printed circuit board holding 72 units. Each MST module holds 64 cards operating as a memory system in a temperature chamber. Which represents 4608 units operating under test simultaneously.

The bottom line is that National's MST processing is unique to the entire industry. And specifying MST may cost a little more, but it's worth a lot more.

New MICRO-DAC Series is the easiest way to get from D to A.

National's DAC1000 is the first of a series of four quadrant multiplying D/A converters which easily interface to a µP.

The DAC1000 is the only microprocessor-compatible 10-bit DAC that is truly µP-compatible without the need for any support chips. In fact, it looks like a memory location or I/O port with all control functions right on the chip. So you get easy interface with any 8 or 16-bit data bus.

The “Best Straight Line” Myth. The competitors’ linearity spec is based upon a “best straight line,” which doesn’t correspond to real world applications, and can mean several adjustments to find the “best straight line.” The competitors benefit by shipping these lower accuracy devices. You lose.

With National’s “end point” linearity spec only two adjustments are needed—Zero and Full Scale; set these, and the linearity specification is met. Thus, National’s linearity specifications ease calibration of the system. In addition, where low reference voltage, or reference voltage changes are required, linearity is maintained even with a 10 to 1 reduction.

It fits into a lot of places and takes up a lot less space. The MICRO-DAC1000 Series is used primarily for building D/A conversion systems. But these DACs can also be used as building blocks for digitally controlled amplifiers, alternators, active filters, and even oscillators. They’re also more flexible than any DACs around—4 quadrant multiplying, double buffered, single supply operation from +5V to +15V, right or left justified data format, micro power operation (2mA max), and output current mode setting time of 500ns. In the 20 pin package they’re only 3” wide compared to 6”, so they’re easily inserted and use a lot less space.

If you don’t need µP Interfacing, National’s still got you covered. The DAC1020 and DAC1220 are 10 and 12-bit DACs without all the µP interfacing. And they still offer application flexibility along with improved linearity.

If you’re already using AD7520, AD7521, AD7530, AD7531, or AD7533, National’s DACs are direct replacements. They’re also priced at least 30% lower and in some cases as much as 300% lower. These inexpensive DACs start at $4.00 at 100 pieces and because of National’s volume capacity, no one can sell for less.

The MICRO-DAC Series opens up a whole new world for design engineers. Because National’s D to A are better from A to Z. [2]
BLC-8737 simplifies MULTIBUS design.

The new BLC-8737 analog I/O board is the newest addition to National's already broad line of more than 75 MULTIBUS-compatible products. It provides easy interface to the real world of analog, thanks to its built-in intelligence that handles analog functions automatically.

The BLC-8737 eliminates the time formerly spent writing conversion routines, because it takes care of the complete analog conversion and scanning control. So you save substantial development costs, and get to the market quicker, too.

The board also comes with a warranty of a full 12 months—four times longer than the competition's. That's just one more reason why National's boards aren't just simpler, they're simply better.

Who and what are practical wizards?

Practical wizards are people with vision, vast knowledge, and a desire to help people through their work. They're not afraid to offer solutions that are new and different from anything that's been tried before. They're people like Thomas Edison, the wizard of Menlo Park, also called the father of modern electronics. Edison was concerned with improving the human condition, and he attempted to do so with his insights into the workings of electronics. He was a visionary, true, but practicality was the hallmark of everything he did. And ultimately, it was that human practicality that made his accomplishments even more profound and far-reaching.

Just as Edison changed the world with his ideas, the practical wizards at National contribute their part through semiconductor technology. With their expertise, and level-headed, sensible approach to solving problems, they are the embodiment of "wizardry made practical."

---

What's new from the National archives?

001 □ BLC 8737 Data Sheet
002 □ COPS 402 Data Sheet
006 □ Special Functions Data Book ($6.00)
007 □ Interface Data Book ($6.00)
008 □ Pressure Transducer Data Book ($3.00)
009 □ ROM MM 52116 Data Sheet
010 □ ROM MM 52132 Data Sheet
011 □ ROM MM 52164 Data Sheet
012 □ DAC 1000 Data Sheet
013 □ LF 151, 151A, 153 Data Sheet
014 □ New Data Acquisition Products Brochure
015 □ MST Program Brochure

Enclose check or money order based upon appropriate currency. Make checks payable to National Semiconductor.

NAME:
TITLE:
ADDRESS:
CITY STATE ZIP

For desired information, mail coupon to:
National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Mail Stop 16250
Santa Clara, California 95051

In Europe, mail coupon to:
National Semiconductor GmbH
Industriestrasse 10
8080 Fuerstenfeldbruck
West Germany
vates the other PSV on the same interrupt level. The application program normally uses this method to call the supervisor program for system service, such as I/O, real storage allocation, or program termination. The CALL PSV instruction is also generally used by the supervisor program to dispatch new application programs or to re dispatch an application program that has been awaiting system service.

In the second method, the primary PSV is activated by a program exception in the program executing under the secondary PSV. A program exception occurs when there is an attempt to perform illegal operations, such as an attempt to access storage outside the program's protected region, an attempt to execute an undefined instruction code, or an application program's attempt to execute an excluded instruction.

If a program is executing under a secondary PSV and a program exception takes place, the program's execution is suspended, the PAV bit for that level is changed to "primary," and a program activation of the primary PSV takes place. The program exception can then be handled on the level at which it occurs. If, however, the program exception occurs in the primary PSV, a high priority interrupt is activated. A field in the secondary PSV/ACV save area, which can be read by the supervisor program executing under the primary PSV, indicates whether its activation is from a CALL PSV instruction or a program exception. In the case of a program exception, the hardware provides additional information to help identify the type of error that occurred.

An example of the normal passing of control between a supervisor program and an application program is shown in Fig 2 (a). The supervisor program determines that an application program is to be run, sets up the PSV/ACV save area of the application program, and issues a CALL PSV instruction. This instruction activates the secondary PSV, which is the action that dispatches the application program. Then, that program runs until it requires a system service, in this case, I/O. The application program issues a CALL PSV instruction, activating the supervisor program at the instruction address immediately following the supervisor's CALL PSV instruction that originally dispatched the application program. The supervisor program determines the nature of the request and, when ready, redispatches the application program with another CALL PSV instruction. In this case, the application program runs until completion, and then requests termination.

When the supervisor program receives control, it determines whether more application programs are ready to be run on the same level. If true, a new application program is dispatched. If there is no additional work, the interrupt request for the level is turned off, and control is relinquished to another priority level.

In Fig 2 (b), the application program that has been dispatched contains an illegal instruction, and a program exception takes place when the hardware attempts to execute this instruction. This exception automatically activates the supervisor program which determines that its activation is caused by a program exception and takes appropriate action. Depending on the operating system, the application program can be terminated, or control can be passed back to the application program at an error handling entry point.
Fig 2  Supervisor/application programs. Examples of passing control between supervisor and application program are shown. In normal operation (a), supervisor program acts as dispatcher. Dual PSV facility allows both programs to coexist on one interrupt level. In (b), control is passed due to program exception. PSV field provides information to help identify cause of exception

Priority Interrupt Mechanism

Three sources of interrupt exist within the interrupt structure: I/O interrupt request vector (I0RV), program interrupt request vector (PIRV), and error interrupt request vector (EIRV). Both I0RV and PIRV are eight bits long, with each bit corresponding to a priority interrupt level. EIRV is seven bits long, but creates an interrupt only on a single level.

I0RV provides a mechanism through which I/O devices can create interrupts across the I/O bus and is used by devices to signal their requirements for service. PIRV allows programs to create interrupts. It is generally used by supervisor programs to maintain activation of their own level following an I/O interrupt, or may be used to activate other interrupt levels for higher or lower priority work.

EIRV creates interrupts only on level 0, the highest priority level available. This interrupt is created whenever a hardware system check, a channel exception, or a program exception in a primary PSV occurs. Different bit settings of the EIRV indicate the nature of the error.
In addition to the interrupt sources, the interrupt mechanism contains two masks, common and master. In a multilevel machine, certain code sequences cannot allow interruption by programs on other levels. An example is a routine that updates a queue used to communicate between levels. During this update, the program cannot allow interruption by another level that might also attempt to use the same queue. To handle such situations, the program masks other levels. The common mask is eight bits long, each bit corresponding to a priority interrupt level.

The master mask contains one bit and can be used to prevent entry into the wait state or program suspension by all other levels except 0. When the master mask is reset, the currently active program will continue to execute until the master mask is set or a level 0 interrupt takes place. Interrupts to level 0 cannot be prevented by the master mask since this is the level on which the EIRV interrupts. If these interrupts were masked, system errors could not be immediately detected and system integrity might be jeopardized. For the rare cases when masking of level 0 is justified, the common mask can be used.

If a PSV swap to a new level is to take place, the program executing on the current level is suspended. The new level is loaded into the current priority level vector and a PSV activation takes place.

Summary
The hardware-oriented interrupt system for the IBM 8100 processors provides efficient handling of the tasks associated with distributed processing and facilitates the architecture of a multiprogramming operating system.

References
"THE 8086 HAS UNSURPASSED SUPPORT!"

By now, you've probably heard a whole lot about the 8086 and its development system. Intel's seen to that.

But there's one or two tiny, little facts that could get lost in all the noise:

The 8086 isn't the best 16-bit CPU. It doesn't even have the best development system.

The AmZ8000 does.

Our new System 8/8 was designed especially to support the AmZ8000. It beats Intel's system hands down.

System 8/8 can be used as an 8-bit or a 16-bit system via the Multimaster Bus. Intel's system can't. System 8/8 can translate both 8080/8085 and Z80 programs. Intel's system can't. System 8/8 has an optional arithmetic processor, a PASCAL compiler, and 8080, 8085, Z80 and AmZ8000 macroassemblers. Intel's system doesn't. System 8/8 comes unbundled; you buy just the pieces you want or need. Intel makes you buy the entire package whether you need it all or not.

But the best thing about System 8/8 is the CPU it supports: The AmZ8000.

The AmZ8000 has a more powerful, more advanced, much more flexible architecture than the 8086. It also has more addressing modes, more general-purpose registers, larger addressing spaces, better I/O capability and more
powerful instructions. It can even accommodate more data types. And the AmZ8000 has a lot higher throughput using standard NMOS than the 8086 using HMOS.

To demonstrate the capability of the AmZ8000, we developed a fully assembled and tested Evaluation Board with a memory, an I/O and a monitor. Ask for it by name: AMC 96/4016. You can also get a full ASCII keyboard/display and an assembler.

One last thing: we know it hurts to drop Intel for somebody else. We went through it ourselves. But it's going to hurt a lot more next year. By then, your competitors could be so far ahead of you, you might never catch up.

Call Advanced Micro Devices. We'll send you all the latest information on the AmZ8000, System 8/8 and the AMC 96/4016. Or, we'll line you up for our next 4-day seminar.

When you've looked at all the facts, one fact is going to come through loud and clear:

The AmZ8000 is better.
Statistical Multiplexer Prevents Data Loss

A version of the Supermux 480 statistical multiplexer, available for use in networks with printers and other terminals having a "transmit off" (XOFF) command capability, is switch-programmable to recognize that and other stop data commands. The multiplexer at the terminal end stops data flow to the terminal when it sees the XOFF command, which many terminals use to signal the host CPU to stop sending data. However, the multiplexer will permit the CPU to continue transmission and will itself generate the XOFF message if its own individual channel buffer reaches 80% of capacity before the terminal is ready to resume reception of data. This results in a reduction of CPU load and elimination of lost data, according to Infotron Systems Corp, Cherry Hill Industrial Center, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.

Both this and the earlier version of the multiplexer have a common 16k-byte RAM buffer for all input lines. Outages as long as 10 s on a fully loaded 9600-bit/s line can be handled.

Up to eight asynchronous input lines are concentrated over a single high speed output. Aggregate input data rate may be up to 38,400 bits/s. Switch-selectable input speeds for each channel range from 50 to 9600 bits/s. Input codes may be 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-bit, Baudot, ASCII, or IBM.

The output line can operate at any synchronous speed to 9600 bits/s, and can also be operated at switch-selectable isochronous speeds of 300, 1200, or 1800 bits/s via 103 or 202 modems.

Transmission protocol is compatible with SDLC and CCITT X.25 level 2 framing: flag, zero insertion, and 16-bit CRC, with variable block length of 128 characters maximum. Error correction is via automatic request for repetition (ARQ). Built-in diagnostics display system status on seven front panel LED indicators. The multiplexer comes in either 4- or 8-channel models, with the 4-channel version field-expandable.

Circle 400 on Inquiry Card

Satellite Data Link to Aid Pilot Training

A high speed satellite data link between the Air Force Command and Evaluation Center at Hill Air Force Base, Utah, and Nellis Air Force Base, Nev, will enable observation, analysis, and critique of new F-16 fighter pilots flying simulated combat missions. The 76.8k-bit/s simplex satellite data circuit will have a 5-m transmit earth station at Nellis, and a similar receive station at Hill. Earth stations will be placed in operation by American Satellite Corp, 20301 Century Blvd, Germantown, MD 20767, under terms of a contract with Cubic Corp's Defense Systems Div, prime contractor on the F-16 combat readiness test program. The satellite data network is scheduled to be operational by early January 1980.

Transmit protocol is compatible with SDLC and CCITT X.25 level 2 framing: flag, zero insertion, and 16-bit CRC, with variable block length of 128 characters maximum. Error correction is via automatic request for repetition (ARQ). Built-in diagnostics display system status on seven front panel LED indicators. The multiplexer comes in either 4- or 8-channel models, with the 4-channel version field-expandable.

Circle 400 on Inquiry Card

Independent Telephone Company Invests in Digital Communications Firm

Continental Telephone Corp, third largest U.S. independent telephone holding company, with operating subsidiaries in 38 states and in several foreign countries, has acquired an approximate 20% equity in Tran Telecommunications Corp, 2500 Walnut Ave, Marina del Rey, CA 90291. Total value of the transaction was about $4.7 million.

Tran, a pioneer in the field of digital telecommunications, has been involved in many large scale digital networks, including Canada's Datadroute, two South African national networks, Pacific Telephone's Data Service for the State of California, and a large number of private networks. Tran Chairman Ray Sanders stated that the association with Continental and its concomitant financing would allow a broader application of his company's technology in public and private networks in order to meet future business market demands for packet, facsimile, video, and digitally-encoded voice transmission.

Charles Wohlstetter, Continental Telephone's board chairman, said that application of Tran's digital technology would directly benefit the operating companies, and give Continental an advantageous position in the growing field of digital communications.

Circle 402 on Inquiry Card
Today as cable becomes increasingly critical to the design of EDP systems, leading companies are doing exactly what people in the military and CATV industry are doing. They’re hooking up with Times.

After all, we’ve got the most standard designs and the most experience in custom designs in the world. Times covers a dozen categories from which we can offer design variations that number in the tens of thousands. And we’re also busy at work making fiber optics a practical reality for EDP systems too.

No matter what size, electrical characteristics or packaging requirements your system calls for, Times gives you a bigger choice. For linking your Mainframe with your Tape Drive, we’ve got Multi-conductor Coax. To connect your Modem with your Terminals, there’s our Data Bus and Coaxial Computer Cables. All of which can be delivered quickly. Because Times has manufacturing facilities located across the nation.

You’ll find it all explained in our new catalog. Send for it. It’s the only way to keep abreast of the newest developments in cable. Because it’s the only catalog that keeps you up with Times.

Times Wire & Cable, 358 Hall Ave., Wallingford, Ct., 06492 203-265-2361.
308 display of parallel state data.

Parallel timing diagram can also be displayed as a state table in hex, binary and octal.

Serial display includes ASCII readout in addition to hex and binary.

Signature display will hold and display up to 8 signatures at once.

The 308 is lightweight (3.6 kg/8 lb) and portable.
All logic analyzers handle parallel data.
Only one also does serial and signature.

Until now, logic analyzers have been confined to parallel state and timing data. Unfortunately, digital problems haven't. They might originate at a serial data port. Or appear as a faulty signature output.

So we've designed a logic analyzer that handles all four data formats: Parallel state, Parallel timing, Serial state, Signature analysis. Each with an impressive array of display and sampling features. All contained in a single lightweight (3.6 kg/8 lb) portable package. The 308 Data Analyzer, from Tektronix. A unique instrument. The first of its kind.


And much more. All in a compact and convenient package. One that's cost-effective. And backed by the unmatched experience of Tektronix in the field of digital test instrumentation and service. Interested? Contact your local Tektronix Field Office, or write us.

Tektronix, Inc.
PO. Box 1700
Beaverton, Oregon 97075
(503) 644-0161
Telex: 910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Tektronix International, Inc.
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

For immediate action, dial our toll free automatic answering service: 1-800-547-1512
Many of today's computer systems, large and small, are microprogrammed. Designers of microprogrammed processors have certain degrees of freedom, depending on the components used and the architecture to be realized. Specifically, they may be able to look at two or more designs having arithmetic logical units (ALUs) of different complexity and may find that there is a degree of complexity that minimizes system manufacturing cost.

Microprogram Efficiency

To see how this may happen, consider the cost model presented in the panel. It assumes we start with a nonmicroprogrammed system having e logic elements, and that the ith alternative microprogrammed design contains an ALU with \((1 - f_i) e\) logic elements and a control memory containing \(bf_i e\) bits. The factor \(b\) is the "microprogram efficiency"—that is, the number of bits required to replace one logic element. System cost is then simply a function of \(e, f_i, \) and \(b\); of the manufacturing cost of a logic element in the ALU; and of a bit in the control memory. For simplicity, replace the discrete values \(f_i\) with the continuous variable \(f\).

The cost model shows that, if \(b\) is constant, system cost will be a minimum either with no microprogramming or with the maximum possible microprogramming (i.e., the minimum ALU), depending on the value of \(b\) relative to the ratio of bit and logic element costs. However, Husson* suggests that the power of a microinstruction is a function of the complexity of the ALU; with a bare-bones ALU it will take many control memory bits to replace a logic element; with a complex ALU it will take fewer. Under these circumstances, there may be a value of \(f\) such that


Montgomery Phister, Jr
Systems Consulting
Santa Monica, California
NEC Spinwriters.
Tailored printers.

Printers for every job. Terminals for every line.

NEC Spinwriter™ character printers and terminals can be configured in as many varieties as there are jobs to do. They start as basic 55-cps printer mechanisms for some OEM buyers who want to add their own value. Then they grow and change to fit your precise letter-quality output needs.

Each of our 10 models is surrounded with features and options that make customizing easy. Eight industry-standard interfaces, serial and parallel, let you add Spinwriter printers quickly to your current system. Ten form-lead options—most operator changeable—provide unparalleled document handling flexibility. Dozens of 10 or 12 pitch and Proportional Space thimbles—with up to 128 characters—solve your technical and language output requirements.

That's not all. Spinwriter printers and terminals lead the industry in reliability, with a more than 2000-hour MTBF. And in serviceability, with a 30-minute MTTR.

When you want hard-working printers that are tailored to your individual needs, call the NEC Spinwriter regional representative nearest you. He'll assure a perfect fit.

NEC. Going after the perfect printer.

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

NEC Identity
Chances are, you'll find that the performance you need is already there.

At HP, our long experience in developing instruments for engineering and manufacturing has given us a real good idea of what's needed in computer systems for technical applications. That's why Hewlett-Packard's family of computer products can meet your needs so closely in the lab or on the factory floor.

Matching the computer to the job.

Take our 9800 Series Desktop computers. For single-station interactive computing, they're in a class by themselves. With up to 449K bytes of memory, enhanced BASIC, graphics capabilities, and a built-in keyboard and display, you get the power of a minicomputer in one complete, integrated package. And there's easy interfacing with HP instruments and peripherals for jobs like control and testing, statistical analysis, and even engineering design.

For more complex multi-processing tasks, the HP 1000 computer has the power and flexibility to meet your needs. You can choose from a broad range of computation power to process your data, from the low-cost M-Series to the high-speed floating point F-Series. All of the configurations use upward-compatible RTE operating systems, so you don't have to rewrite your programs when you change jobs or move up to another model. And if you need additional storage, you can expand the systems to two megabytes of main memory starting at only $18K/per megabyte.

The HP 1000 system also comes with a number of applications tools to minimize your programming costs. HP's new DATACAP/1000 software, for example, lets you design a real-time factory data collection system according to your shop floor needs. And to help you manage vast quantities of technical data, we developed our powerful IMAGE/1000 data base management system. Just a few simple keystrokes give you up-to-the-minute information on inventory levels or instrument check-out status. If you'd like a really clear picture of your information, HP's GRAPHICS/1000 will plot your data in a way you can understand: as a bar graph, pie chart, logarithmic graph, and more.
Communication made simple.

General purpose interface cards let you adapt the HP 1000 to a variety of tasks, including A/D conversion and multi-point communications. What's more, with the plug-in HP-IB (interface bus), you can process and control data from over 200 sophisticated measurement and testing instruments.

Talking to the computers is easy, too. The HP 1000 uses BASIC and FORTRAN as well as assembly and microcode languages. And our powerful communications software, DS/1000, lets you hook HP 1000 computers together in any network configuration you want—across your plant or around the world.

A continuous growth plan.

HP's family of computer products is constantly growing to meet your scientific, engineering, and manufacturing needs. Whether it's instrumentation front ends, CRT terminals, plotters or digitizers, HP's compatible products let you add to your system at any time without writing new software. And of course, you get HP's full support, service, training and documentation.

Go ahead and ask your own computer some tough questions. Then ask ours and see the difference. For a hands-on demonstration of the HP 1000, just call your nearest HP sales office listed in the White Pages. Or for more information write Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Roger Ueltzen, Dept. 1259, 11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.

Here are just a few of HP's range of products for manufacturers and engineers:

1. HP 9845 Desktop Computer.
2. HP 9825 Desktop Computer.
3. HP 1000 Model 45 Real-time System with HP 7906 Disc Drive and HP 2648A Graphics Terminal.
4-6. HP 1000 F., E., and M-Series Computers.
7. HP 2108 Board Computer.
8. HP 7925 Mass Storage Unit.
9. HP 2240 Measurement & Control Processor.
10. HP ATS Automatic Test System.
11. HP 12050 Fiber Optics.
13. HP 2621 CRT Terminal.
14. HP 3075 Data Capture Terminal.
15. HP 3077 Time Reporting Terminal.
16. HP 3455 Voltmeter.
17. HP 3495 Scanner.
18. HP 5328A Universal Counter.
19. HP 5342 Microwave Frequency Counter.
20. HP 436A Power Meter.
21. HP 4282 LCR Meter.
22. HP 8566A Spectrum Analyzer.
23. HP 8754A Network Analyzer.
24. HP 3325A Synthesizer/ Function Generator.
25-6. HP 8660A & HP 8672A Synthesizer/Signal Generators.
29. HP 2635 Printer.
30. HP 7245A Thermal Plotter/Printer.
31. HP 7221A Plotter.
32. HP 7225A Graphics Plotter.
33. HP 9872A Programmable Graphics Plotter.
34. HP 9874A Digitizer.
35. HP keeps it coming.
Suppose:

\[ C = \text{System manufacturing cost} \]
\[ e = \text{Number of logic elements in a nonmicroprogrammed processor} \]
\[ f = \text{Fraction of logic elements replaced by microprogram control store} \]
\[ b = \text{Number of control memory bits required to replace one logic element} \]
\[ c = \text{System manufacturing cost per logic element} \]
\[ c_m = \text{System manufacturing cost per control memory bit} \]

Then

\[ C = c (1 - f) e + c_m b f e \]

Two cases are:

1. \( b \) is constant, independent of system size
   Then
   \[ C = c (1 - f) e + c_m b f e \]
   \[ C/e = c - f (c - c_m b) \]
   If \( c_m b < c \), \( C/e \) will be minimum with \( f = 1 \) (no logic to be controlled by the microprogram)
   If \( c_m b > c \), \( C/e \) will be minimum with \( f = 0 \) (no microprogramming)

2. \( b \) is a function of amount of logic to be controlled, eg
   \( b = b_0 + b_1 \exp(-ke(1-f)) \)
   Then
   \[ C = c (1 - f) e + c_m f e [b_0 + b_1 \exp(-ke(1-f))] \]
   \[ C/e = 1 - f (1 - \frac{c_m}{c} b_0) + \frac{c_m}{c} b_1 \exp(-ke(1-f)) \]

This cost function is minimized for a value of \( f \) which satisfies the transcendental equation

\[ (1 + fke) \exp(-ke(1-f)) = \frac{c}{b_1 c_m} - \frac{b_0}{b_1} \]

The equation will generally have a solution, if

\[ e > \frac{1}{k} \left( \frac{c}{b_1 c_m} - \frac{b_0}{b_1} - 1 \right) \]
which minimizes cost, because if \( f \) is too large (ALU is too simple) the inefficient control memory is too big and expensive, while with \( f \) too small, the ALU itself will be too complex and expensive. Fig 1 provides a seemingly reasonable expression relating \( b \) and \( f \).

**Estimated Manufacturing Costs**

To make use of the model, we must estimate values for \( c \) and \( c_m \), the manufacturing cost of a logic element and of a control memory bit. The manufacturing cost model which appeared in a recent issue of *Computer Design* (Sept 1978, p 97) contains data from which these parameters may be computed. The costs given there can be divided into two parts: one covering the ALU, the other the control memory. Control memory components consist of the P/Roms plus 14 MSI and 27 SSI ICs for each 64 memory ICs. Power costs are distributed in proportion to power consumption of the two parts, and other noncomponent costs are distributed in proportion to number of components. The results of the
C = $0.75/PER LOGIC ELEMENT
C_m = $0.0017/PER CONTROL MEMORY BIT

analysis are c = $0.75/logic element, and c_m = $0.0017/control memory bit.

With control memory so cheap (c_m so small compared to c), the equations given in the cost model indicate that, assuming b is constant and in the range 20 to 60, the lowest cost system will have the smallest ALU. If b varies as shown in Fig 1 there will be an optimum value of f for minimum manufacturing cost. Fig 2 shows this minimum for the cost parameters presented in the September article. It indicates that manufacturing cost could be reduced to $11,000 from the $17,000 shown there, by simplifying the ALU and using a bigger control memory.

Conclusions
In practice the designer may not have much freedom in varying ALU size. Architectural, performance, and component constraints limit his ability to simplify the ALU design. However, as control memories get cheaper and cheaper relative to ALU type logic, the designer must remember that simple ALUs lead to low cost systems—especially important when low manufacturing cost is a major design goal.

The author solicits comments on the material presented here, data supporting or contradicting his approach, and suggestions for topics to be covered in future articles.

— Ed.
The program to reduce software costs.
Microprocessor Pascal System.
New. From Texas Instruments.

Learnability. Transportability. Maintainability.

The features of Pascal, plus the benefits of TI's learning curve experience, are offered in the new Microprocessor Pascal system.

A system designed for microprocessor applications.

A system developed for the 16-bit 9900 Family, including the TM990 microcomputer modules, and 990 minicomputers.

A system to effectively lower your software costs today. And keep them low tomorrow.

At TI, Pascal is the first and only corporate-wide approved high-level programming language. For a lot of good reasons.

Pascal lets you solve your application without getting involved in the intricacies of machine architecture. And, Pascal's block structure results in fewer programming errors, because the code is easier to write, read and modify.

TI's Microprocessor Pascal system consists of six parts and provides the most Pascal capability ever offered:

- Source Editor — specifically designed to create/edit Pascal programs and check program syntax.
- Compiler — compiles conventional Pascal programs as well as TI's Pascal concurrent extensions into interpretive code, which can then be executed directly, or converted into 9900 native machine code.
- Host Debugger — over fifteen options for tracing variables and modifying data.
- Configurator — enables the target system to retain only the parts of the runtime support necessary for program execution.
- Native-Code Generator — converts Pascal interpretive code into 9900 native machine code.
- Run-Time Support — both interpretive and native-code execution provide a speed/memory trade-off.

TI's continuing commitment to innovative, cost-effective 16-bit microprocessor software means an increased applications capability and decreased development time for you.

Find out how you can reduce your present and future software costs. Put the new TI Microprocessor Pascal system to work for you, today.

For more information, call your nearest TI field sales office or authorized distributor, or write to Texas Instruments, P.O. Box 1443, M/S 6404, Houston, Texas 77001.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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© 1979 Texas Instruments Incorporated
Successful data communications people know exactly who to look for when they need equipment. Before they evaluate products they evaluate manufacturers. They insist on a supplier who has the integrity and the resources to fully support his products. With a broad product range, and the technical expertise to continually develop and improve those products. That's why so many of the leading data communication users name Racal-Milgo as their first choice. And why you'll find Racal-Milgo equipment in so many of the world's largest, most sophisticated data communications systems...and in smaller systems on their way up.

In 1980, Racal-Milgo marks its 25th year. Data communications has been a significant part of the company's business right from the beginning. Today, that involvement has become a total dedication toward providing a full range of reliable products and systems. We think of every one of our customers—large or small—as one of the data communications leaders.

Racal-Milgo
Racal-Milgo Information Systems, Inc.
We'll send you a portfolio of brochures to help you evaluate our qualifications, and our products. It brings you up to date on the latest selection of Racal-Milgo equipment, including network diagnostic controllers, microprocessor based and LSI modems, special modems for short-haul transmission and for loop systems, data security products, and a line of data terminals.

For a prompt response, fill in and mail the coupon.

Racal-Milgo Information Systems, Inc.
8600 N.W. 41st Street, Miami, Florida 33166
Telephone (305) 592-8600
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Large Scale Computer Offering Includes Evolutional Operating System

Large scale DPS 8 computers recognize the trend toward distributing data outward from a central computer location into end user departments, and provide total operating system compatibility from large to small configurations. Included in the announcement by Honeywell United States Information Systems Group, 200 Smith St, Waltham, MA 02154, are four large scale computers and evolutionary ccos operating system designed specifically for the distributed systems market. With powerful transaction processing and communications capabilities, the systems provide a systems approach to balancing workloads, and offer protection for application software investment.

At the top of the line, the single processor DPS 8/70 offers twice the power of the model 66/80. Available in multiple processor configurations, increased power and failsafe backup are provided by systems with up to four processors.

The 8/52, based on 8/70 technology and field upgradeable to it, offers 60% of the power of the 8/70 and 2.5 times the power of an 8/20. A midrange system, the 8/44 offers 50% more power than the 8/20. The 8/20, designed for use as free standing or remote host system, offers 33% more power than a similar 66/10.

All systems make extensive use of microprocessors, LSI circuit elements, and enhanced logic packaging techniques at board level. From this they derive cost and performance advantages over previous large scale systems. Microprocessor technology is used in the system’s maintenance/diagnostic section, and is supported by LSI circuitry. In addition, the two smaller systems use bit-slice processors in certain execution units. LSI circuits are also used within the processor’s execution and control areas as well as in cache, directory, and control store. A high density universal (HDU) board allows high chip density on each board and, in conjunction with LSI circuits, reduces total number of boards in the system. These technologies offer reduced energy consumption, heat output, and floor space requirements.

The communications oriented ccos 8 operating system provides the systems with multidimensional, multiprogramming, and multiprocessing capabilities. It offers expanded memory utilization, sophisticated memory management capabilities, high throughput, extensive modularity and flexibility, advanced transaction processing, and privacy and security capabilities. Multidimensional modes of system or program operation include batch processing, remote and interactive remote job entry, timesharing, transaction processing, direct program access, online document handling, and online test and diagnostics. All modes operate concurrently.

Architecturally the system allows full access of all user and system procedures to all configured resources of the hardware system with procedures isolated from one another through enhanced security capabilities. It also operates interconnected with Level 6 computers acting as remote terminal controllers and/or satellite processors; and permits interconnection of multiple host systems via network links between hosts and/or satellite processors and offers file transfer facilities for data exchanges.

Basis of the system’s memory management is segmentation; the working space concept is also basic to the operating system. Memory management is controlled by a combination of hardware and operating system software and is transparent to applications, programmers, and users. Maximum physical memory is 64M bytes. Theoretical maximum manageable logically addressable memory is 87 bytes.

Up to 511 concurrent processes are supported; 488 of these can be user processes. Tightly coupled multiprocessor configurations may operate under control of one copy of the operating system and associated system software. This functionality makes all coupled processors effectively interchangeable and enables them to share the load being processed. Online processor reconfiguration allows any processor to be deconfigured and later reconfigured without system interruption or manipulation of hardware switches.

Timesharing capabilities are provided through hardware extension features and the operating system architecture. The entire real storage minus os residence can be used for timesharing. 400 concurrent users can be supported. User programs can use all processors simultaneously and transparently. Through a multiprof option, four separate timesharing worlds can operate concurrently and simultaneously in multiple processor configurations.

All systems operate under compatible versions of ccos 8 and the existing ccos III operating systems. Initial shipments will have ccos III; ccos 8 will become available in third quarter 1980. DPS 8/20 will be offered with ccos 8 only.

A DPS 8/20 consists of central system packaged in one cabinet and containing CPU, system control unit (SCU), 1M-byte main memory, and 1/O multiplexer (IOM) with 19 channel function slots. Memory expands to the 2M- or 4M-byte level, and the system is field upgradable to the DPS 8/44 and can be configured with two front end network processors. DPS 8/44 is similar in design, packaging, and memory options, but offers 90% more performance.

Offering 2.5 times the performance of an 8/20 the 8/52 is a midrange system. It consists of free standing central system composed of CPU, SCU, 1M-byte main memory, and IOM with 35 channel function slots, expandable to 54 slots. Memory expands to 8M bytes. The 8/52 is capable of supporting two front end processors and two system consoles. The system is field upgradeable to an 8/70.

A freestanding DSP 8/70 central system consists of CPU, SCU, 1M-byte main memory, and 35-slot IOM. Memory can be expanded to a 16M-byte maximum; I/O expands to 54 channel function slots; and three additional CPUs, IOMs, and SCUs can be configured. Eight front end processors and four system consoles can be supported.

Purchase prices for systems in basic configurations are 8/20-$149,045; 8/44-$222,500; 8/52-$255,791; and 8/70-$1,156,399. Ccos 8 is scheduled for general release in third quarter 1980. DPS 8 systems will be available for delivery in second quarter of 1980.
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Our Electric Printers are all around you...in calculators, perhaps like the one on your desk...in supermarket electric cash registers...wherever you go.

Over half of all the world's Electric Printers bear the EPSON name, and every month 600,000 more join their ranks.

Now comes the Son of Electric Printer. The new TX-80 Dot Matrix Printer is the kind of product you expect from EPSON. Engineered to provide full features in the small-size package we know you want, it is built to meet unmatched printer mass-production standards that are an EPSON tradition.

THE TX-80 HAS THE SAME KIND OF QUALITIES AS ITS FORBEARS

Quality Very High Reliability The TX-80's dot head is rated for 100 million characters and the tractor-feed printing mechanism, sold separately to OEM, has a proven MTBF that others envy.

Quality High Speed The TX-80 prints 125 characters per second, 60 lines of 80 columns per minute.

Quality High Visibility Printing High contrast ink ribbon prints 5x7 dot matrix with 96 ASCII characters and 6x7 with 64 standard graphic patterns.

Quality Graphics Capability Charts and graphs can be made automatically using the 64 graphic patterns.

And the TX-80 is low in cost. In 100 quantities it sells for 25% less than same-size dot matrix printers by other major manufacturers.

We want to tell you all about the TX-80...so when you think of Dot Matrix Printers, you think of Electric Printer SON.
Shugart delivers the lowest cost per megabyte in an 8-inch Winchester drive. The company with more experience in low-cost Winchester technology than anyone else in the industry has broken the $1,000 price barrier with its SA1000 series of 8-inch fixed disk drives. Here’s your 5 or 10 megabyte system upgrade at an affordable price. Here’s Winchester performance in a compatible floppy-sized package. Here’s an 8-inch drive that will be built in the quantities that you need for your marketplace, using Shugart’s high volume manufacturing technology. Introducing the SA1000. Packed with valuable features. And priced to give you the competitive edge.

Introducing the 8” fixed disk drive

It’s easy to upgrade your system. Our design objective for the SA1000 was to create an 8-inch Winchester drive as mechanically and electrically identical to our floppy disk drives as possible. The result is a drive that has the same physical dimensions and mounting holes as our 8-inch floppy drives. Also, the SA1000 has a simple “floppy-like” interface and command structure. And drive control signals use the same pin assignments as our SA850/851 floppy drives so you can daisy chain both fixed and floppy drives from the same controller. Software development is simple too, because the SA1000 has the same capacity per track as the double-density SA850. Even the power voltages are the same. All this means that we’ve made it easy and economical for you to increase data throughput to 4.3 Mb/sec., average access time to 70 msec., and capacity to 5 or 10 Mbytes. Shugart gives you value where it counts.
Product reliability—we're Headstrong about it. The SA1000 has 40% fewer parts than a floppy drive. That means high MTBF—8000 power-on hours of typical duty. And no preventive maintenance is required. Error rates equal $1 \times 10^{10}$ soft (recoverable), $1 \times 10^{12}$ hard (non-recoverable), and $1 \times 10^6$ seek. The belt-driven AC spindle drive motor eliminates the need for a separate power supply. Our new Fastflex™ III ball bearing-supported actuator provides more precise head-to-track positioning. Data reliability? We've eliminated possible media contamination and further protected your data by locating the AC drive and stepper motors outside the media chamber and by shock-mounting the drive on three points within its casing. We don't take shortcuts when it comes to product reliability.

SA1000. The only under $1000.

Shugart's Headstrong about product availability. From initial product concept through manufacturing, Shugart has designed the SA1000 for high volume, highly mechanized production and backed it with its own dedicated engineering and manufacturing organization. This kind of commitment has made it possible for us to bring you the lowest cost per function 8-inch fixed disk drive available today. We'll be delivering the SA1000 drives in the first quarter of 1980. Optional controller and data separator will also be available. The new SA1000 from The Headstrong Company.

Contact your nearest sales office. Shugart headquarters: 435 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 733-0100; West Coast Sales/Service: (408) 737-9241; Midwest Sales/Service: (612) 574-9750; East Coast Sales/Service: (617) 893-0560; Europe Sales/Service: Paris (1) 686-00-85; Munich (089) 17-60-06.
Single User Workstation Offers Assets of Timeshared Mainframe

A personal computer for professionals, PERQ provides the sophistication of timesharing systems on a low cost, single-user workstation. Developed by Three Rivers Computer Corp, 160 N Craig St, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, the system provides a CPU that can execute 1M instructions/s; has a 0.25M-byte main memory, 12M-byte disc capacity, and video display; and ties into a 10M-bit/s Packet Stream Network for between-system communications.

System processor is a bipolar microprogrammed CPU that executes the high-level P-code instructions used by many Pascal compilers at a rate of 1M/s. The processor has a 32-bit segmented virtual addressing mechanism that permits efficient execution of large programs, and includes instructions for operating on 8-, 16-, and 32-bit data. 256k bytes of RAM with 680-ns average cycle time is standard; a 1M-byte RAM option is available. A parity option is offered for the RAM. A 4k writeable microstore is available; microcycle time is 170 ns.

Vertically oriented, the 8.5 x 11" (21.6 x 27.9-cm) video display screen has 768 x 1024 resolution with 60-Hz noninterlaced black on white refresh. It displays multiple font, proportionally spaced text as well as complex flicker free graphics. The display bit map occupies a part of main memory, and hardware and microcode in the CPU facilitate rapid manipulation of the screen, allowing dragging, smooth scrolling, and on-line justification functions on the raster scanned image.

The onscreen cursor is positioned using a touch tablet. This finger activated pointing device is used to select and manipulate items on the display. Cursor movements track the position of the finger on the small rectangular tablet.

A 14" Winchester technology disc provides 12M bytes of formatted storage with 97-ms average access time and 7M-bit/s transfer rate. A 24M-byte capacity is available as an option; a 1M-byte double-sided, double-density floppy disc drive is also offered.

The detachable 60-key solid state keyboard offers N-key rollover and auto repeat. A continuously variable slope Delta modulator used at a 16k-baud data rate supplies arbitrary stored speech output. Prerecorded data are stored on the disc to provide voice response, audible signaling, and other speech applications.

With full-duplex, multiple protocol high speed serial data port, the system supports asynchronous, bisynchronous, and SDLC/HDLC/ADCCP protocols at speeds to 56k bits/s. All line and protocol parameters are programmable and modem control is standard. A full IEEE 488-1975 standard implementation of the GPIB offers a simple way of compatibly interfacing a range of medium speed peripherals, laboratory facilities, or test equipment and instrumentation.

A proprietary wide band network interconnects PERQ systems on a single coaxial cable using cable TV technology. Up to 64 workstations can be connected on up to 2000' (610 m) of cable. Broadcasting packets of data at 10M bits/s, the network allows one system to access files on another system. The network is also used to provide access to shared resources such as printers and tape drives, to allow all users to share resources.

Software facilities for the system are provided through an operating system designed to support a single user. Multiple process capability allows the user to have more than one context established at one time, providing rapid switching from editor to compiler to debugger. Background I/O spooling or network access does not interrupt the user. The distributed file system features multiple tree structured directories, linked and contiguous files, and access to files on other systems. A display window manager manipulates screen information, partitioning the screen into separate areas that may be moved, enlarged, or contracted in two dimensions, scrolled, and clipped under user control.

A full Pascal compiler included with the system has optimization algorithms to minimize code size and execution time. An interactive debugger, editor, and network support package are also supplied.

Cost of the system is $19,500 for a single unit; the network option is priced at $2000, and control store option at $3000.
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Three Rivers' single-user PERQ computer offers 32-bit segmented virtual addressing mechanism, 256k-byte main memory, and 12M-byte online disc storage. System ties into packet stream network for communication with other similar systems.
Disk Microcontrol at 4 million operations/second.

Signetics' 8X300 µP speeds bit-stream management without bit-slice bother.

Our 8X300 brings bit-slice speed to intelligent I/O control. Without bit-slice burden. Because the 8X300's control-oriented architecture streamlines software development.

At 4 million operations/second, it's the world's fastest bipolar µP. Much faster than any MOS device. And easy to implement for disk microcontrol.

As an IOP, the 8X300's got more than three years of rugged field experience in a wide range of control applications. When you design it in, look for lower parts count. Its high speed demands less external logic to move serial bit streams.

Check your price/performance goals for disk microcontrol. Whether for 5540 cartridge-type drives, or the latest breed of Winchesters, our 8X300 is tough to beat.

Fact is, we think you'll find that bit slice, brute-force TTL, and MOS aren't really options anymore. The 8X300 is the breakthrough device in a growing LSI family which we're developing for the disk controller OEM. Soon new Signetics parts will join it. And that's going to mean even greater design ease for microcontrol users.

Let us help you start moving from design to prototype to product, faster. Our brochure Microcontrol Mastery tells how one 8X300 user put a disk microcontroller on a single standard format board. Send us the coupon today.

Signetics
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Signetics Corporation
811 East Arques Avenue
P.O. Box 409
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Telephone 408/739-7700

To: Signetics Publication Services MS 27, 1279-8x
811 E. Arques Ave., P.O. Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

☐ Please send Microcontrol Mastery.

Name __________________________________________ Title __________________________

Company ________________________________________ Division __________________

Address ________________________________________ MS _______________________

City __________________ State ______ Zip __________

☐ Please have a Bipolar LSI specialist contact me today at: ( ) ext. __________
Computer Systems Serve Distributed Processing Needs

Small and medium scale computer systems, subject of two separate announcements made by Burroughs Corp, Detroit, MI 48232, extend the 900 family of computers to meet recognized demands for small systems in distributed and standalone processing applications. The B 1905, 1955, and 1985 additions to the 1900 series, do 30% more work in a given time than current machines and occupy 50 to 65% less floor space. B 91 and 92 models, initial units in the 90 series, operate at speeds two to five times faster than earlier small systems.

B 1900 machines incorporate advances in technology and design that include dense, fast logic and memory circuits, more efficient programming and control software, larger capacity main memory, and larger, faster cache memories. The systems use the company's variable micrologic architecture. In this design special sets of microinstructions act as interpreters, dynamically reconfiguring processor logic to optimize performance from one program to another.

The CPU uses TTL bipolar microcircuitry and main memory formed of 16k MOS chips. The processor provides memory addressing at the bit level, eliminating the need for predefined structures such as words or bytes, and permitting full use of each memory position. Cache memory with 8k-byte capacity and a 55-ns access time is used to store interpreters for instantaneous retrieval. Processor logic includes simultaneous fetch/execute to effectively eliminate read access time from cache.

Entry level B 1905 systems operate in normal office environments. The 4-MHz central processor has a basic memory of 131k-bytes that is expandable to 512k bytes. A dual-disc drive provides 65M-bytes capacity, expandable to 530M-bytes. Standard on the system is a 320-line/min printer, single-line data communications control, and operator display terminal. Options include 650-line/min printer and second communications control.

The B 1955 configuration is based on a 6-MHz central processor with 512k-byte memory, expandable to 2.04M bytes. This system uses a 65M-byte disc drive (expandable to 1G bytes), 650-line/min printer, 8-line data communications control, and operator display terminal.

With dual 6-MHz CPUs, the B 1985 expands from 512k to 2.04M bytes of main memory. Its disc drive has a 130M-byte capacity that can be expanded to more than 1G bytes. A 650-line/min printer, 8-line communications control, and operator display terminal complete the system.

With prices beginning below $18,000, B 90 series units combine high capacity, high speed disc storage with fast internal speeds and advanced

---

DO YOU HAVE THE WINCHESTER BACKUP BLUES???

We offer DEI 17 megabyte "FUNNEL" cartridge tape interfaces for:
- S-100
- Micro-Nova
- General purpose RS-232C
- General purpose parallel
- Pertec FT-8000 emulation
- Ohio scientific C2/C3
- ... and others

ALLOY ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION
908 CONCORD ST., FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701 (617) 620-1710
WHY CUT? WHY STRIP? WHY SLIT? WHY NOT...

JUST WRAP™ WIRE WRAPPING TOOL

- AWG 30 Wire
- .025" Square Posts
- Daisy Chain or Point To Point
- No Stripping or Slitting Required
  ...JUST WRAP™...
- Built In Cut Off
- Easy Loading of Wire
- Available Wire Colors: Blue, White, Red & Yellow

U.S.A., FOREIGN PATENTS PENDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>U.S. LIST PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>JW 1-B</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>JW 1-W</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>JW 1-Y</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>JW 1-R</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REPLACEMENT ROLL OF WIRE 50 FT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>REPLACEMENT PART NO.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>R JW B</td>
<td>$2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>R JW W</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>R JW Y</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>R JW R</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JUST WRAP-UNWRAPPING TOOL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JWU-1</td>
<td>$3.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OK MACHINE & TOOL CORPORATION 3455 CONNER ST., BRONX, N.Y. 10475 (212) 994-6600/TELEX 125091

*MINIMUM BILLING $25.00/ADD SHIP CHARGE $2.00/NEW YORK CITY/STATE RESIDENTS ADD APPLICABLE TAX.
This Protocol Converter Unit, when connected to a terminal sending ASCII asynchronous character streams, can accept data and assemble it into blocks for transmission via modem and communications line under 2780 or 3780 synchronous protocol. The FCU will also receive EBCDIC coded bi synchronous traffic, convert it to ASCII characters and effect data communications at selectable baud rates.

Protocol conversion software programs for most major protocols as used with IBM, BURROUGHS, HONEYWELL, UNIVAC and NCR terminals are also available.

Dimensions: 2 1/2" x 12" x 14" Dimensions: 2 1/2" x 12" x 14" 110/120 VAC — 220/240 VAC 110/120 VAC — 220/240 VAC *RS232 or 20ma current loop *RS232 or 20ma current loop

For more information:
AIR LAND SYSTEMS
2820 Dorr Avenue
Fairfax, VA 22031
(703) 573-1100

---

**AIR LAND SYSTEMS**

Designers of Data Communications Interfaces

---

**TRANSACTION PROCESSING SOFTWARE REDUCES PROGRAMMING REQUIREMENTS**

Pathway, a transaction processing system developed for use on Non-Stop computer systems, significantly reduces programming requirements and simplifies development of online transaction processing applications. Combining a set of terminal control processes, screen formatting language, user controlled application monitor, and interactive screen definition facility, the software system takes full advantage of the multiprocessor capabilities of the fault tolerant computer systems from Tandem Computers Inc, 19333 Valco Pkwy, Cupertino, CA 95014.

Other capabilities provided by the software are ability to access multiple applications from the same terminal, and to perform online addition, modification, or deletion of transaction types, screen definitions, applications, and terminals. Programs are released from consideration of terminal characteristics, thereby increasing productivity.

Further simplification of application design and programming is provided by the system's division of terminal control and file manipulation into separate programs. The software performs all data checking and format validation.

With the system, terminal oriented functions are isolated within terminal control processes (TCP); although each TCP can control multiple terminals, each terminal remains logically independent of the others and maintains distinct data areas and control information. An application monitor supervises and controls all working processes. This multiterminal control program that allows load sharing is the first to be executed and is responsible for initiating the rest of the system. An interactive screen definition facility supports online design and modification of screen formats directly at the terminal.

User application programs can be written in COBOL, FORTRAN, MUMPS, or T/TAL (Tandem/Transaction Application Language). The software supports terminals of several different types.

Licenses for the software are priced at $8500, plus a $2000/processor microcode charge. Deliveries are scheduled for February.
Multitasking Computer Handles Network and Standalone Processing

SYFA® JR-200 series business systems bring power and versatility of larger, more expensive network processing systems to a level affordable in smaller applications. These members of the SYFA family from the Commercial Systems Div of Computer Automation, Inc 2181 Dupont Dr, Irvine, CA 92713, incorporate performance features of their larger predecessors at approximately one-third the cost.

Basically 2- to 4-terminal systems, the units are compatible with the SYFA operating system, data communications software, and application program development aids. This provides capability to upgrade to large systems and to be assimilated into the Virtual Network™ concept. The JR-200 can grow into a full-scale network processor supporting 32 online terminals, all major communications protocols, and 2400M bytes of disk storage.

Designed both for use as a discrete dedicated computer system and to provide communications with a central mainframe computer, the systems use the same programming language and system software as the larger SYFA systems. This, in addition to the scaled down hardware configuration, adapts the systems to standalone applications or for use as network nodes in remote locations having moderate workloads.

Four Information Station CRT terminals, local or remote, 32M bytes of online disc storage, a spoiled 150-char/s bidirectional character printer, and RJE capabilities are supported by Model A which provides 64k of MOS memory. The B version supports this configuration but replaces the character printer with a 600-line/min printer.

Software for the systems encompasses the SYFA Concurrent Logic Operating System that incorporates virtual storage techniques, a demand paging scheme, three file access methods, and dynamic allocation of all system resources. Each system can concurrently perform up to seven individual tasks, one synchronous communications task, and/or one batch utility program. Application programs are written in the SYFA Business Oriented Language. Utility programs, programming aids for application development, and an IBM 3780 communications emulator are also included.
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"Take solder baths. Now that's what we should get rid of in our multilayer boards. But I want something just as reliable. Something that costs less."

Some good news. AMP

Expensive solder baths are gone... along with broaching, rupturing, distortion, tearing and damage to plated-through holes. All because you don't need solder with an AMP ACTION PIN Contact. Most important, these inherently more troublefree contacts are now available in a range of standard I/O connectors. Just insert the contacts and snap on the housings. It's a truly simple way to fewer rejects and easier repairs in a smaller amount of space.

The contact's AMP-engineered compliant design has proven reliable in thousands of feed-through post and mother/daughter card applications. Choose from subminiature D Type connectors for RS 232 and 449 applications, a popular telecommunications style, or shrouds which quickly convert feed-through posts to headers for use with .050" centerline ribbon cable. In each case, you get a completely solderless back panel. And repair of damaged contacts is easily accomplished without degrading mechanical and electrical performance.

So take the trouble out of your panel making. With AMP ACTION PIN Contacts, I/O Connectors and Tooling. For more details, call the AMP ACTION PIN Information Desk at (717) 564-0100, Ext. 8400. Or write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AMP has a better way.
Some facts worth knowing about AMP ACTION PIN Contacts

Tooling: Complete range available from prototype to production rates in excess of 10,000 an hour.

Assemblies: Boards preassembled to your specifications with AMP components are available from panel suppliers. Contact AMP Incorporated for more details.

Environmental Tests:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Results in Milliohms</th>
<th>△R Values (95% CL)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change in Resistance, △R</td>
<td>Min. Max. Mean Std. Dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Shock and Vibration:</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>-65° to +125°C for 5 cycles; 10-200 Hz three planes, 12 hours</td>
<td>-0.002 0.176 0.094 0.046 0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin press fit 3A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Humidity: 96 hours at 40° ±2°C, 90-95% RH</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>3A</td>
<td>-0.043 0.017 0.010 0.017 0.070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin press fit 3A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Spray: 48 hours at 5% concentration NaCl</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>150mA</td>
<td>-0.076 0.034 -0.008 0.022 0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin press fit 3A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.076 0.034 -0.008 0.022 0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Exceeded by fewer than 1/10,000 samples.

Where to telephone: Call the ACTION PIN Information Desk at (717) 564-0100, Ext. 8400.
Where to write: AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
**Touch Panel Switches Are Based On Membrane Switch Concept**

Four groups in the TIP* (touch in panel) switch line meet performance specifications and cost goals of industrial, medical, and appliance users. By providing both switch and electronics in an integrated subsystem, the manufacturer, Oak Technology, Inc, Switch Div, 100 S Main St, Crystal Lake, 11. 60014, has resolved the problems encountered when discrete components are acquired from different vendors.

A combination of simple concepts and complex engineering, the switches are light, flat, thin, sealed front panels with graphics, nomenclature, colors, and pictograms. Although they operate with a light touch, they can withstand a heavy hand, are mounted and interconnected, and have a 10M-cycle life expectancy. The switch line includes devices having integral electronics package, rotary or other switches, or potentiometers.

The switches consist of (1) substrate with stationary conductors formed on it that are spaced from each other, electrically isolated from each other, and form the two contact points to be switched; (2) membrane with flexible movable conductor applied to its underside; and (3) spacer, an insulator that is placed such that the membrane is held several thousandths of an inch above the substrate. These three parts are assembled so that the flexible conductor on the membrane is spaced from and immediately above the conductors on the substrate.

When a finger or other actuator applies pressure, the flexible membrane is forced through an opening in the spacer, so that the movable conductor makes contact with the fixed conductors on the substrate, shorting them together and thus closing the switch. When the actuating member is removed, resiliency of the flexible membrane causes it to return to the normal position.

Formed with conductors on both sides of the substrate with interconnection between front and rear conductors, Product A provides high switch and interconnection density and long life. Switches can be placed anywhere on the panel as close as
With all of those prospective employers trying to attract your engineering skills, now is the best time to look beyond “just a job” and consider your career. Your real objective is to find the perfect combination—challenge, satisfaction, security, and reward. To assist you, we’ve prepared a checklist of points to consider when you’re evaluating a new employment possibility. It's a good way to compare the companies seeking your expertise.

### Career Opportunity Checklist for Engineers

#### INDUSTRY GROWTH AND STABILITY

**Question**

- Is the company part of an industry that’s vital, growing, dynamic?
- Will the growth continue throughout the 1980s and beyond?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

#### COMPANY HISTORY AND REPUTATION

**Question**

- Can you tell a lot about a firm by its track record?
- Is the company recognized and respected in the industry?
- Have sales and profits increased at a steady rate?
- Is it known for its technological innovations?
- Are its employees motivated and well rewarded?
- Does the company seek technological employees on a permanent, ongoing basis?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

#### WORKING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONMENT

**Question**

- Look for good people, team spirit, and top-notch facilities.
- Is the atmosphere one of loyalty, pride, and achievement?
- Do employees welcome the challenge of difficult assignments?
- Are creativity and independent thinking encouraged?
- Are the company’s engineering goals clear-cut and attainable?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

#### THE COMPANY LOCATION

**Question**

- Relocation is a big professional and personal commitment.
- Is the company located in an existing or emerging electronics center?
- Are there major universities and other technological resources nearby?
- Will the company assist me in relocating?
- Can I provide my family a comfortable lifestyle in this area?
- Are there cultural and entertainment opportunities?
- Is there a variety of recreational and leisure-time activities?
- Are the climate and surroundings pleasant?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

#### PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

**Question**

- Job satisfaction means more than just a paycheck.
- Does the company give full recognition to the engineering role?
- Will I be working and interacting with other talented professionals in my field?
- Will my accomplishments be acknowledged, appreciated, rewarded?
- Will I be encouraged to seek more challenge and responsibility?
- Will the company pay for advanced training in technology and management?
- Can I pursue my own career goals within the company framework?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

#### THE LONG RANGE PICTURE

**Question**

- Where will you be professionally in 5 years? in 10 years?
- Are there plenty of opportunities for rapid advancement within the company?
- Does the company encourage engineers to assume positions of authority?
- Will I be allowed to move into those engineering areas that interest me most?
- Can I choose my own career path—into technological leadership or executive management?

**Options**

- Yes
- No

---

### One Company to Evaluate

At Racal-Milgo, we're looking for capable communications hardware and software people to join our engineering team. Our success has created needs at every level, from entry to top management. We have a lot to offer you.

The mainstream of our business is data communications—where today's action is. We're a pioneer, and a recognized leader in the field. Our state-of-the-art product lines include modems, multiplexers, data encryption, and systems for sophisticated network control and performance assessment.

We're proud of our growth—$64 million in sales two years ago, $80 million last year, and over $100 million this year—and we're still growing. Applied research and technology keep us on the leading edge in data communications; our engineers face some of the industry's most challenging (and rewarding) responsibilities.

Racal-Milgo is a great place to work. We encourage our technical people to think creatively, to turn their innovative ideas into successful products—in an atmosphere of friendly, professional teamwork. We provide them with one of the nation's most advanced engineering facilities. Our salaries and benefit programs are among the best in the business.

We're located in suburban South Florida, one of the growing new electronics centers in the sunbelt. It's an international area, gateway to Latin America, blessed with a pleasant climate year-round. There are excellent cultural and entertainment opportunities, plus swimming, diving, boating, sport fishing, golf, tennis, and all the other benefits of a cosmopolitan resort. There's a wide choice of employee clubs to introduce you and your family to new activities. And if you're interested in furthering your professional or business related education, we'll pay for your coursework at any of the major universities nearby.

At Racal-Milgo, we're experiencing dynamic growth, and we need good people at all levels. The working conditions are excellent—advancement and rewards come fast...and our new two-track career program lets you decide whether to rise to the top on the technical side or to move into management. (Our president and board chairman are both EE's.)

We're looking for the best. If you are, let's get together. I hope to personally welcome you aboard. Send me your resume today: no letter required. You'll receive a prompt reply.

Ed Hilpert
Vice-President, Engineering

---

Racal-Milgo, Inc.
8600 N.W. 41st Street
Miami, Fl. 33166
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0.5” (1.27 cm) on center. This configuration also permits simple components to be mounted. When implemented using a double-sided plated through hole PCB board, it is designated APC.

Fixed conductors are formed by PCB traces. The membrane is a polyester sheet 0.005 to 0.007” (0.127 to 0.178 mm) thick with nomenclature, graphics, and flexible conductor back printed by silkscreen techniques. The spacer is made by punching holes in a polyester sheet. Substrate, spacer, and membrane are bonded together to form a complete assembly.

Product B offers a medium or non-dense switch configuration, nondense interconnect pattern, and no component mounting. This switch has conductors on one side of the substrate. A BPC unit is formed with print and etch PCB technology; screening a conductive paint onto a rigid substrate results in product BSS.

Having the same characteristics of Product B, Product C uses a non-rigid polymer film substrate that may be attached with an adhesive to a rigid substrate. The flexible substrate can have an integral interconnect “tail” when a suitable connection scheme is provided to attach it to the customer’s circuit at the other end. Constructed using a plated copper conductor PCB, these units are suitable for severe environments. When a flexible silk screened silver conductor substrate is used, they adapt to low cost consumer goods.

Microprocessor systems or other associated circuitry for logic and timing functions can be incorporated as part of the switch substrate or added as interconnected PCB boards. The switch panel will interface with all control logic. The panel can be provided with feed through pins, or terminals. Flat cable, flexible cable, or edge connection can be included. The switching system can be completely front sealed against liquids, dust, or other contaminants.

CIRCLE 180 on Inquiry Card

**Upgraded Connector Series Meets MIL-C-38999 Performance Requirements**

Super Series I™ meets stringent performance criteria of MIL-C-38999 Revision G without requiring total replacement of existing connectors, by maintaining intermateability with Series I connectors. The connector, introduced by Bunker-Ramo Corp’s Amphenol North America Div, 2122 York Rd, Oak Brook, Il 60521, offers an alternative in high shock, vibration, and emi/emp environments.

The “scoop-proof” high density circular environmental connectors feature a bayonet coupling mechanism, self-sealing rear grommet, closed entry hard front socket inserts, and rear release crimp removable contacts. Designed and successfully tested to performance requirements of MIL-C-38999 Revision G, the unit retains the polymer contact retention construction of earlier Series I connectors, thereby offering up to 115% greater dielectric separation than metal clip contact retention systems used in competitive devices.

Among the major modifications that distinguish this device from earlier designs is the coupling design (patent pending), the use of emi grounding fingers, and elimination of bayonet holes. Design of the coupling eliminates the conventional detent or locking area on the bayonet track, and the wear resulting from the high pressure produced in this area during vibration or mating/unmating operations.

In the upgraded series, the bayonet track has no detent or locking area; locking is achieved by use of a stainless steel detent ring that is located at the rear of the coupling ring (see diagram) and separate from the coupling track. This detent ring is keyed to and rotates with the coupling ring to engage three stainless steel pins or rollers located in the plug shell. The resulting stainless steel/stainless steel detent achieves 500 mating cycles rather than the 250 cycles achieved with the stainless steel/aluminum detent of Series I connectors.

Elimination of bayonet holes excludes possible intrusion of sand, dust, and moisture into the coupling area. Emi grounding fingers are incorporated in the design to increase...
MAXIBOX is a full-scale minicomputer designed to outperform any 16-bit and most 32-bit computers.

Any of the 15 slots in its flexible backplane can be used for I/O controllers, CPU options, peripherals interfaces, and up to 1 MByte of fast, economical MOS memory. Its standard 256 KByte configuration leaves you with 9 "nondedicated" slots for total design flexibility. No other mini of any size can offer 26.7 MByte bandwidth on a computer that requires only a 115Vac utility outlet. With 600 ns ECC MOS memory for maximum computation speed and a virtually universal backplane, MAXIBOX is a must for "peripheral intensive" designs or products where speed, space and power are prime considerations.

Furthermore, MAXIBOX is fully compatible with the broadest 32-bit product line in the world. SYSTEMS' RTM, the most thoroughly field-proven 32-bit operating system available, is currently installed in hundreds of SYSTEMS processors.

Writable Control Store allows you to tailor the MAXIBOX to your product environment. Regional Processing Units let you develop sophisticated intelligent I/O controllers and give you parallel processing never before available; it's like having an independent processor attached to the MAXIBOX for discreet I/O functions.

We feel that for the product OEM concerned with simplified design and maximum return on investment, MAXIBOX is the best minicomputer available. To find out more about the MAXIBOX, return the coupon for additional literature, specifications and pricing information. Or, call SYSTEMS toll-free.

When your 16-bit computer starts running out of gas... you need MAXIBOX.
Multiple Choice Memory

Intel's new modular Series 90 system with BXP™ bus lets OEMs build to suit.

Choose your capacity. Choose your memory technology. Choose your speed. Now you can choose from a wide range of performance features that precisely match your product requirements—all with a single memory system.

Intel's Series 90 gives designers a ready-made family of memory modules and intelligent controllers that dramatically simplify and speed-up OEM memory design. Better yet, Series 90 eliminates the cost of designing new memory interface and control circuits for each new system and each new performance or density upgrade.

New bus standard for memory systems

The key to Series 90's design flexibility is our BXP bus. It's the first bus standard made exclusively for memory systems, and it's designed to make interfacing easy. Connect your system directly to the BXP bus or use our standard control interface.

Intel's BXP architecture lets you build to today's customer needs with flexibility for the future. The BXP bus will accommodate vastly increased capacity, including tomorrow's higher density memory technologies as they arrive. And you won't have to redesign even then. Intel's BXP bus adds up to more efficient memory system development and an extended life cycle for your entire product line.

Performance to spare

Series 90 memory modules incorporate Intel's highest performance semiconductor memory components to give your systems the competitive edge. Our static memory modules use revolutionary HMOS* technology to provide capacity from 32-64K bytes each with 100ns cycle times. Or build with Series 90 dynamic memory modules for 128-256K bytes and cycle speeds of 350ns.

Even better, our BXP bus allows you to interleave modules or combine both static and dynamic memory in the same system. However you configure, Series 90 lets you achieve the highest speeds with no performance penalty.

Address up to 2 billion bytes

Series 90 gives you plenty of memory for today's applications—plus wide open capacity for growth. Our BXP bus can accommodate word sizes from 16 to 80 bits plus Error Checking and Correction. It can easily address up to sixteen Series 90 memory modules for a maximum capacity of 4 megabytes. Entire Series 90 systems can be daisy-chained for even greater capacity.

Whether you're adding more of today's memory technology or upgrading to higher density components of the future, our BXP bus stays with you. It has addressing space already allotted for up to 2 billion bytes.

ECC for unimpeachable data integrity

A primary function of Series 90's optional control interface is our ECC feature. With single-bit error correction and double-bit error detection, it gives your system the highest data integrity available. The controller also supports an optional error logger and display.

Non-stop to market

Series 90 memory modules and controllers are available now, so you can start designing today. For complete information, plus our convenient Configuration Guide, contact your local Intel sales representative. Or write Intel Corporation, Literature Dept., 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

*HMOS is an Intel patented process.
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emi/emp attenuation to 90 dB at 100 MHz and 65 dB at 10 GHz.

There are 29 insert configurations in the upgraded connector line and a choice of 6 shell styles in sizes 9 through 25, including straight plug, wall mounting, jam nut, and box mounting receptacle. Connectors may be ordered in electroless nickel or olive drab cadmium over nickel finish. Pertinent technical performance data include capability of withstanding vibration in excess of 80 G rms, and shock of 65G with 11-ms duration.

By retaining intermateability with standard Series I military connectors, the units can be substituted for them by replacement of the readily accessible plug. Receptacles mounted on black box electronic equipment need not be changed to attain higher performance standards. The replacement process is further eased by the interchangeability of existing backshell hardware cable clamps, inplace crimped contacts rf adapters, and contact insertion withdrawal tools between series.

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card

Amphenol's Super Series I plug connectors meet performance requirements of MIL-C-38999, but are designed to intermate with existing connectors. Design features include bayonet coupling mechanism, self-sealing rear grommet, closed entry hard front socket inserts, and rear release crimp removable contacts.

ISOMETRIC DRAWING — AMPHENOL® SUPER SERIES I PLUG CONNECTOR
This Dual Floppy/LSI-11 does everything the 11V03-L will do in half the space...

and gives you RX02 software/media compatibility, too!

The MF-211 Dual Floppy/LSI-11/2 system, featuring the low-cost CRDS Double Density Controller, is functionally identical to the DEC 11V03-L, but uses only 10½" of rack space!

PLUS:
• KD11HA, DEC LSI-11/2 central processor
• Dual Shugart Drives
• Double and single density operation
• Complete LSI-11/2 software compatibility
• Over one megabyte of storage per system
• 4 Quad slot or 8 quad slot backplane
• Upgradable to LSI-11/23

unique CRDS controller with all interface, bootstrap loader and formatter electronics on one dual-height PC card, with complete RX02 software media/compatibility

... And for RX02 plug-replacement:
The FD-211 is a compact, low-cost, highly reliable plug-replacement for RX02 applications in 5¼" low-profile chassis.

PLUS:
• Complete PDP-11, LSI-11 compatibility
• Switch and photocell write-protect
• Bootstrap loader
• Self-test and formatter

Charles River Data Systems, Inc.
4 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760  Tel. (617) 655-1800  TWX (710) 386-0523
Lear Siegler brings you the smart terminals designed for easy OEM customizing.
At Lear Siegler, you don't have to decide among dozens of smart terminals, each offering something slightly different, each not quite right for you.

We have just two smart terminals for you to look at. But they can handle a range of tasks it takes other manufacturers four, five, or even six models to accomplish.

Of course, we realize that some terminal manufacturers might say that two models aren't enough to qualify as a complete line. But we like it that way.

After all, we want to make your life simpler, not more complicated.

**THE ADM-31 & ADM-42 WILL LET YOU CHANGE THEIR MINDS.**

When we designed the ADM-31 and ADM-42, we realized we couldn't second-guess our customers. Because no matter what capabilities we gave them, somebody out there might want something different. So we did the next best thing.

We gave each a truly flexible personality by putting the instruction sets inside their PROMS. So, unlike the hardware, the firmware is capable of easy OEM reprogramming, thanks to the fully-documented programming instruction manual we provide. And you end up with a terminal that performs to your exact specifications.

We even have a special Application Engineering Staff to answer any questions you may have about reprogramming. Consult with you on interfacing problems. Help you set the terminals' personality. Explain the features and functions. Talk about special applications. Or even suggest something you maybe never thought of.

Feeling your life getting simpler yet?

**THE ADM-31 & ADM-42. ALL THE TERMINALS YOU'LL EVER NEED.**

Even if you decided not to reprogram their PROMS, our two terminals come with all the standard features you need in a smart terminal. And then some.

Features like full editing capabilities. Formatting. Reduced intensity for identification of protected fields. Blinking, blanking, and reverse video. High resolution monitors. Even limited line drawing capabilities.

What's more, both the ADM-31 and ADM-42 come equipped with a microprocessor, making them even more reliable and easy to use. Because their design architecture has a microprocessor with multiple microprocessor-based controllers that tie into the master.

Or did we forget those indispensable function keys. Naturally, both the ADM-31 and ADM-42 have them.

---

On the ADM-42 for example, you get 16 function keys, shiftable to 32 functions, and optionally programmable to store up to 64 characters. This lets you store escape code functions (such as personality modifications) to reduce several escape sequences to one key stroke. And you can store frequently-used phrases up to 64 characters, which provides you with impressive time savings.

When you get right down to it, the ADM-31 and ADM-42 are really functions of your imagination.

**THE CHOICE IS SIMPLE. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.**

So the ball's in your court. Choosing your new smart terminal can go one of two ways. You could start sifting through dozens of data sheets, talking to dozens of salesmen, and looking at dozens of expensive, slightly different terminals.

Or you can look at two smart terminals from Lear Siegler—the ADM-31 and ADM-42. Complete with user-reprogrammable personality, function keys, and an eager and willing Applications Engineering Staff to help you with any problems you may run into during the reprogramming.

The choice seems pretty easy to us. But if you want more information, call or write to us at Lear Siegler, Inc./Data Products Division, 714 North Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, California 92803, (800) 854-3805. We'll be happy to tell you all about the ADM-31 and ADM-42.

And show you how you can make your terminals behave.
All production processes in the A/s Union wood processing plant at Skien, Norway are fully supervised and controlled by a distributed computer system developed by Noratom Industrial Process Control, Holmeneveien 20, Oslo 3, Norway. Five minicomputers made by Norsk Data A/s, Lindebergveien nord 20, Oslo 10, monitor and control the entire plant, which is said to be the only one of its kind in Scandinavia.

Set up in a parallel configuration of computer pairs, the computers are programmed such that under emergency conditions two can take on all duties necessary to maintain operation with no adverse effects on production. As an indication of complete confidence in reliability, there is no conventional form of emergency or standby control. The entire wood processing plant—6-unit digester, washing and screening, sulphite liquor evaporation, combustion, and chemical recovery—is supervised by a configuration based on Noratom's CONSUP system for control of industrial processes.

Through individual keyboards and trackballs, each of four operators in a central control room can request diagrammatic representations of any portions of the process to appear on a color CRT for study. Modification in the process or instructions for specific operations can be ordered in a similar manner from the operator panel for immediate action and a confirmation report.

Only those portions of the process that require aid or change need be analyzed. The other parts are automatically controlled without interference from modification instructions.

System Description

Developed and designed in cooperation with the OECD Halden Reactor Project, a Norwegian nuclear research center, the CONSUP system is based on use of a group of dedicated but program compatible minicomputers with a common memory, plus a "background" computer for program development and data collection. Although the dedicated computers in the A/s Union plant originally were Norsk Data NORD-10M OEM versions and the background computer was a NORD-12, all are now NORD-100 single-board minicomputers.

The CONSUP distributed computer system is divided into four functional blocks (Fig 1): process control, process data base, operator communications, and background processor. All parts of the system communicate through the process data base (PDB), a common memory for the system that is continuously updated by the process control units to maintain realtime status of the process.

Communications units retrieve and process information from the PDB for operator review and transfer operator commands back to the PDB for execution by the process control units. Intelligent interface controllers in the PDB control data traffic and reduce the probability of interference from malfunctioning parts of the system. Data transfer is through serial interfaces.

Process control units are made up of control processors (minicomputers) plus input/output (I/O) circuits for interface to the process. Each control unit monitors and supervises a portion or all of the process, updates the PDB on process status, and executes programmed control functions and operator commands.

I/O signals are made up of both analog current or voltage I/Os and digital on/off signals. The process contains 960 standard 4- to 20-mA analog sensors that measure valve position, temperature, pressure, level, flow, weight, and motor current. Digital signals consist of 150 control loop inputs and 1000 start/stop and increase/decrease outputs.

Each NORD-100 single-board minicomputer consists of a 16-bit parallel microprogrammed central processing unit with bit, byte, single-, double-, and triple-word, and register file instructions; eight memory addressing modes; fixed and floating point arithmetic with 48-bit single precision; 128k bytes of virtual address space and 32M bytes of main memory; and 16-level priority interrupt system with each level having a set of eight central registers. Other features include bootstrap loading in firmware from discs, writable control store, in-
WHY PUZZLE OVER PIECES?

See the whole picture on Sanders' Graphic 7

Sanders' Graphic 7 provides the whole picture by drawing bright, crisp vectors and symbols so rapidly that you see all the data you want. Benchmark tests with actual time measurements have proven Graphic 7 to be the refreshed cost/performance leader. This performance spells results for your application.

Convenience? Chances are the Graphic 7 will interface directly to your minicomputer's parallel DMA channel or connect to your mainframe via an RS-232 time-share link. The Graphic 7 dual microprocessors will handle the graphics and let your computer do its job more efficiently.

At Sanders we build graphic displays to tough standards and we support them. The reliability of a solid product backed by a solid organization helps keep your job on track.

To make sure you get the whole picture of performance, convenience, and reliability, call us at (603) 885-5280 and let us arrange a demonstration of the Graphic 7.

Sanders Associates, Inc., Information Products Division, Daniel Webster Highway South, Nashua, NH 03061. (603) 885-5280; TWX: 710-228-1894.
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Anyone who sells you a business computer for medical analysis needs his head examined.

At Sperry Univac, we don't try to fit your application to our computer. Because we undoubtedly have the right computer for your application.

Consider PROMIS Lab at the University of Vermont. They selected our V77 Series minis and terminals from Megadata Corporation, a terminal manufacturer located in Bohemia, New York, for a broad range of medical applications.

Their unique Problem-Oriented Medical Information System helps them solve a lot of problems that plague medical care.

The PROMIS Lab computers aren’t used just by data processing people. They’re used by doctors, nurses, radiologists, pharmacists, and even patients.

All paper records in one ward have been replaced by electronic records to organize medical information; reduce dependence on human memory; and provide feedback for everyday medical problems. Simply stated, the entire system is designed with the patient’s health care in mind.

Our minis make it easier for the busy medical staff to interface with the computer system. Cost effectively, efficiently, and with real-time speed.

The fact is, we cured PROMIS Lab’s problems quickly and easily.

But hardware is just the beginning. Our network data base management system lets you integrate data into one or more logical structures for quick random access.

PRONTO, our mini distributed data processing program, boosts the efficiency of your mainframe. By taking care of all your remote computer needs. And freeing your host to do the work it does best.

And, when it comes to languages, we speak yours. Whether it’s English, FORTRAN, COBOL, or RPG II.

For more information, write to us at Sperry Univac Mini-Computer Operations, 2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine, California 92713. Or call (714) 833-2400, Marketing Communications.


In Canada, write Headquarters, Mini-Computer Operations, 55 City Centre Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L5B 1M4.

Even if you don’t have a medical application, we think you’ll like our prescription.
Fig 1 CONSUP distributed computer system for control of wood processing plant. Process database (PDB) serves as common memory for other system units: operator communications, process control, and background processor. Each of five processors (NORD-100 minicomputers) continuously updates PDB which stores all inputs from process equipment and all commands from the operators.
You’ll love letting Data I/O’s System 19 do your programming while you do the important things.

Once you’ve developed a PROM program on your development system, simply download it into a Data I/O System 19. This frees your development system for the next person who needs it.

Later, if you discover that a statement has been left out, or you need to edit the program, you can use the System 19 to make all the necessary changes without once interrupting work being done with the development system. And your System 19 can program every kind of bipolar and MOS PROM—not just the few MOS PROMs that most development systems program.

The System 19 saves you time by eliminating the need for you to build software packages so your development system can transmit data to the programmer. System 19 offers all these development system object code formats in a single package:

- RCA Cosmac
- Motorola Exorcisor
- Intel Intellec 8/MDS
- Signetics Twin
- MOS Technology
- Fairchild F8 Formulator
- Tektronix 8001
- Zilog MCZ-1

Best of all, Data I/O System 19 is priced within just about everyone’s budget. You haven’t shopped around until you’ve looked at Data I/O. Let us show you the difference. Circle the reader service number or contact Data I/O, PO. Box 308, Issaquah, WA 98027. For answers fast, call toll free: 800-426-9016.
itor, display processor (minicomputer), terminal controller, function and alphanumeric keyboards, cursor control trackball, and audible alarm. All components in the console connect to the display processor. The software definable function keyboard is configured to meet the specific requirements of the process being controlled; the alphanumeric keyboard allows plain language communication.

The background processor, a minicomputer with disc storage and printer for hardcopy records, is used for program development and simulation. In addition, it serves as a storage medium to enable quick restart of the control and display processors. This processor also collects and evaluates long-term maintenance data, automates measurements, generates reports, and performs general processing of data.

**Functional Description**

Analog and digital inputs from all process equipment being monitored, operator instructions, and control parameters (setpoints, alarm limits, configuration commands) are stored in the PDB. Data from local memory are transferred to the PDB at intervals specified for the type of variable and need for data. However, process control units routinely maintain control, perform redundancy switchovers, and carry out process procedures independent of the PDB.

Display processors tie the operator to the PDB by presenting needed data in the form of mimic or block diagrams; alphanumeric alarms, status tables, or measurements; bar graphs; or trend curves with variable time scales. Images requested by the operator are generated, picture elements are connected to variables or groups of variables, and images are updated by frequent access to the PDB. These processors also keep track of variables not related to the current display in order to alert the operator when important changes in equipment status occur.

Frequently used diagrams and displays are generated and stored by the display processor, while others are stored in the background processor and transferred to the display processor on request. When process change signals are detected by the process control unit, a control processor outputs a signal to change a value in the PDB. The display processors scan the PDB to detect such changes and then convert the changes to the correct display and position. Irregularities trigger a light or sound alarm according to priority and specify to the operator which diagram is involved. On occasion, the operator may use this capability for noncrisis alarms by introducing thresholds within normal operating
Fig 3  Operator communications units at control room. Each of four consoles contains color CRT display, display processor, terminal controller, function and alphanumeric keyboards, and trackball. Operator calls for diagrammatic display through commands on function keyboard and chooses area for study by moving trackball. Alphanumeric keyboard enables plain language communication.

Communication in serial ASCII with 20-mA current loop and rs-232-C/V.24 conditioning at up to 1 mi (1.6 km) from the CPU is enabled by the TM25 Microterminal at a fraction of the cost of a full-scale CRT and printing terminal. This 8.5 x 4.5 x 0.6” (21.6 x 11.4 x 1.5-cm) device from Burr-Brown, PO Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734, contains an 8-digit LED display, seven function indicators, hexadecimal or numeric keyboard, and seven function keys on its waterproof front panel.

Buffered data entry permits message verification before transmission to the CPU and allows the terminal to transmit complete messages at maximum speed. Depressing a function key generates preprogrammed action by the user’s CPU. These key functions are defined in CPU software and identified on the terminal’s panel. Function indicators show CPU acceptance of keyboard entries and can be programmed to initiate operator action. Both power and signal 1/0 are provided through a single rs-232 connector.

KYNAR® gives you another advantage.

Microprocessor Based Data Entry/Display Terminal Provides Simplified Interface

In many cases, for less cost than other fluorinated insulations, KYNAR PVDF gives you abrasion and cut-through protection plus exceptional compatibility with wire-wrap equipment. Get full information. Write KYNAR, Pennwalt Corporation, Three Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19102. Or call (215) 587-7514.

*CYNAR is a registered trademark of Pennwalt Corporation for its polyvinylidene fluoride.
Instead of putting all the capability we could on one large board, like other micro companies, we put it on two very small boards. The result is the best form factor you can find in 16-bit entry-level micros.

And for just $826 in 100's.

On one 5.2" x 8.9" (13.2 cm x 22.8 cm) board you get the 16-bit LSI-11/2 micro-computer, with the PDP-11 instruction set and a 380ns cycle time. On the other board you get everything else to implement your system – 8Kb RAM standard (or 32Kb optional), space for up to 8Kb PROM, console interface port, asynchronous serial I/O, and clock.

You also get the flexibility to configure more powerful systems simply by replacing the LSI-11/2 processor board with our new LSI-11/23.

At Digital, we look at micros with a systems understanding. That's why we offer our 16-bit micro-computer family – in boards, boxes and systems – with the most powerful, advanced, and proven software on the market. And why we offer hundreds of hardware tools – memory and interface boards, complete development systems, peripherals and terminals. All backed by over 11,000 support people worldwide.

It's the total approach to micros, only from Digital.


It took the minicomputer company to make micros this easy.
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY
UPDATE—PART 1: ROMS

A comprehensive perspective clarifies the availability of semiconductor memory types and technologies, beginning with read only memories, to assist designers in developing reliable, efficient, and cost-effective computer storage implementations.

Eugene R. Hnatek  Monolithic Memories, Incorporated, Sunnyvale, California

Availability of semiconductor memories—random access, read only, charge-coupled, and magnetic bubble—offer many memory component combinations that can meet specific design criteria. This 3-part overview of the various technology options, along with type of memory and fabrication process, has been arranged to help the designer to make the necessary tradeoffs, thus assuring reliable and cost-effective memory use. Part 1 analyzes ROMs; parts 2 and 3, to be published in consecutive months, will present similar in-depth summaries, respectively, of RAMs and higher density technologies (principally CCDs and magnetic bubbles).

Improvements in computer system work potential have been achieved through the realization that processor technology could be distributed, software could be produced to control the resulting network, and memories could be organized to allow access to local and global data bases. Vast, low cost memories, hierarchically organized according to speed and thus cost, make the data to be processed available to a system with minimal or no human intervention. In addition to effecting a possible decrease in systems software overhead, the provision of direct access to greater volumes of data improves application speed, freeing more time for increased processing.

Large, cost-effective memories can also augment system usage by providing more space for software. This factor, in turn, has a significant and positive impact on the cost of software production and maintenance. Developments in very large scale integration (VLSI) will make megabit storage chips a practical reality in the early 1980s (e.g., the Intel 7110 1M-bit bubble memory).

A single semiconductor chip in 1985 will contain a relative performance equal to that of an IBM 370/158 high end mainframe. The 8080 microprocessor has a performance equivalent to about 1/100 that of the 370/158. VLSI technology continues to drive down the cost of computing, while increasing performance will create a fundamental reversal from centralized data processing to dispersal of processing power. However, this reversal complicates the management of data processing functions. In addition, VLSI combined with low cost hardware will allow the implementation of inexpensive software.

Advent of the 4k dynamic n-channel metal oxide semiconductor (NMOS) random access memory (RAM) resulted in the adoption and proliferation of semiconductor memories in lieu of ferrite core for bulk storage applications in the 1973-1974 time frame. This choice was based on device reliability, performance, cost, and...
TABLE 1
Semiconductor Memory Types and Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Memory Technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Density Bulk Storage</td>
<td>64k NMOS dynamic RAM, magnetic bubble, MOS ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprogram Writable Control</td>
<td>Magnetic bubble, static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stores</td>
<td>NMOS, ECL, and TTL RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc Replacement (Fixed and Floppy)</td>
<td>16k/64k dynamic RAM, magnetic bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Speed</td>
<td>Bipolar (TTL/ECL), static NMOS RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte Organization (Microprocessor Support)</td>
<td>Static NMOS/CMOS RAM, bipolar P/ROM, CMOS/NMOS EPROM, programmable array logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM Compatible</td>
<td>Static NMOS RAM, MOS ROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Power</td>
<td>CMOS P/ROM-RAM, static and power shutdown NMOS RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonvolatility</td>
<td>Bipolar P/ROM, magnetic bubble, bipolar/MOS ROM, EAROM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent Terminals</td>
<td>Magnetic bubble, static NMOS RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripherals</td>
<td>Magnetic bubble, bipolar P/ROM-ROM, MOS EPROM, EAROM, static RAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the potential for further dramatic price reduction. The increased density available with 16k and 64k RAMs, coupled with increased and unprecedented performance (high speed, low power, etc) due to circuit design innovations, reduced memory storage cell sizes and processing, and masking innovations, has firmly entrenched the use of semiconductor memory for computer applications. In addition, the microprocessor and its widespread use in computer applications has further increased the use of semiconductor memory in mainframe computers.

Technology Background

Different categories of semiconductor memories and specific data storage applications where they find primary use provide system designers with a wide range of options (Table 1). In general, MOS electrically programmable read only memories (EPROMs) and dynamic RAMs are used extensively in microcomputer and minicomputer applications, while slow electrically alterable read only memories (EAROMs) are more suited to peripherals, at present. In addition, large volumes of dense dynamic MOS RAMs are used in small and large mainframe computers for bulk storage. Bipolar programmable read only memories (P/ROMs) provide high speed microprocessor capability to microcomputers, minicomputers, peripherals, and small and large mainframe computers. Bipolar RAMs serve as scratchpad and file memories in minicomputers and small and large mainframe computers. The most recent category of memory that is receiving considerable attention is the MOS static RAM, which is challenging the bipolar RAM from performance and cost viewpoints, both in buffer and cache applications and in microcomputer and peripheral applications. Magnetic bubble memory, charge-coupled device (CCD) memory, and high density (32k and 64k) MOS read only memories (ROMs) find extensive applications as tape, disc, and drum memory replacements and as bulk storage.

Discussion of the relative merits of semiconductor memories centers on packaging density (maximizing the number of bits or cells per chip), speed of the memory system in terms of access time (the faster the speed, the shorter the access time), and cost per bit of storage—a widely used figure of merit to compare various memory technologies. Figs 1 and 2 compare cost per bit versus access time and price per bit versus storage capacity, respectively, for several categories of semiconductor memories. As shown in Fig 1, bipolar technology has the shortest access time but at the highest cost per bit, whereas CCDs and magnetic bubbles exhibit both a lower cost per bit and longer access time. Fig 2 shows that MOS RAMs, CCDs, and magnetic bubbles have similar storage capacities but at differing prices. Thus, the particular memories that are ultimately selected depend on several tradeoff constraints.

A prime distinction between memories is the manner in which information is stored (written) and accessed (read). RAMs involve column and row matrices, which allow information to be stored in any cell and accessed in approximately the same time. By contrast, serial access means that information is stored in column order, and access time depends on where the desired bit is with respect to the sensing station. Shift registers
are examples of serial access memories. On a larger scale, CCD and magnetic bubble memories are types of shift registers that are gaining use in low speed applications. They are not, however, based on transistor-cell configurations.

Permanence of information entered is indicated by the designations of read/write (R/W) memory and ROM. A R/W memory permits data to be entered or read out at any time. In contrast, a ROM may have data entered either permanently or semipermanently, mainly for readout purposes. Thus, in ROMs, a permanent program is fixed or unchangeable, while a semipermanent program is reversible and changeable.

As for process technology, memories employ the same manufacturing processes and variations as digital logic systems. These include the bipolar technologies—transistor to transistor logic (TTL), emitter-coupled logic (ECL), and such variations as Schottky TTL and integrated injection logic (IIL), plus the MOS technologies—p-channel MOS (PMOS), n-channel MOS (NMOS), complementary MOS (CMOS), and vertical MOS (VMOS). Performance qualities that distinguish products built in each of these technologies carry over to their applications in memory devices. Technologies that permit fast logic also permit fast memories, those that permit high density logic permit high density memories, and those that permit low power consuming logic permit low power consuming memories. Accordingly, there is a direct carryover of principal characteristics from medium scale and large scale integrated logic to memory products. Memories and logic fabricated by the same process are also easier to interface because of the similarity of electrical characteristics.

Speed-power product (SPP) tradeoffs exist for memories just as they do for logic families. The fastest
memories are bipolar ECL and Schottky TTL devices. Such devices have access times of about 5 to 100 ns; however, power consumption tends to be higher. MOS memories have access times that overlap those of bipolar devices (from about 35 ns to 5 μs), but power drain is generally lower and supply regulation is less critical. Presently, most semiconductor memories have shifted from PMOS to NMOS because of increased speed and packing density. CMOS devices have lower power consumption, but are more expensive.

Obviously, static and dynamic memory cells differ. Static memories are internally regenerative; they are designed to protect against false or ambiguous operation and come in two varieties: high speed and low power. Conversely, dynamic memories require refreshing at periodic intervals and are subject to high current transients, but they cost less, are simpler, and need less silicon area.

Important, but confusing, distinctions exist in the ROM class. These memories are set to yield the same output at all times unless they are altered to change the data placed within them. The term ROM generally refers to a memory programmed during a final mask step as part of the factory fabrication process. Factory programmed ROMs are likely to function as decoders, translators, or even as libraries of universal or standard data. Factory programming is most economical for medium to large quantities of memories with set patterns and a fixed circuit design. Programs subject to change or engineering alteration, however, may use some form of P/ROM. In these devices, permanent changes in the cell interconnects are produced either by electrically destroying or “burning out” fusible metal links or by deforming a transistor junction with an over-voltage.

**Bipolar P/ROMs**

The majority of bipolar or fusible link P/ROMs use Schottky TTL technology to achieve address access times \( T_{AA} \) of 30 to 90 ns (max), depending on memory size and organization, typically 32 to 2048 words in either 4- or 8-bit formats (Table 2). Power supply currents \( I_{CC} \) range from 65 to 180 mA (max).

P/ROMs with both open-collector and 3-state outputs are readily available. The 3-state output offers two major advantages over open-collector types. First, a low impedance driver is available for driving capacitive load on the memory output, resulting in a faster low to high transition. Second, no pullup resistor is required.

Differences in bipolar P/ROMs occur in fusing technology and methods for programming P/ROMs. Fusible materials in widespread use are nichrome, polysilicon, and titanium-tungsten. Nichrome-fused P/ROMs have been proven reliable, but use high voltage programming techniques; polysilicon-fused P/ROMs utilize low voltage programming techniques. While titanium-tungsten fuses provide high speed P/ROMs with low programming voltages (high reliability), they do not have high usage history. The type of fuse that the system designer selects depends upon the method of programming and documented reliability. Bipolar P/ROMs from several manufacturers may be completely pin compatible, although totally different from a programming viewpoint.

### TABLE 2

**Bipolar P/ROM Speed Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bipolar P/ROMS</th>
<th>Total No of Bits</th>
<th>No of Words</th>
<th>Address Access Times ( T_{AA} ) (ns max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 bits wide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Schottky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16k</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td></td>
<td>65 to 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8k</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4k</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2k</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1k</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 bits wide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16k</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td></td>
<td>60 to 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8k</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td></td>
<td>50 to 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4k</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2k</td>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1k</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td>45 to 65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once programmed, bipolar P/ROMs cannot be changed. Thus, they provide nonvolatile, nonalterable storage and are useful for prototype systems. Many bipolar P/ROMs are completely interchangeable (electrically and pin compatible) with an equivalent ROM. In addition, there is upward compatibility of devices, ie, the ability to replace a 512 x 8-bit, 24-pin P/ROM with a 1k x 8-bit, 24-pin P/ROM using the same socket, without redesigning the printed circuit board. This upward compatibility exists for other devices as well.

High speed bipolar P/ROMs are incorporated in systems using high performance microprocessors, such as the Z80, where it is not feasible to use slow speed MOS memories that require the CPU to wait for memory. Some bipolar P/ROMs are designed to replace an MOS equivalent product; the Signetics 82S2708 is a direct, high speed, bipolar equivalent to the popular Intel 2708 MOS EPROM. Other bipolar P/ROMs are pin compatible with static MOS RAMs, such as the Monolithic Memories 6353, Intel 2114, and Texas Instruments TMS4045, for use as writable control stores in microprocessor based equipment. However, differences occur in speed of operation, as well as in power dissipation—especially since the 2114 and 4045 can be operated in a power-down (low power dissipation) mode, but the 6353 cannot. Interchangeability among these three memories provides the designer with flexibility to change from an essentially fixed program device (P/ROM) to a R/W memory device (static RAM).

State of the art in density for bipolar P/ROMs is 16,384 bits, organized as 2048 x 8-bit words. In the near future, 16,384-bit P/ROMs should become available in 4096 x 4-bit organizations; in the long term, 32k P/ROMs in 4096 x 8 and 8192 x 4 configurations and 64k P/ROMs in 8192 x 8 configurations (as developed by Toshiba), will be forthcoming. Two performance areas are being stressed: high speed (low address access time) and low power dissipation. Since these two characteristics cannot be obtained concurrently, several versions of the same organizations will exist—a speed enhanced version and a low power consumption version—all with open-collector and 3-state outputs. In addition, power switched and synchronous/asynchronous registered P/ROMs will soon be available in both Schottky and low power Schottky TTL technologies.

Development by Fujitsu of a new bipolar P/ROM fuse and isolation technology, in conjunction with Schottky TTL, will cut access times to half of those available with present devices. The faster access time results from several isolation techniques and a diffused eutectic aluminum process (DEAP) that replaces conventional fuse links and reduces cell size to half that of conventional P/ROMs. Two passive isolation techniques—shallow V-groove (SVG), which appears to be a bipolar version of VMOS, and isolation by oxide and polysilicon (IOP)—give closer cell spacing. These techniques allow the fabrication of a 1k x 4-bit P/ROM with a T_{AA} of 25 ns, P_{Diss} of 450 mW, and one-half of the required programming energy of present P/ROMs; permit an increase of P/ROM density to 32k bits; and cut die sizes in half for 4k and higher density P/ROMs. These new speeds should increase P/ROM usage in high speed applications. Fujitsu will begin sampling the MB7122 25-ns 1 k x 4 P/ROM, the MB7128 2k x 4 P/ROM, and the MB7132 1k x 8 P/ROM using DEAP technology in the first quarter of 1980.

Although bipolar P/ROMs traditionally have been used for programming writable control stores, this situation will change in the near future. MOS ROMs and P/ROMs will become available and will impact this market. One such device, the Mostek 120-ns, 150-mW, 64k MOS ROM, planned to have a T_{AA} of 80 ns, should be available in 1980.

### TABLE 3

Commercially Available Bipolar ROMs*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>T_{AA} (ns, max)</th>
<th>I_{CC} (mA, max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 8</td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6280/6281-1</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6280/6281-2</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6282/6283-1</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced Micro Devices</td>
<td>AM27S80/S81</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>70 to 135</td>
<td>140/170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6275/6276-1</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 9</td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6260/6261-1</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 10</td>
<td>Monolithic Memories</td>
<td>6255/6256-1</td>
<td>OC/TS</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
*Notably absent are ROMs with a density of less than 8192 bits, as well as Fairchild 9344XX and Signetics S25XX devices.
OC = Open Collector
TS = 3-State
Bipolar ROMs

Bipolar ROMs duplicate MOS ROMs in memory cell array, X-address decode or row select circuits, and Y-address or column select circuits. Output drivers provide the degree of output drive necessary for offchip load circuits. Since bipolar devices have much lower impedance than MOS, more drive capability is required throughout bipolar ROM circuits.

Bipolar ROMs are fabricated using Schottky TTL technology to obtain low access times and low power requirements. By eliminating programming circuits, smaller die size and higher reliability monolithic devices are obtained. These ROMs offer a low cost solution to program memory for high volume usage. A major deterrent to their use, however, is their inflexibility to change. This precludes their use in prototype or very low quantity production systems. As mentioned, bipolar ROMs that are interchangeable with bipolar P/ROMs are available.

Prior to 1978, bipolar ROMs were available with speeds of 25 to 100 ns and with densities of 256 to 16384 bits. However, due to the customized nature of these devices, the general shortage of semiconductor memories (and of fabrication capacity), and the increased profit margins of other memory device types subsequent to this time frame, the only available bipolar ROMs are for densities of 6192 bits and greater from two suppliers (Table 3).

The near future for bipolar ROMs appears dim. After both Fairchild and Signetics announced similar type devices, they decided not to proceed with production. For the long-term future, bipolar ROMs, except for unique devices, should disappear from the marketplace. The void will be filled by MOS EPROMs and MOS ROMs, due to their high density and low cost. When speed
is mandatory, bipolar P/ROMs should fulfill application requirements.

**MOS Ultraviolet EPROMs**

The MOS ultraviolet EPROM is both field programmable and reprogrammable. Commercially available EPROMs (Table 4) use floating gate avalanche injection MOS (FAMOS). Floating refers to the fact that the gate of each transistor is left unconnected, or electrically floating in an insulating layer of silicon dioxide. MOS EPROMs are typically five to ten times slower than bipolar types, they need multiple power supplies for operation (however, newer versions such as the Intel 2716 all use single 5-V supplies), and they are volatile to the extent that sunlight or fluorescent lighting can cause charge loss and thus erasure. These disadvantages are offset in many applications by their flexibility (field programming) and low cost. They can be programmed for a certain content, used, and then reprogrammed with a different content. Thus, they are ideal for prototype product development and applications that have constantly changing data requirements.

Reprogramming capability is gained by use of a trapped electronic charge technique for programming, instead of the destruction of a fusing element as in bipolar memories. Application of a high voltage across the transistor causes a "tunneling" of high energy carriers that open a conducting channel. However, several minutes' exposure of the chip to an intense, low frequency, ultraviolet light source causes a photo-current to flow that reverses the process by sweeping the charge from the floating gate and returns the gate to its floating state. The device may be reprogrammed and erased indefinitely. Erasure must be performed properly to ensure programmability and to avoid dropping bits with age and temperature. There are no reprogrammable bipolar EPROMs because the trapped charge technique cannot be implemented easily in bipolar technology.

The industry standard 2708 8k EPROM has been replaced by the 16k 2716, available from major semiconductor manufacturers. Recently introduced Tl TMS2532 and Intel 2732 32k EPROMs are organized as 4k x 8 bits and operate from a single 5-V supply. However, a pinout problem exists with current 32k EPROMs. This problem, if not solved immediately, will be compounded with the advent of the 64k EPROM and cause confusion for designers. Basically, the manufacturers of 32k EPROMs have aligned themselves into two methodologies (similar to what happened in 1974 for 4k NMOS dynamic RAMS). This situation has been prompted by attempts at predicting future pinouts of 64k EPROMs and at adjusting pin compatibility with available 16k EPROMs, 32k and 64k MOS ROMs, and static RAMS.

Two distinct pinouts for the 32k EPROM involve the functions appearing on pins 18, 19, 20, and 21, as represented by the Intel 2732 and TI TMS2532 devices. The Intel 2732 is functionally and pin compatible with the 2716 16k EPROM and its own 32k ROM—a natural progression of parts. The Fujitsu MB532 is also pin compatible with the 2732. The pinout of the TMS2532,
while not compatible with the 2716, has been chosen with a view toward the future—easy upgrading of 32k EPROM systems to 64k systems. The main functional difference between the Intel and TI devices is the output enable feature of the Intel device, which controls the output buffer to eliminate bus contention problems in multiplexed microcomputer systems. The TMS2532 is compatible with ROMS manufactured by a variety of suppliers. Motorola's 64k EPROM (MCM68764) is also fully pin compatible with the TMS2532.

Two package types for 64k ROMs are 24 and 28 pins. The 28-pin package allows ROMs to better cope with the newer higher speed microprocessors and yields easy upgrading compatibility with the Intel 2732 EPROM. The 24-pin device is pin compatible with the industry standard 32k ROM and the TMS2532 32k EPROM, also allowing easy upgrading.

At the next level of integration, 64k EPROMs require a 28-pin package to handle the extra control pin. The exception is the Motorola MCM68764, which will be encased in a 24-pin DIP for easy upgrading from, and pin compatibility with, present generation products: the TMS2532 32k EPROM and the Mostek 36000 industry standard 64k ROM. The 28-pin approach, as exemplified by the TI TMS2564, allows simple upgrading from the TMS2532 EPROM and compatibility with future products, but it must be adapted for current products. Thus, the problem facing designers is whether to use a 64k EPROM that is immediately compatible with current products, or to use a device that will be upward compatible with future generations but requires separate board design for EPROM and current ROMS. In the meantime, some manufacturers, including Mostek, Intel, National Semiconductor, and Synertek, are developing their own 64k EPROM strategies, some with different pinouts.

Although EPROMS present a confusing and frustrating implementation for systems designers, they will ultimately decide the pinout to be accepted as the industry standard. This will hopefully lead to a single standard rather than a dual (32k EPROM), or even quadruple (64k EPROM) standard. Fig 3 depicts the packages for the two different 32k-bit EPROMS, in comparison with the industry standard 32k ROM pinout, the Intel 2464A and Mostek 36000 64k ROM pinouts, and the TI TMS2564 and Motorola MCM68764 64k EPROM pinouts.

Versatility, ease of use, and low power consumption should promote new and improved EPROMS. A 64k unit should appear within the next 12 to 18 months, as should

---

**Table 5**  
Typical Available EAROMs (MNOS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mfr</th>
<th>EAROM</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Max Access Time (μs)</th>
<th>Alterability</th>
<th>Pkg DIP (Pins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7033</td>
<td>21 x 16</td>
<td>2 to 5 (serial data)</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7040</td>
<td>64 x 4</td>
<td>2 to 5 (parallel data)</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 2055</td>
<td>64 x 8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7055</td>
<td>64 x 8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7714</td>
<td>256 x 4</td>
<td>0.9 to 1.5 (parallel data)</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7051</td>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td>2 to 5 (serial data)</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>NC 7451</td>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td>2 to 5</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 1400</td>
<td>100 x 14</td>
<td>833 (serial data)</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 2050/51</td>
<td>32 x 16</td>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 2401/2402</td>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>chip</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 3400/01</td>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>ER 2805/2810</td>
<td>2048 x 4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>block</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockwell</td>
<td>10443</td>
<td>256 x 8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>7053</td>
<td>128 x 8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>word</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitron</td>
<td>7810</td>
<td>2048 x 4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>chip</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- GI = General Instruments
- N/A = Not available
higher speed and lower power versions of 32k and 64k. Initial 64k EPROM samples should appear in early 1980. In addition, 128k- and 256k-bit versions are expected by 1985. Also, there is a lot of activity in CMOS P/ROMs (both fusible link and ultraviolet types) from Intersil and Harris because of the need for low power dissipation in battery applications and ease of use. Intersil offers a low power CMOS EPROM in two versions: 1k x 4 bits (6603) and 512 x 8 bits (6604). Harris has 512 x 8, 1024 x 8, and 2048 x 8 versions available.

**MNOS EAROMs**

Metal nitride oxide semiconductor (MNOS) EAROMs (Table 5) are useful in reduced power applications where data loss is intolerable, i.e., for severe noise environments or recurring power interruptions. Such EAROMs permit complete or selective writing of bits into either state. This means that the memory can be programmed electrically while it is still in the circuit and that alterations may be made without wiping out remaining stored information.

Nitride EAROMs are slow (with read times of 0.95 to 5 µs) for most realtime program storage applications, are costly, and are not widely sourced. However, since they provide almost infinite store times, they are being used increasingly as auxiliary memory in applications where remote systems are inaccessible for routine field changes and in aerospace (satellite) systems. There is less design work occurring with EAROMs than with EPROMs and P/ROMs. A major reason for this situation is the limited usage for slow devices coupled with the difficulty of developing a viable, producible silicon nitride process. However, an increased wave of interest has centered on the EAROM because of its nonvolatility advantage.

**Floating Gate EEROMs**

Floating gate electrically erasable programmable ROMs (EEROMs) are similar to ultraviolet EPROMs, where charge is stored on a floating gate. There is no quartz lid to allow erasing; however, an electrical gate controls erasing and writing. Devices of this type presently use special voltages and complex voltage sequencing, making them impractical for in-circuit programming.

Floating gate EEROMs have access times and data retention similar to ultraviolet EPROMs; they are usually removed from the circuit for erasing and reprogramming. Erase time, however, is much shorter than for ultra-

---

**TABLE 6**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Part No</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>$T_{aa}$ (max, ns)</th>
<th>Pkg DIP (Pins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGS-ATES</td>
<td>M120</td>
<td>256 x 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi</td>
<td>48016*</td>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>256 x 8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>1024 x 8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>upD454**</td>
<td>256 x 8</td>
<td>12, 5</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xicor</td>
<td>X2201/2202†</td>
<td>1024 x 1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC</td>
<td>upD458</td>
<td>1024 x 8</td>
<td>12, 5</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- *2716 UV Replacement
- **Pin compatible with 1702A EPROM
- †Nonvolatile RAM contains both 1024 x 1 static RAM and 1024 x 1 EEROM that shadows RAM bit by bit.
- N/A = Not available
### TABLE 7
Summary of Selected CMOS ROMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Memory Size</th>
<th>Mfr</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Motorola</th>
<th>Harris</th>
<th>Intersil</th>
<th>Hughes</th>
<th>Solid State</th>
<th>Scientific</th>
<th>Super Tex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256 x 4</td>
<td>MCM14524</td>
<td></td>
<td>HM6611 (P/ROM)</td>
<td>HM6661 (P/ROM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 x 8</td>
<td>CDP1842(P/ROM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512 x 8</td>
<td>CD40032</td>
<td>CDP1831</td>
<td>CDP1832</td>
<td>HM6641 (P/ROM)</td>
<td>IM6654(EP)</td>
<td>HMP1831</td>
<td>HMP1832</td>
<td>SCP 1831</td>
<td>SCP 1832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 8</td>
<td>CDP1833/34</td>
<td>CDP1843*(P/ROM)</td>
<td>HM708(EP)</td>
<td>IM6653</td>
<td>HMP1833/34</td>
<td>SCP 1833</td>
<td>SCP 1834</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 x 12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>HM6716 (EP)</td>
<td>IM6316</td>
<td>HMP1835/1836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192 x 8</td>
<td>HM6388</td>
<td>HM6389</td>
<td>1M6364</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096 x 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CM3200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pin compatible with Intel 2758

---

### TABLE 8
Summary of Selected CMOS EPROMs (ROMs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Mfr</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>EPROM</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>$T_{\text{AA}}$ (ns max)</th>
<th>$I_{\text{IC}}$ (µA max)</th>
<th>Power Supply (V max)</th>
<th>DIP Pkg (Pins)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HM6611</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>256 x 4</td>
<td>X (F/L)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15/200</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6661</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>256 x 4</td>
<td>X (F/L)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>15/200</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6641</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>512 x 8</td>
<td>X (F/L)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM6654</td>
<td>Intersil</td>
<td>512 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>300, 450, 600</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM6653</td>
<td>Intersil</td>
<td>1024 x 4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>300, 450, 600</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6708A</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>1024 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6312/A</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>1024 x 12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>220 (10 V)</td>
<td>10mA/800</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM6312</td>
<td>Intersil</td>
<td>1024 x 12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM6312A</td>
<td>Intersil</td>
<td>1024 x 12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6716A</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM6316</td>
<td>Intersil</td>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>350 (typ)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM5316</td>
<td>SSS</td>
<td>2048 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>7mA/100/10</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM3200</td>
<td>Super Tex</td>
<td>4096 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>20mA/20</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6388</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>8192 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM6389</td>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>8192 x 8</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Listed limits are guaranteed at 25 °C.
- F/L = Fusible Link
- All have TTL compatible I/O and 3-state outputs.
- Pin compatible with 2708 NMOS EPROM
- Pin compatible with 2716 NMOS EPROM
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violet EPROMs, typically one minute or less. Floating gate EEROMs are just becoming commercially available and do not cover a wide range of devices.

A recent method of achieving nonvolatile storage is Xicor’s 1k static RAM. Using standard NMOS processing techniques, the X2201/X2202 contains a 1024 x 1 static RAM with an identical triple silicon floating gate EEROM array that shadows the RAM on a bit by bit basis. The floating gate is part of an n-channel transistor where ability to turn on and off is the basis for the operation of this memory; when the memory is being programmed, the floating gate is charged with electrons turning the transistor off, and during erase, electrons are removed from the gate turning the transistor on. The floating element always stores nonvolatile data, regardless of static RAM contents, which are valid with or without power. Nonvolatile memory data remain separate from the contents of the RAM and depend only on the condition of the programmed floating gate electrode.

Each array location actually consists of a normal static RAM bit and an overlaid electrically erasable nonvolatile bit for a total of 2048 bits. This memory consists of a normal static RAM bit and an overlaid electrically erasable nonvolatile bit for a total of 2048 bits, plus a complete duplicate backup RAM.

Data move between the RAM and EEROM by means of two TTL control signals: store and recall. With a store signal applied, a 1024-bit snapshot of the RAM is copied into the EEROM for later recall or modification. Anytime that the recall signal is applied, EEROM data are copied back into the RAM.

Automatic array recall occurs when power is applied. This memory powers up with a copy of the nonvolatile EEROM data and is ready for immediate use. The Xicor part is encased in an 18-pin DIP. The X2201 has total memory array recall, while the X2202 has single-bit recall. Data contained in this device can be electrically altered (by writing, reading, or erasing) without removing them from the circuit. Table 6 summarizes the few commercially available EEROMs.

Increased emphasis on floating gate EEROMs, as well as EAROMs, should occur. The beginning of 1980 should see the sampling of the 16k HM48016 EEROM from Hitachi. This product represents the first of many EEROMs from most major MOS EPROM manufacturers.

**MOS ROMs**

High density MOS ROMs of 32k and 64k bits have emerged as critical members of the microprocessor chip set, expanding the instruction capacity of microprocessor based systems and holding immediate promise for fixed programs in larger hierarchies. These memories have proven popular and are widely sourced. In addition, high density ROMs are generally viewed as the most cost-effective of all semiconductor memories and may well impact tape and disc storage.

Microprocessors—perhaps the high performance 8-bit and also 16-bit versions—will use ROM extensively for software storage. By 1980, 30-ns 64k ROMs as well as 128k and 256k MOS ROMs are expected. Also becoming more readily available are low power CMOS ROMs and EPROMs for battery powered and energy critical applications (Tables 7 and 8).
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ASSEMBLER STREAMLINES MICROPROGRAMMING

Microprogram assemblers are structured to manipulate programmer-generated symbology directly into binary format, independent of hardware configuration, technology, or applications.

Thomas Balph and William Blood
Motorola Semiconductor Products, Incorporated, Mesa, Arizona

With the advent of bit-slice logic devices, such as the transistor-transistor logic 2900 and emitter-coupled logic M10800 families, cost-effective high speed microprogrammable processors are becoming easier to construct. These devices condense system hardware into bipolar large scale integrated building blocks, making it feasible to achieve the highly flexible architecture, variable data widths, emulation of existing instruction sets, and random logic reduction that microprogramming provides.

However, the software design effort required to microprogram the processor remains a time consuming and therefore costly task. Consequently, microprogram assemblers, such as the Motorola MACE-Assembler or the Advanced Micro Devices AMDASM/29 assembler, have evolved to streamline microprogram writing, checking, and debugging.

Microprogrammed processor development requires interrelated parallel hardware and software design efforts (Fig 1). Overall system specifications are first resolved into a hardware design that defines processor word size, input/output (I/O), bus structure, microprogram word size, and a microfunction set. Further defining the microprogram word, this microfunction set is a central reference point used by the microprogrammer to write microcode and by the design engineer to develop hardware. Parallel development paths merge when the system prototype executes microprogram routines during system checkout. In the figure, note the feedback paths for both hardware and software design efforts. System checkout normally requires several passes, each with microprogram changes or corrections and/or hardware modifications.

Microprogram assemblers operate in two successive phases. After completion of the microfunction set, the assembler definition phase sets up microprogram word structure and mnemonic assignments within the assembler. The following assembly phase takes microprogram source statements expressed in terms established by the definition program and translates them into processor compatible bit patterns, similar to a microprocessor or minicomputer assembler. Many different microprograms can be developed for a given system after the definition stage is finished. Similarly, changes to a processor
Successful microprogrammed system design requires combination of hardware and software development. Error in either parallel path compromises final system design. Bipolar bit-slice circuits reduce hardware design effort by incorporating major processor sections into standard LSI components. Available microprogram assemblers simplify microprogram development with address labels and easily interpreted mnemonic codes. Coordination of microprogram assembler and development hardware facilitates system debug and checkout.

**Microprogram Development System**

A microprogram development system has three primary functions.

1. **(1) Provide writable control storage (WCS) for microprogram memory.**
2. **(2) Provide software for microcode development.**
3. **(3) Provide system diagnostic help.**

For example, the M6800 based EXORcisor system provides the host or executive processor, metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) memory, floppy disc, printer, and terminal, along with interface hardware and operating software. Originally developed for MOS microprocessor design support, the EXORcisor concept is extended to bipolar bit-slice microprogrammable processors through the MACE 29/800 Microprogram Development System (Fig 2). The MACE chassis houses high speed bipolar RAM, address and data interfaces, clock source, and diagnostic hardware necessary for bit-slice processor development.

The MACE-Assembler is a general purpose 2-phase assembler specifically designed for microprogrammable...
Fig. 2 Microprogram development system. CRT terminal houses 6800 host processor, 32k bytes of MOS RAM, plus interfaces to floppy disc, printer, and MACE hardware. Microprogrammer inputs are entered through terminal, which uses M6800 microprocessor to run microprogram assembler. Hardcopy of microprogram source statement inputs and assembled program outputs are furnished through line printer. Both microprograms and operating system software are stored on dual floppy disc. Development system supports both bipolar bit-slice and M6800 MOS microprocessor families.

Definition statements permit microword size and format to be established and thus applied to a particular hardware configuration. During the definition phase, the designer in effect creates a unique microassembler for a system. Microprogram word length, field sizes, operator values, mnemonic assignments, and data entry formats are all defined by the definition source file. The definition phase reads a definition source file on disc and creates a definition table, also on disc. Next, the assembly phase uses the definition table to convert microprogram source statement files to binary microwords for the writable microprogram memory. Definition and assembly source files are built on the floppy disc with a standard MDOS editor. Format definition files, source listings, and object files are also created by the MACE-Assembler.

Interface to the prototype system is through address and data probe circuits which handle both emitter-coupled logic (ECL) 10,000 and transistor-transistor logic (TTL) compatible signals. Interface to the floppy disc and keyboard is through the EXORcisor network. MACE hardware operates in two basic modes as controlled by system commands. Management mode places the MACE system under control of the EXORcisor M6800 host processor. This mode is used for operator control of microprogram memory read and write, plus diagnostic clock functions. Prototype mode turns memory control over to the processor under development. In this mode, the development system becomes transparent and does not alter microprogrammable processor structure or basic operation.

Typical Microprogrammable System

Microprogram assembler source statement programs are written around a given processor design and microfunction set. Fig. 3 shows a small, general purpose 8-bit microprogrammed processor built with ECL large scale integrated (LSI) circuits. Main capabilities include
Fig 3 Microprogrammable processor. Three main sections of processor are microprogram controller, microprogram memory, and ALU-I/O. ALU performs all arithmetic and logic operations on data. I/O transfers data to and from processor, while register file holds data. All three sections are controlled by bit patterns in microprogram memory. ALU-I/O instruction sequence is determined by microprogram controller, which supplies address to microprogram memory, and uses feedback from microprogram to generate address combinations required to execute program. Condition code register and branch logic supply ALU status results to help make microprogram flow decisions. Pipeline register improves processor performance by allowing faster basic clock rates, and ALU and branch decode logic lower system cost by reducing microword data bit width.

A 100-ns microinstruction cycle time and a flexible microprogram function set. Limitations are the 8-bit arithmetic logic unit (ALU) word size and a general purpose I/O interface not optimized for a specific application.

Two ALU-I/O circuits control all data and address I/O interfacing, and work with a 16-location register file to perform arithmetic and logic operations on data within the processor. Each ALU-I/O is four bits wide, and several of these parallel circuits can be cascaded to meet increased system I/O word sizes. Microprogram controller circuits address microprogram memory and control the instruction sequence that executes a microprogram routine. Also 4-bit wide parts, parallel controller circuits can also be cascaded to meet increased microprogram memory address size requirements. Once addressed, microprogram memory outputs go to the various processor sections during a single microinstruction. The pipeline register minimizes microinstruction cycle times by temporarily holding microprogram memory outputs, allowing microinstruction execution and fetch cycles to be overlapped. Small 32-word x 8-bit P/ROMs located in branch and ALU-decode blocks reduce the microprogram word width by expanding small microprogram fields into a larger number of ALU and branch-decode logic select lines.
The image contains a table and text discussing microprogramming concepts. The table lists various microinstructions and their corresponding descriptions, along with hexadecimal codes. The text explains how different processor sections are controlled by microprogrammers, assigning microfunction set mnemonic codes to various microprogram field positions. Microinstructions like BRANCH, LOAD, and ARITHMETIC are described with their corresponding hexadecimal codes and descriptions.

For example, a microinstruction for a branch instruction might have a BRANCH mnemonic, with specific hexadecimal codes indicating branch conditions such as equal to, greater than, or less than. Similarly, load instructions might have a LOAD mnemonic, with codes for loading from memory to accumulator or from accumulator to memory.

The text also mentions the division of a 32-bit microprogram word into seven fields: INSTRUCTION FIELD, BRANCH FIELD, RF FIELD, ACC FIELD, ALU FIELD, DESTINATION FIELD, and NEXT ADDRESS FIELD. Each field is further divided into smaller bits for specific operations like arithmetic, logical, or branch conditions.

Fig 4: Microprogram memory fields. Typical 32-bit microprogram word is divided into seven fields, each controlling different processor sections. Microprogrammer assigns microfunction set mnemonic codes to various microprogram field positions. For example, microinstruction BR 05 TZD RF, 5 ACC, 1 ADAR ARF makes microprogram branch decision, either jumping to address 05 or incrementing, depending on zero detect status. At the same time, register file word 5 is added to accumulator word 1, with results placed back in register file. Microprogrammer would take combination of mnemonics, generate hexadecimal bit pattern 5051 AA03, which could then be put in microprogram memory. Microprogrammer can select combination of field commands that performs required microprogram instruction or combination of microinstructions to perform system level instruction.
0010 TITLE SYSTEM 800 MICROPROGRAM FIELD DEFINITION
0020 SIZE 32
0030 OPT LUNCH
0040 :
0050 : MICROPROGRAM INSTRUCTION FIELD
0060 :
0070 JSR FORM 4H0·20X | JUMP TO SUBROUTINE
0080 JLJL FORM 4H1·28X | JUMP TO LOAD CR2
0090 JMP FORM 4H2·28X | JUMP TO NEXT ADDRESS
0100 JLA FORM 4H3·28X | JUMP AND LOAD ADDRESS
0110 JBR FORM 4H4·28X | BRANCH TO SUBROUTINE
0120 BPC FORM 4H5·28X | BRANCH ON CONDITION
0130 BRM FORM 4H6·28X | BRANCH AND MODIFY
0140 PDC FORM 4H7·28X | RETURN ON CONDITION
0150 JIE FORM 4H8·28X | JUMP TO I BUS
0160 JIN FORM 4H9·28X | JUMP TO I BUS AND LOAD CR2
0170 JPI FORM 4H10·28X | JUMP TO CR2
0180 RF FORM 4H11·28X | REPEAT INSTRUCTION
0190 INC FORM 4H12·28X | INCREMENT
0200 SSR FORM 4H13·28X | REPEAT SUBROUTINE
0210 JEP FORM 4H14·28X | JUMP TO D BUS
0220 RTH FORM 4H15·28X | RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE
0230 :
0240 : NEXT ADDRESS FIELD
0250 :
0260 NA FORM 4X·80HFF·20X | HUMDESS VECTOR
0270 NC FORM 4X·80H0·20X | NUMERICAL CONSTANT
0280 CC FORM 4X·80H1·20X | CYCLE COUNT
0290 :
0300 : BRANCH FIELD
0310 :
0320 BPI FORM 12X·5H00·15X | BRANCH = 1
0330 TLSB FORM 12X·5H01·15X | TEST LSB
0340 TSM FORM 12X·5H02·15X | TEST SIGN/MSB
0350 T2D FORM 12X·5H03·15X | TEST ZERO DETECT
0360 TL FORM 12X·5H04·15X | TEST OVERFLOW
0370 T2Z FORM 12X·5H05·15X | TEST CARRY LINK
0380 T2DZ FORM 12X·5H06·15X | TEST SIGN & ZERO DETECT
0390 T2L FORM 12X·5H07·15X | TEST LSB & LINK
0600 ENC1 FORM 12X·5H10·15X | TEST MMC & JUMP TO D BUS
0610 ENC2 FORM 12X·5H11·15X | TEST MMC2 & JUMP TO D BUS
0620 :
0630 : REGISTER FILE ADDRESS FIELD
0640 :
0650 RF FORM 17X·4H00·11X | REGISTER FILE ADDRESS
0660 :
0670 : ACCUMULATOR ADDRESS FIELD
0680 :
0690 ACC FORM 21X·2800·9X | ACCUMULATOR ADDRESS
0700 :
0710 : ALU FUNCTION FIELD
0720 :
0730 ADAR FORM 23X·5H00·4X | ADD ACC + RF
0740 ADAD FORM 23X·5H01·4X | ADD ACC + DR
0750 ADAR FORM 23X·5H02·4X | ADD ACC + CC
0760 AVAR FORM 23X·5H04·4X | ADD ACC + C
0770 SUAR FORM 23X·5H05·4X | SUB ACC - RF
0780 SUAD FORM 23X·5H06·4X | SUB ACC - DR
1020 POLR FORM 23X·5H10·4X | ROTATE LEFT RF
1040 POLA FORM 23X·5H11·4X | ROTATE LEFT ACC
1050 :
1060 : DESTINATION FIELD
1070 :
1090 ARCC FORM 28X·4H0 | ALU TO ACC, LOAD CC
1090 ARCC FORM 28X·4H1 | ALU TO ACC, NO CC
1100 ARFC FORM 28X·4H2 | ALU TO RF, LOAD CC
1100 ARFC FORM 28X·4H3 | ALU TO RF, NO CC
1110 APAR FORM 28X·4H4 | ALU TO ACC + DB TO DR, LOAD CC
1120 ARDCC FORM 28X·4H5 | DB TO RR, NO CC
1130 ARDCC FORM 28X·4H6 | DB TO RR, NO CC
1140 BARS FORM 28X·4H7 | SUB ACC - RF
1150 BARS FORM 28X·4H8 | SUB ACC - DR
1170 AARR FORM 28X·4H9 | ADD ACC + RF, NO CC
1180 AARR FORM 28X·4HA | ADD ACC + RF, NO CC
1190 AARRD FORM 28X·4HC | ADD ACC + DR, NO CC
1190 AARRD FORM 28X·4HD | ADD ACC + DR, NO CC
1200 AARRD FORM 28X·4HE | ADD ACC + DR, NO CC
1220 AARRD FORM 28X·4HF | ADD ACC + DR, NO CC
1230 AARRD FORM 28X·4HL | ADD ACC + DR, NO CC
1240 :
1250 : OTHER COMMANDS
1260 :
1270 NOP FORM 12X·4H0·12H0138H NO OPERATION
1280 END

Fig 5 Microprogram example. Microprogram assembler starts with field definition file and creates lookup table which defines microprogram source statement terms to assembler. This, in effect, configures assembler tailored to microprogrammed processor under development. Each mnemonic term is sequentially listed and defined. Definition consists of selecting associated binary bit pattern codes and placing coded bits within total microprogram word. Flexibility to completely define mnemonics and field position allows for variable field microprogram word structures, where one field establishes field structure for remainder of word. Only restriction is that each mnemonic term must be unique and appear only once in definition file. It is also possible to have mnemonic terms cover any or all microprogram bits independent of normal field structure. For example, NOP mnemonic (line 1270) identifies bit pattern for 12 "don't care" bits (these are I field and NA field), followed by a 20-bit instruction that performs "no operation" processor function.
Microprogram word structure and field assignments (Fig 4) provide insight into processor operation. The relatively small 32-bit word length possible with ALU and branch-decode logic is wide enough to control major system sections in parallel, yet minimize memory size and cost. Seven independent fields within the 32-bit word of microprogram memory form the processor microfunction set that becomes the basis for all microprogramming.

The 4-bit instruction (i) field goes directly to the microprogram controller and is used for microprogram address flow. Instruction commands and mnemonics are an integral part of the microprogram controller, which decodes and executes each program flow instruction. An 8-bit next address (NA) field assists program flow by providing jump and subroutine destinations. Equally important, NA field can be routed to the ALU-I/O logic for ALU constants, bit-pattern masking, and address vectors. NA is a variable field, which means that the bit pattern is assigned when writing a microprogram, rather than being part of a fixed microfunction table.

The 5-bit branch (BR) field covers several independent system functions. The first eight branch instructions (00 to 07) control microprogram flow by routing different test parameters to the microprogram controller. Instructions 08 to 0E control a 4-bit output page address, giving the 8-bit processor a total of 12 address lines (Fig 3). Branch instruction 0F sets carry to 1 for subtraction and multi-precision arithmetic. Branch instructions 10 to 17 handle 1/O interrupts and processor status lines. Instructions 18 to 1B control microprogram page address bits which expand microprogram memory size from 256 to 1024 words. The last two BR instructions route NA information to the ALU and 1/O logic. In this processor design, instruction field commands are fixed as defined by the microprogram controller, while the branch field is adaptable to system application needs and is easily modified by changing the branch decode P_/ROM.

A 4-bit register file (RF) field addresses 1 of 16 register file words. The register file is augmented by a 2-bit accumulator (ACC) field which addresses one of four accumulators located within the ALU-I/O logic. Selected register file and accumulator words are normally used as ALU operands.

Thirty-two different ALU functions selected by the 5-bit ALU field perform all logic, arithmetic, and shift operations on data in the processor. The general-purpose ALU function set can be easily changed to fit specific system needs by reprogramming ALU decode logic. A 4-bit destination field completes the 32-bit microprogram word. This field is responsible for routing ALU results to register file, accumulator, and to a data buffer register or an address register located in the ALU-I/O logic. The destination field also controls all I/O operations through processor data and address ports.

The 32-bit microprogram word is unique to this particular processor design and application. The MACE microprogram assembler works with this microfunction set, as well as with the wide range of other microprogram word lengths and field combinations characteristic of bit-slice processors.

**Assembler Definition Phase**

To use the MACE-Assembler to assemble a microprogram for a particular processor, a definition source file, which defines total microword size, individual field sizes, mnemonics, and operator values, must first be created using the host system editor. Fig 5 lists the definition source file for the microprogram system example given in Fig 3. In Fig 5, the first three program lines are a title line, which identifies the file as a microprogram field definition for a particular processor design, a word size line to define the processor's 32-bit microprogram word, and a third line which specifies an optional output device—a terminal printer in this case. The remaining program steps define each mnemonic term using the format

```
LINE # MNEMONIC FORM VALUE & POSITION
```

Comments following a semicolon are for programmer convenience and are ignored by the assembler.

In Fig 5, program lines 0070 through 0220 define the microprogram instruction (i) field. The first mnemonic defined, JSR (jump to subroutine), has a word position, size, and value of 4H0, 28X. This means that 4 bits are expressed as hexadecimal code "0" (4H0), followed by 28 "don't care" bits (28X), completing the 32-bit microprogram word. The second mnemonic (JL2) has the same format, except that the first four bits are expressed as hexadecimal "1". This sequence continues a total of 16 times through line 0220, RTN, which is expressed by hexadecimal code "F". This particular set of instructions and bit values are defined by the microprogram controller. Although other microprogram controllers would use different terms and bit patterns, assembler definitions would be programmed in a similar manner.

Definition program lines 0260 through 0280 define the NA field. Since this field is variable, ie, bit values are established by the microprogram assembly phase, a full set of mnemonics is not required. Instead, the three program mnemonic codes assist microcode writing by identifying the NA field function. The NA mnemonic designates a next address vector to be used for microprogram jump destinations. Its format statement 4x, 8VHTFF, 20x means four don't care bits (4X), which are already covered by the instruction field; followed by eight variable bits expressed in hexadecimal notation (8VH); the letter "T" truncates input information to the eight least significant bits; and FF is a default sign, a word size line to define the processor's 32-bit microprogram word, and a third line which specifies an optional output device—a terminal printer in this case. The remaining program steps define each mnemonic term using the format

```
LINE # MNEMONIC FORM VALUE & POSITION
```

Comments following a semicolon are for programmer convenience and are ignored by the assembler.

In Fig 5, program lines 0070 through 0220 define the microprogram instruction (i) field. The first mnemonic defined, JSR (jump to subroutine), has a word position, size, and value of 4H0, 28X. This means that 4 bits are expressed as hexadecimal code "0" (4H0), followed by 28 "don't care" bits (28X), completing the 32-bit microprogram word. The second mnemonic (JL2) has the same format, except that the first four bits are expressed as hexadecimal "1". This sequence continues a total of 16 times through line 0220, RTN, which is expressed by hexadecimal code "F". This particular set of instructions and bit values are defined by the microprogram controller. Although other microprogram controllers would use different terms and bit patterns, assembler definitions would be programmed in a similar manner.

Definition program lines 0260 through 0280 define the NA field. Since this field is variable, ie, bit values are established by the microprogram assembly phase, a full set of mnemonics is not required. Instead, the three program mnemonic codes assist microcode writing by identifying the NA field function. The NA mnemonic designates a next address vector to be used for microprogram jump destinations. Its format statement 4x, 8VHTFF, 20x means four don't care bits (4X), which are already covered by the instruction field; followed by eight variable bits expressed in hexadecimal notation (8VH); the letter "T" truncates input information to the eight least significant bits; and FF is a default sign, a word size line to define the processor's 32-bit microprogram word, and a third line which specifies an optional output device—a terminal printer in this case. The remaining program steps define each mnemonic term using the format

```
LINE # MNEMONIC FORM VALUE & POSITION
```

Comments following a semicolon are for programmer convenience and are ignored by the assembler.

In Fig 5, program lines 0070 through 0220 define the microprogram instruction (i) field. The first mnemonic defined, JSR (jump to subroutine), has a word position, size, and value of 4H0, 28X. This means that 4 bits are expressed as hexadecimal code "0" (4H0), followed by 28 "don't care" bits (28X), completing the 32-bit microprogram word. The second mnemonic (JL2) has the same format, except that the first four bits are expressed as hexadecimal "1". This sequence continues a total of 16 times through line 0220, RTN, which is expressed by hexadecimal code "F". This particular set of instructions and bit values are defined by the microprogram controller. Although other microprogram controllers would use different terms and bit patterns, assembler definitions would be programmed in a similar manner.

Definition program lines 0260 through 0280 define the NA field. Since this field is variable, ie, bit values are established by the microprogram assembly phase, a full set of mnemonics is not required. Instead, the three program mnemonic codes assist microcode writing by identifying the NA field function. The NA mnemonic designates a next address vector to be used for microprogram jump destinations. Its format statement 4x, 8VHTFF, 20x means four don't care bits (4X), which are already covered by the instruction field; followed by eight variable bits expressed in hexadecimal notation (8VH); the letter "T" truncates input information to the eight least significant bits; and FF is a default sign, a word size line to define the processor's 32-bit microprogram word, and a third line which specifies an optional output device—a terminal printer in this case. The remaining program steps define each mnemonic term using the format

```
LINE # MNEMONIC FORM VALUE & POSITION
```

Comments following a semicolon are for programmer convenience and are ignored by the assembler.

In Fig 5, program lines 0070 through 0220 define the microprogram instruction (i) field. The first mnemonic defined, JSR (jump to subroutine), has a word position, size, and value of 4H0, 28X. This means that 4 bits are expressed as hexadecimal code "0" (4H0), followed by 28 "don't care" bits (28X), completing the 32-bit microprogram word. The second mnemonic (JL2) has the same format, except that the first four bits are expressed as hexadecimal "1". This sequence continues a total of 16 times through line 0220, RTN, which is expressed by hexadecimal code "F". This particular set of instructions and bit values are defined by the microprogram controller. Although other microprogram controllers would use different terms and bit patterns, assembler definitions would be programmed in a similar manner.
defined don’t care bits (12x), and is followed by 15 don’t care bits (15x). Hexadecimal numbers 5H08 through 5H1B are not shown in Fig 5 since the pattern repeats for the full list of BR field mnemonics.

Register file address (program line 0650) is a 4-bit variable field with a default to address 0 (4H0). Don’t care bits before (17x) and after (11x) position the four register file bits within the microprogram word. Accumulator address (program line 0690) is a 2-bit variable, default to 0 field (2V0), and is structured like the RF field. The letter “q” illustrates the assembler’s ability to work with octal data formats in addition to hexadecimal; binary format is also possible but is not illustrated in this example.

ALU function field and destination field follow the same patterns as described for the instruction and branch fields. Each field mnemonic is assigned a hexadecimal word. Various fields can be combined into other more complex instructions, as illustrated by the NOP (no operation) instruction, program line 1270. NOP has a format of 12 don’t care bits (12x) followed by a 4-bit hexadecimal 0 (4H0), and a 16-bit fixed hexadecimal pattern 0138 (16H0138). Other higher level commands are possible and can be used to assist in writing microprograms.

**Microprogramming Approach**

The definition source file given in Fig 5 establishes the mnemonics to be used for writing microprograms. Assembly phase source files contain the microprogram routines that are assembled into system microcode. Fig 6 uses the previously defined mnemonic terms in a program example.

Performing a largest number task, the microprogram examines three binary numbers located in register files RFO, RF1, and RF2, and then moves the largest numerical value to RF3. Basically, the routine compares RFO and RF1, and places the larger value in ACC3. Then, it compares ACC3 with RF2 and again places the larger value in ACC3. The last step transfers ACC3 to RF3, thereby accomplishing the program objective.

Writing this microprogram starts with a program title statement, followed by an option (OPT) line. The OPT line selects the definition table to be used, in this case, SYS800, which is the name of the file in Fig 5.

---

**Fig 6 Largest number routine. Microprogram is entered through terminal keyboard using microprogram disc operating system (MDOS) editor. With editor, microprogrammer creates new disc file and enters all program information. When complete, file contents are stored on floppy disc. Microinstructions are written in terms established by field definition file in Fig 5. Additional program information is required to support next address, register file, and accumulator variable fields. In line 0130, RF,1 and ACC, 3 set bit patterns for respective fields. NA, not required in microinstruction, is allowed to default to FF. Program line 0160 establishes field value for NA through use of label (SUBT). When assembled, microprogram word address used for program line 0180 becomes line 0160 NA value. END statement concludes program**
The output terminal is \( L = \#CN \), and the maximum printed line length is \( N = 80 \). An optional don't care statement (DCARE 1) places logic 1 bits in any microprogram location not defined by the program.

Originating at word address 000 (ORG 000H), the microprogram is immediately followed by a form statement (FORM 32X) to put 32 don't care (logic 1) bits for the remaining memory words. Alternate approaches don't care into words.

The output terminal is microprogram memory, the processor is able to do a microprogram is immediately followed by a form in the first 256 addresses and microprogram development RAM in all defined word locations between program addresses, and thus have fixed P/ROMs. The processor is compatible microprogram bit patterns, as shown in Fig. 7. The large number routine starts at microprogram.

By showing program line number, microprogram word address, memory contents, labels, and field mnemonics, microprogram assembler output listing makes satisfactory work sheet for microprogram corrections. During system debug, simple changes can be made directly on microprogram development hardware using hexadecimal bit patterns; more extensive changes can be made by correcting microinstruction mnemonics and reassembling program. In any case, assembler output makes permanent record of microprogram contents. Bottom assembler output line shows that there are no program errors, which would prevent assembler from assigning microprogram-bit patterns. Most common error results from typing mistakes, causing mnemonic terms that do not exist in definition lookup table. Other errors include improper label assignments and source statement combinations that do not equal proper microprogram word length. MASM microprogram assembler checks for and identifies up to 56 error types to help correct program errors.

---

Fig 7 Typical assembler output listing. By showing program line number, microprogram word address, memory contents, labels, and field mnemonics, microprogram assembler output listing makes satisfactory work sheet for microprogram corrections. During system debug, simple changes can be made directly on microprogram development hardware using hexadecimal bit patterns; more extensive changes can be made by correcting microinstruction mnemonics and reassembling program. In any case, assembler output makes permanent record of microprogram contents. Bottom assembler output line shows that there are no program errors, which would prevent assembler from assigning microprogram-bit patterns. Most common error results from typing mistakes, causing mnemonic terms that do not exist in definition lookup table. Other errors include improper label assignments and source statement combinations that do not equal proper microprogram word length. MASM microprogram assembler checks for and identifies up to 56 error types to help correct program errors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADD</th>
<th>HEX</th>
<th>OBJ LABEL</th>
<th>INST</th>
<th>NXT ADD</th>
<th>BRANCH</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>ALU</th>
<th>DEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0010</td>
<td>88 00</td>
<td>0020</td>
<td>TITLE 2'S COMPLEMENT MULTIPLY</td>
<td>0020</td>
<td>0030</td>
<td>0040</td>
<td>0050</td>
<td>0060</td>
<td>0070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DPT T=SYS000, L=MCN, M=00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MULTIPLY RF0 TIMES RF1 TO RF2 RF1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HEADER 6/INST/9/NXT ADD/8/BRANCH/6/RF/,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 8 2's complement multiply routine. Each microprogram field shows what is happening in a particular section of microprogrammed processor. For example, first instruction, line 0120, translates as: RSR (microprogram control reads contents of NA field), NC,00 (numerical constant value = 00), ENCR1 (transfer NA constant to ALU register file input), RF (not used), and ACC,0 TRF AAC (transfer register file/next address value through ALU to accumulator word 0). Program line 0250 illustrates programming power of single microinstruction. RTN returns from subroutine, but also examines cycle count initialized in line 0130. Depending on count value, it either returns to microprogram address 010E and stays in loop or returns to address 010F, which ends program. Simultaneously, remainder of microinstruction rotates contents of register file word one bit to right. Each program line is executed in one machine microinstruction cycle time (100 ns for Fig 3 processor), independent of mnemonic selection.
in the assembler output listing (Fig 7). In addition to source statements (Fig 6), the assembler adds micro-
program word addresses followed by the 32-bit (8 hexadecimal digit) program data. Program line 0080
shows eight Fs or all binary 1 bits, for don't care locations 0000 through 00FF. Unless otherwise directed,
the program follows consecutive word addresses, in this example 0100 through 010B. The microprogram
assembler also stores the assembled program output on floppy disc, which can be easily loaded into the
development system RAM for program debug.

A second example, the assembler output of a 2's complement multiply microprogram routine (Fig 8),
shows a method of writing and locating subroutines, and the use of a header statement to format the
assembler output into field-oriented columns. Program lines 0060 and 0070 provide column heading and
column spacing information. A program starting address (ORG 10Ch) allows the program to immediately follow
the assembler output listing (see Fig 7), which ends at address 010B.

This 8-bit 2's complement integer multiplication routine begins with the multiplicand in RFO and the multi-
plier in RFl. Based on Booth’s algorithm, the following program flow calculates a double-precision product
located in RFl and RFO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Step</th>
<th>Program Line (Fig 8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Zero ACCO and link bit</td>
<td>0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Set cycle counter to 8</td>
<td>0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Test RFI LSB and link bit (4-way branch)</td>
<td>0240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSB</td>
<td>Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Arithmetic shift right ACCO, GO TO 8</td>
<td>0260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Subtract ACCO − RFO−ACC0, GO TO 7</td>
<td>0270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Add ACCO + RFO−ACC0</td>
<td>0280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Arithmetic shift right ACC0</td>
<td>0290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Rotate shift right RFI</td>
<td>0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Decrement cycle count; if ≠0, GO TO 3</td>
<td>0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) Transfer ACCO to RFI</td>
<td>0190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) Exit</td>
<td>0180, 0190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The program flow in Fig 8 closely follows the program steps, although some microinstructions are not
intuitively clear and would require a detailed understanding of processor operation. For example, the first
microinstruction, program line 0120, zeros ACC0 using instruction RSR, numerical constant (NC) 00, and branch
ENCRI to generate the constant, put it on the register file ALU input, then transfer it through the ALU to the accumulator (ACCO). BRM in program line 0240 looks at the LSB and link bit, tests the results (TLL in line
0140), and does a 4-way branch to microprogram addresses 0114, 0115, 0116, or 0117, as established by
NA, 17 following the BRM instruction. The multiply program also uses an originate statement (ORC 112h)
internal to the program to establish the subroutine

starting address. In this manner, a subroutine can be placed anywhere in microprogram memory for smoother
program continuity.

The bottom section of Fig 8 shows the microprogram assembler’s binary output listing. Binary data are
especially useful at system checkout since they eliminate the hexadecimal to binary conversions otherwise
required to look at digital signals. Notice that all Xs are placed in microprogram word 0111 since the word
is not defined in Fig 8.

Summary

The microprogram examples (Figs 7 and 8) illustrate the bookkeeping power of microprogram assemblers.
Taking programmer oriented source statements, the assembler assigns microprogram addresses and digital
bit patterns. When used with microprogram development hardware, the assembler allows system checkout
without requiring microcode to be entered in error-prone binary format. The microprogram examples are
written around a particular processor design and microprogram word structure. However, the microprogram
assembler, through the definition phase program, adapts to a wide range of system sizes and architectures.
Being technology independent, the assembler works with LSI or MSI ECL, TTL, or CMOS microprogrammed
processor designs. Also application independent, the assembler can be used for peripheral controllers, signal
processors, test equipment, process control, minicomputers, or any application taking advantage of micro-
programmable processor performance and flexibility.
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DIGITAL PATHWAYS
A bus interface and communication protocol for avionic digital signal multiplexing, MIL-STD-1553B defines high speed serial address, command, and signal information for up to 31 terminals interconnected by a single shielded twisted pair.

Background Information

Fig 1 shows an outline of a typical aircraft data terminal multiplex system installation. Two multiplex buses interconnect data terminals in the forward instrument panel area, in the overhead control panel, in the midship electronics area, and in the aft area. As an example, each terminal might connect between 30 and 300 signals to either of the dual data buses. In this installation, one can appreciate the dramatic reduction in wiring that is made possible. A maze of wires, cable clamps, and bulkhead connectors is replaced by a pair of bus conductors. The only real need for two buses is to provide redundancy, a reliability level that may not have even existed for most signals in a conventional aircraft system.

Terminals connected to the bus may be functionally dedicated to such tasks as air data computing and gyroscopic sensing, or they may be general purpose units designed to connect several independent sensors, actuators, or subsystems to the data bus. Terminals are presently being designed into radios, navigation systems, flight control systems, and monitoring instruments. Cathode ray tube displays are being developed for direct interface to the...
Multiplex bus and will eventually replace conventional instruments and gauges in the cockpit. Other terminals contain signal conditioning equipment to adapt signals from conventional equipment for use in new multiplex systems. In either case, any terminal connected to the bus has access to every signal on the bus.

A designated bus controller terminal directs data traffic on the bus. The military standard allows this controller function to be independent, or colocated with other terminals on the bus. The latest version of the standard provides for dynamic reassignment of the bus control function. This allows the concept of a distributed processor system to be developed within the specifications of the standard for both avionic and non-avionic applications.

Less wiring, lighter weight, and reduced complexity are several major benefits of multiplex. Since a broadly accepted standard exists for the multiplex characteristics, equipment can be added or changed in the aircraft system without affecting other major wiring, an outstanding advantage for increased flexibility and virtually unlimited growth. Another significant advantage is the ability for total system integration. For instance, aircraft handling characteristics may be modified as a function of weapon delivery or change in mission. This type of integrated approach is possible because all terminals in the network have access to all data in the network.

**Multiplexing Methods**

Two common multiplex techniques are frequency division multiplex (FDM), where each signal is assigned a different modulation frequency, and time division multiplex (TDM), where each signal is assigned a different time slot. The latter technique, widely applied to data and address bus structures in microprocessor based systems, has been selected for aircraft systems integrated to meet the design goals of minimal wiring, light weight, and change and growth flexibility. Multiplexed signal paths to send and receive terminals involve one or more of the following processes:

- **Simplex**—a terminal sends signals on one conductor and receives signals on another.
- **Half duplex**—a terminal sends data on the same conductor over which data are received, but never simultaneously.
Full duplex—a terminal sends and receives signals simultaneously over the same conductor.

The half-duplex mode has been incorporated into MIL-STD-1553B. If full duplex had been chosen, some form of FDM would be required to separate the sending and receiving signals on the bus. On the other hand, selection of a simplex scheme would require attachment of multiple conductors to terminals which had to both send and receive data. Half duplex offers the compromise of a slightly lower data exchange rate without additional signal conductor hardware.

Signals on the bus are in Manchester format with a 1-MHz basic bit rate. The self-clocking Manchester waveform is prevalent in data encoding schemes for tape or disc storage. The key characteristic concerns easy clock synchronization to a received Manchester signal. Once synchronized, data can be selected by examining the transition of the signal within each clock period. In Fig 2 (a), data consist of a typical random pattern of 1 s or 0 s. In Figs 2 (b) and 2 (c), the synchronization characters are included. One of the two characters is used at the start of each word transmitted on the bus. Data synchronization distinguishes data words from command and status words.

Messages on the data bus are in groups of 16-bit words, where each word is preceded by an appropriate 3-bit time synchronization for command word is opposite in polarity to synchronization preceding data words.

**Bus Controller**

The standard assumes the existence of a single bus controller at any given time. However, bus control authority may be granted from one terminal to another. Each terminal is assigned an address via hardwiring at the terminal. This terminal address, which designates the message transmitter or listener, also designates a new controller when a control transfer is issued.

The bus controller directs signal traffic on the bus by issuing command words containing the address of the terminal commanded to listen to data on the bus, or to transmit data on the bus. Four message exchange types are:

- **Controller to Terminal**—called a "receive command"; the terminal may receive up to 32 words and must respond with a status word.
- **Terminal to Controller**—called a "transmit command"; the terminal must transmit a status word and up to 32 data words.
- **Terminal to Terminal**—called a "terminal to terminal transfer command"; the controller first designates the receiver, and issues a second command word to designate the transmitter. The transmitter responds with a status word and up to 32 data words. The receiver answers with its own status word.
- **Broadcast**—the controller issues a receive command to specific address "31"; followed by up to 32 data words. All terminals equipped for broadcast command recognize this reserved address and receive the data. No status commands are issued.

**Protocol Organization**

The command word is made up of a command synchronization, followed by 17 bits of information; the last bit is reserved for parity. As shown in Fig 3, the address designates the terminal to which the command word is directed. While all terminals must monitor the bus, they can disregard any command that does not contain their address. The assumption is that each terminal has some form of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Code</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00000</td>
<td>Dynamic bus control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00001</td>
<td>Synchronize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00010</td>
<td>Transmit status word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00011</td>
<td>Initiate self test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00100</td>
<td>Shut down transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00101</td>
<td>Override transmitter shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00110</td>
<td>Inhibit terminal flag bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00111</td>
<td>Override inhibit terminal flag bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01000</td>
<td>Reset remote terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>Transmit vector word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10001</td>
<td>Synchronize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10010</td>
<td>Transmit last command word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10011</td>
<td>Transmit bit word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10100</td>
<td>Shut down selected transmitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10101</td>
<td>Override selected transmitter shutdown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
hardwired address to compare with the command word address. In most installations, this address is wired into a connector that mates with a terminal at a given location.

The subaddress/mode code field provides for 32 major operations in a terminal. Use of the subaddress field is left entirely to the designer of the terminal function. In some terminals, only a single subaddress is required for data transfer. In others, it may be necessary to use one subaddress to designate an index code where the message data words provide subaddress expansion. In such cases, there is no limit to the addressing possibilities.

The all-zeros content of the subassembly field is reserved to designate the word count field as a mode code. Normally, this field is used for the obvious task of designating the number of words in the message. In the special case of code operations, the specific mode code designates the operation, and whether or not a message word is to be exchanged. Mode codes are intended to be reserved for controlling the terminal itself and have nothing to do with the data exchanged through the terminal. Any words accompanying mode codes are referred to as message words. In any application, not more than one of these message words is allowed.

Mode codes are a problem in the standard because they tend to complicate the machinery needed to operate on the bus. Designers of the standard had the foresight to make the use of mode codes optional, as required by the function of the terminal. Fifteen different mode codes are allowed (see Table).

One mode code adds a special dynamic enhancement to the standard. This mode is coded with an all-zeros mode control field and designates a handoff of bus control. One bit of the status word is designated as an accept bit for this transfer. Thus, if a system is designed with more than one bus controller, at the option of the terminal in control the control is passed to any other terminal on the bus using this command. When the designated terminal responds with the status word containing the acknowledgment, the transfer is complete.

Multiple controllers of this type are used in multiplex systems to allow division of the data processing load among several terminals to form a distributed system, and to allow a system to have redundant controllers for purposes of increasing system reliability. Both uses are allowed by the standard.

Data words have a simple structure (Fig 4), and there are no restrictions on the data transmitted. The standard does require that the most significant data bit be transmitted first and that any unused bits be transmitted as zeros. Status words are issued by remote terminals as transmission/acknowledgment signals. The format shown in Fig 5 is used to signal the controller that the command has been properly received and can be executed properly. Status bits also inform the controller of other terminal information, as shown by the specific bits defined in the figure. The designers attempted to allow broad applications of the standard by defining specific meanings of bits in the status word, but making the application optional. Only two bits, message error and parity, must be used.

**Message Formats**

Three types of messages are shown in Fig 6. In the first message [Fig 6 (a)], the controller needs to send data to a remote terminal. The command word selects the terminal and specifies how many words it is to receive. It is then fol-
allowed time of from 2 to \( \mu \text{s} \) and appropriate number of data words (up to 16)

The second message [Fig 6 (b)] is similar except that the controller asks the remote terminal to transmit data; the remote terminal begins with the status word.

The last message [Fig 6 (c)] is terminal-to-terminal transfer; the controller must send two consecutive command words to get the attention of the two terminals. This message also contains two status words, indicating correct response by both terminals. Other message formats deal with broadcast data and mode codes. These formats are detailed in the standard and provide subtle operations and capabilities beyond the scope of this article. Presently, the most common systems use only the first two formats of Fig 6.

### Electrical Definitions

The basic intention of the standard is to use a shielded twisted pair as the signal conductor. Information is impressed on the signal pair differentially. Cables are terminated in their characteristic impedance, and all terminals are intended to be transformer coupled on and off the bus. The general structure is to use a trunk and stub arrangement; direct connections are also allowed. Common parameters are voltages and waveforms on the main trunk; both connections are shown in Fig 7. Total cable length in the system should not exceed 300 ft (91 m), according to the standard.

Voltage on the main trunk is expressed as 6 to 9 V peak to peak in normal operation and is measured between the twisted lines. This amplitude is usually sufficient; should one terminal in the network become shorted, communication to other terminals is still possible on the bus system. Thus, there is adequate design margin in the system. In some non-aircraft applications it may be possible to design systems with greatly reduced signal levels. Input impedance is 1.5 kΩ or greater when the terminal is listening, and drops to near zero when transmitting. Designers must be especially cautious about dc offset in the transmitter circuit, because dc terms in the transmittal signal tend to "charge" the transformer coupled lines. This effect dramatically increases susceptibility to noise and may preclude any communication.

The airborne environment for which the standard is primarily intended is filled with noise sources, from spurious transmissions and ground loops to intentional jamming attempts. Understandably concerned with transmission security under such conditions, the standard requires a maximum word error rate of one part in \( 10^7 \) when 200 mV rms of white noise in the 1-kHz to 4-MHz band is added to a valid signal level of 3 V peak to peak. This requirement places stringent filtering and decoding requirements on the receiver. However, for non-aircraft applications, the system can be designed for less noise rejection.

### Applications

Several applications of multiplex were reported at two Air Force sponsored conferences on multiplex. The Air Force
uses a system concept called DAIS (digital avionic integration system) to study future applications of the concept to fighter aircraft; the Army has a program called ADAS (army digital avionic system) with a similar goal for tactical helicopter applications. F-16 and F-18 fighter aircraft and the advanced attack helicopter designs have successfully used multiplex to reduce wiring and to increase flexibility.

The advanced attack helicopter system uses nine remote terminals and redundant data buses to integrate the fire control system. This system features dynamic bus control as part of the redundant bus control concept. The space shuttle system has a network of 28 data buses and over 20 ter-
minals to interconnect all systems on the orbiter and solid rocket booster. Fig 8 shows a typical terminal for use in space shuttle payloads. This terminal provides conditioning of subsystem data signals on the data bus as well as a subsystem control via a microprocessor.

![Space shuttle payload terminal](image)

**Fig 8** Space shuttle payload terminal. This terminal couples payloads carried by space shuttle to orbiter data multiplex system. Terminal also provides signal conditioning and control for payload or experiment signals. Modular terminal may be reconfigured in field.

Several semiconductor companies have recently introduced large scale integrated (LSI) circuits for the bus interface function of the standard. These circuits provide the address decoding and logic to determine message functions. Terminals use these LSI functions along with other LSI and hybrid integrated circuits to achieve both small size and high reliability. Availability of off-the-shelf terminals and LSI functions is expanding the implementation of multiplex. Presently, several aerospace companies are trying various schemes to replace the trunk and stub array with fiber optics for increased reliability and reduction of susceptibility to electric and magnetic interference.

The ability to connect up to 31 terminals on a single shielded twisted pair has applications in many areas other than aircraft. For non-aircraft applications, the designer may consider other multiplex variations. For instance, for short (a few feet) runs, it might be practical to use TTL or nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) coding, instead of transformers and Manchester coding. In other applications, modulation of a carrier and communication over existing power cables might be considered. Broad application of this standard will benefit both civilian and military designers by making a wider range of terminals and LSI functions available at lower cost.

**Summary**

The United States military has developed a serial data multiplex standard for use in aircraft. The standard provides for low error-rate data transmission in electrically noisy environments. The data bus can be used to interconnect up to 31 independent terminals with data transfer message organized in a demand-response format. All message traffic is controlled by the bus controller, whose role is transferable among the terminals on the data bus network. Electrical format of the standard is based on transmission of data using Manchester waveforms over a differential twisted shielded pair. All terminals are transformer coupled to the bus in a manner that allows communication to continue on the data bus even in the event of a faulty terminal in the network. Redundant data bus networks are allowed in critical applications.
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Now! Harris introduces Precision Voltage References as good as your systems!

Now, Harris Semiconductor gives you a new family of monolithic voltage references that meet the precision and accuracy requirements of today’s high resolution data systems—over temperature, over time, over load.

The Harris HA-1600, HA-1610, HA-1615 and HA-1620 are laser-trimmed for precise output voltages within a few millivolts of nominal value. All devices feature outputs buffered by an op amp with an uncommitted feedback loop for current drive flexibility and stability under load.

The HA-1600, HA-1610 and HA-1615 are +10 V output devices. The HA-1620 is a +5 V reference with the additional feature that the output can be adjusted ±0.5 V.

Accuracies of this line of references go to ±1 LSB over full military temperature range for 12-bit systems. Here’s the important bottom line—now you can get a reference that is as good as your system, with accuracies to better than 1 LSB!

Put a new level of accuracy into your data acquisition system. Specify Harris voltage references. Prices range from $5.00 for the commercial version of the HA-1615, to $30.00 for the military version of the HA-1600 (100-999 quantities). Availability from stock.

Call the Harris Hot Line, or write: Harris Semiconductor Products Division, Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901.
Perkin-Elmer introduces the supermini solution to your application megaproblems.
The new 3240 ultra-high performance supermini.*

I have massive input/output requirements.

For tough jobs like simulation, the new 3240 delivers 40MB/second I/O bandwidth, four separate and independent DMA busses, 64MB/second peak system throughput rate, and multi-level interrupts. From 8 to 32 DMA ports can be configured on a 3240 system, each port capable of controlling up to 16 devices. This yields extensive on-line storage capability (up to 115 gigabytes worth) and throughput. Ask for details. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757.

I must have instantaneous response.

For high-performance transaction processing, such as an on-line reservation system, the power of the 3240 can be combined with RELIANCE, a software system that integrates COBOL, data management, and transaction processing software. Even with a 128-terminal system, you get instantaneous terminal response. And your data base is protected from media faults and system failures. Add to this Perkin-Elmer’s industry-compatible RPG II. Ask for details. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757.

*System prices start at $125,500 (OEM quantity 1) which includes 512 KB of memory, writable control store, floating point processor, battery back-up, Model 550 console terminal, 60 MB disc, and 75 ips/800 cpi tape. Prices are U.S. only.
My applications need big memory space.

For scientific research, such as seismic exploration, the 3240 offers 16MB of directly addressable MOS memory with our unique hierarchical storage scheme for fast access. By linking as many as eight Model 3240s to Perkin-Elmer's industry-pioneering shared memory system, total memory space can be increased dramatically. A fully expanded shared memory system accommodates both processors and peripherals. Ask for details. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757

I don't want to spend a fortune on software.

No one does in any application. You start with Perkin-Elmer's highly efficient operating system that's evolved from use in more than 2500 of our 32-bit computer installations worldwide. Add our Multi-Terminal Monitor and you can have 32 programmers doing concurrent development work in any mix of our high-level languages—ANSI-standard COBOL, FORTRAN VII (with its separate development and globally optimizing compilers), and RPG II. Combine this with our comprehensive telecommunications software that supports a wide variety of data communications protocols and work-station emulators. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757

I'm trying to solve complex problems no one has attempted before.

When applied to problems such as command and control or computer-aided design applications, the 3240 system really pays off. You benefit from our user-alterable writable control store (another pioneering effort from us), which enables you to tailor your programs with microcode to suit your application needs. And there's more. You benefit from our separate FORTRAN VII globally optimizing compiler by getting assembly language execution speeds with the efficiency of high-level programming. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757

I need exceptional accuracy.

In such accuracy-critical applications as satellite or missile tracking, the 3240, with full 32-bit architecture, features a single- and double-precision Floating Point Processor with accuracy unsurpassed in the minicomputer industry. The accuracy of the 3240 hardware is also complemented by a state-of-the-art Math Function Library that is part of our industry-leading FORTRAN VII. Ask for details. Perkin-Elmer, 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757
I DESIGN NOTE

Timing Circuit Generates Selectable Clock Frequencies

Four switch selectable clock frequencies with flexibility in width, phase relationship, and cycle time to service a variety of timing applications are generated from a single time base.

F. Chitayat Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal, Canada

In the design of a microprocessor based system, it is sometimes inconvenient to use a fixed frequency clock generator, such as that provided by the microprocessor manufacturer, due to the dedicated inflexibility of such a device. Where flexibility is desired, for instance, to accommodate a range of memory speeds while maintaining microprocessor cycle time at an optimum rate, the timing circuit shown in Fig 1 generates several cycle times and corresponding clock signals for the Motorola 68B00 2-MHz microprocessor. This circuit can be readily adapted for use with other microprocessors.

Cycle times are switch selectable among 800, 700, 600, and 500 ns, which correspond to clock frequencies of 1.25, 1.43, 1.67, and 2 MHz, respectively. For each cycle time, the two necessary nonoverlapping clock signals φ1 and φ2 are generated for microprocessor input. Each repeating pattern of φ1 and φ2 can be lengthened or shortened independently to suit the application. Also, a number of special clock signals—data bus enable (DBE), for example—can be similarly generated.

Principles of Operation

Logic devices U1 and U2—a pair of 74LS175 4-bit registers—connect the output of each internal flipflop to feed the input of the succeeding flipflop, thereby forming a single synchronously clocked 8-bit serial register with complementary outputs. The clock input frequency is 10 MHz. Each successive flipflop output presents a delay of one clock period, or 100 ns, with respect to the preceding output.

To generate the required cycle times, certain flipflop outputs are NANDed by gate U6. When all these outputs are 1s, the output of U6 goes low, thus resetting latch U7 and presenting a 0 input to serial register U1/U2. Then, this register proceeds to successively drop all its outputs to 0s, and the output of NAND gate U5, which is connected to the corresponding complementary outputs of U1/U2, goes low, setting latch U7.
Fig 1 Clock circuit schematic diagram. From single 10-MHz timebase, circuit provides four switch selectable combinations of \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) clocks for 6800 microprocessor timing. Four cycle times—500, 600, 700, and 800 ns, are available.

Next, this latch presents a 1 input to serial register U1/U2, and the entire operation is similarly repeated.

Only the first five flipflop outputs of U1 and U2 are fed to U5 and U6 to generate a 500-ns cycle time, as each output contributes a 100-ns delay. For an 800-ns cycle time, all eight outputs of U1 and U2 are fed to U5 and U6. Selection of cycle times is made by a multiple-section double-pole single-throw switch (S3 in Fig 1). Poles that are ganged together are shown connected by a dotted line. Pullup resistors—connected to the switched inputs of U5 and U6—provide noise immunity when these gates are opened.

Logic devices U3 and U4 form another pair of 74LS175s whose inputs are connected to the corresponding outputs of U1 and U2, but which are clocked by the negative-going edge of the master clock via inverter U8. Thus, an intermediate 50-ns step delay is provided, and the resolution for signal generation is correspondingly increased to 50 ns.

To generate the desired clock signal, any two outputs and/or complementary outputs of U1, U2, U3, and U4 are selected and exclusively ORed through U9 and/or U10, respectively. As each cycle time requires a different \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) clock width, the pair of outputs needed to generate the clock frequency for each cycle time are fed to a double-pole section of switches S1 and S2. Thus, S1 provides the \( \phi_2 \) clocks necessary for all four cycle times, and switch S2 similarly provides the \( \phi_1 \) clocks.

A representative timing diagram (Fig 2) for the 500-ns cycle time shows the timing relationships of the various signals. Signal (1) shows the 10-MHz master clock. Signals (2) through (6) show the first five outputs of U1 and U2. Transitions of these signals are coincident with the rising edge of the master clock and are delayed by exactly one clock period, or 100 ns, with respect to each other. Signal (7)—the output of U5 or the SET signal for U7—goes low when signals (2) through (6) are low. Signal (8)—the output of U6 or the RESET signal for U7—goes low when signals (2) through (6) are high.

Signals (9) through (13) represent the first five outputs of U3 and U4. Transitions of these signals occur at the falling edge of the master clock and are delayed by one clock period, or 100 ns, with respect to each other,
Create powerful new systems fast and easily with flexible Motorola Micromodules.

For your next microcomputer development project, choose from the broadest, most versatile selection of powerful, ready-to-run modules. Choose Motorola Micromodule™ board-level systems.

You can have automatic testing, or control, processing, diagnostic, analysis, management, and many other systems easily and fast, with Micromodules.

All the principal system functions you need are available now in these 8-bit Micromodules: CPU, memory (RAM, ROM, EPROM), serial and parallel I/O (including GPIB), analog I/O (high-level and low-level), high-speed math processor and solid-state relay modules.

And you get software/firmware, high-level language processors, card cages and even power supplies — everything you need — from just one broad-line source: Motorola.

Think of the hassles avoided, and the time and cost savings possible.

Think of getting to market faster, and with a competitive edge.

The Micromodule family is designed around Motorola's M6800 microprocessor family, including the MC6809-based MM19 monoboard microcomputer, the most powerful 8-bit system-on-a-board. All Micromodules are fully compatible with Motorola EXORciser® and EXORterm™ development systems.

For Micromodule information, send to Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036 for a copy of our Micromodule brochure. For more detailed assistance, contact your Motorola Semiconductor sales office or authorized distributor.

Whether your needs dictate use of ready-to-run Micromodule power and performance, or building the next system from basic components up, Motorola is committed to supporting your

Innovative systems through silicon.
Motorola's Micromodule family.
Ready-to-run power and performance.

Monoboard Microcomputers
M68MM01
Monoboard Microcomputer 1 (6800)
M68MM01A
Monoboard Microcomputer 1A (6800)
M68MM01B
Monoboard Microcomputer 1B (6800)
M68MM01BIA
Monoboard Microcomputer 1BIA (6802)
M68MM01D
Monoboard Microcomputer 1D (6800)
M68MM19
Monoboard Microcomputer 19 (6809)

Processor Modules
M68MM02
6800 CPU Module
M68MM14
Arithmetic Processing Module

Memory Modules
M68MM04
EPROM/ROM Module (16K Max)
M68MM15
EPROM/ROM/RAM Module (64K Max)
M68MM06
2K Static RAM Module
M68MM09
4K Static CMOS RAM Module w/Battery Backup
MEX6813
1K Dynamic RAM Module
MEX6816
16K Dynamic RAM Module w/Hidden Refresh

Microcomputer Modules
M68MM03
32/32 I/O Module
M68MM13A
Isolated Relay Output (16 Channel)
M68MM13B
Isolated Relay Output (32 Channel)
M68MM12C
Opto Isolated Input, Voltage (24 Channel)
M68MM13D
Opto Isolated Input, Contact Closure (24 Channel)
M68MM23
Opto Isolated I/O Module (AC/DC)

Digital I/O Modules — Parallel
M68MM03
32/32 I/O Module
M68MM13A
Isolated Relay Output (16 Channel)
M68MM06
2K Static RAM Module
M68MM09
4K Static CMOS RAM Module w/Battery Backup
MEX6813
1K Dynamic RAM Module
MEX6816
16K Dynamic RAM Module w/Hidden Refresh

Digital I/O Modules — Serial
M68MM07
Quad Communications Module
M68MM11
ACIA Module
M68MM12
RS-232C to 20 mA Adapter Module
M68MM13
GPB Listener/Tagger/Controller Module
M68MM12A
GPB Listener/Tagger Module

Analog I/O Modules
M68MM05A
12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 8 Channel (Diff)
M68MM05B
12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 16 Channel (S/E)
M68MM15A
12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 8/16 Channel (Diff/S/E)
M68MM15A1
12-Bit A/D, High-Level, 16/32 Channel (Diff/S/E)
M68MM15B
16-Bit, Low-Level, 1-16 Channel
M68MM05C
Quad 12-Bit D/A Module
M68MM15CV
Voltage D/A Module (1-4 Channel)
M68MM15C1
Current D/A Module (1-4 Channel)

Packaging and Support Hardware
M68MM005
5-Slot Card Cage
M68MM010
10-Slot Card Cage
M68MM05C
5-Slot Rack Mount Chassis (Top Load)
M68MM05L
10-Slot Rack Mount Chassis (Top Load)
M68MAPFLC
14-Slot Rack Mount Chassis (Front Load)
M68MMPS1
Power Supply (+5 V, ±12 V)
MEX680FP
Wirewrap Module
MEX680SM
Universal Support Module
M680XT
Extruder Module

Peripheral Devices and Interfaces
M68MM01
5-Inch CRT Display Module
M68MM02A
Display Interface Module
M68SFSC2
8080 Floppy Disk Controller Module
M680FCCONT2
8080 Floppy Disk Controller Module

Fig 2 Clock circuit timing diagram. Principal timing signals of circuit
and clock signals φ1 and φ2 are all derived from 10-MHz master clock

and one-half of a clock period, or 50 ns, with respect to signals (2)
through (6), respectively. Signals (14) and (15) are two outputs,
which have been selected from among signals (2) through (6) and (9)
through (13), to feed the inputs of XOR gate U9, the output of which
generates clock φ2, signal (16). Clock φ2 is thus 200 ns wide and
has a 500-ns period. Signals (17) and (18) similarly feed the inputs to

xor gate U10 to generate clock φ1, signal (19). Clock φ1 is thus also
200 ns wide with a 500-ns period, and has a 50-ns nonoverlap zone
with φ2.
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Well now you can. The Terak 8510/a was built to bring graphics to life.
This unique, completely self-contained, stand alone, desk top graphics computer gives you an animation capability that, until now, could only be obtained with a larger, more expensive system.
The nerve center, a powerful 16-bit microcomputer, allows effective animation, making it ideal for design, simulation, and modeling.
And an independently controlled 4K read/write memory allows the creation of an unlimited number of character sets.
This, coupled with the two ported main memory, allows the 8510/a to simultaneously display animated graphics and text. Until Terak, this capability could only be found in far more expensive systems.

What’s more, Terak supports U.C.S.D., PASCAL, DEC RT-11, BASIC and FORTRAN IV software.

But the best part is the price. Only $7,850. That’s roughly half the cost of our nearest competitor’s system — with roughly twice the competitor’s capability.
So if you want to make the most of your ideas, put ‘em in motion with a Terak 8510/a — the best priced performer on the market.

For more information, write Terak Corporation, 14405 North Scottsdale Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 85254. Or call (602) 991-1580.

© 1979 Terak
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If you always thought Systems Software upstaged Systems Engineering at CSC, just answer this ad...

"Hands-on hardware...turnkey deliverables...big systems engineering." Lots of engineers don’t normally associate this kind of work with CSC. But the world has changed. And we’ve proven time and time again that when the best systems software specialists can collaborate with the best systems engineers, virtually anything is possible.

Today at the Systems Division of CSC, you’ll find some of the world’s biggest and most sophisticated systems under development. They include military and non-military systems. And they carry with them some of the finest professional opportunities available today for computer/communications systems and equipment engineers experienced in any of these subjects:

- Real-Time Systems
- Communication Systems
- Systems Testing
- Satellite Systems
- RF
- Transmission
- Test & Evaluation
- System Control
- Management & Planning
- Hardware/Software Interface
- Software Verification
- Networking
- & Validation
- System Acquisition
- Digital Systems
- Hardware Requirement Analysis
- Proposal Evaluation
- Quality Assurance
- Training: Plans & Evaluation
- Interoperability
- Networking

For a prompt response call (703) 533-8877 or (800) 336-3765, Ext. 137, toll free.
Or, mail your resume in full confidence to the Director of Professional Staffing, MC/218-EC.

WE AGGRESSIVELY SUPPORT EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
A circuit that measures the phase error in a phase locked loop between the clock signal recorded in data on magnetic tape and the reconstructed clock signal presents the error as a digital word that can be compared with a predetermined threshold to indicate lock status.

The lock detector utilizes an early/late algorithm used in a NASA bit-rate synchronizer, but implements it by treating a half bit time as the smallest unit of time of interest (rather than a full bit time). This renders part of the algorithm redundant and unnecessary and reduces the amount of hardware required. In the aerospace application for which it was designed, the detector requires seven fewer integrated circuits and two fewer discrete components.

The circuit operates (see Figure) by taking the absolute value of two in-phase half-symbol integrations, subtracting the sum of the absolute values of two quadrature half-symbol integrations, and then summing over 2^n symbol times (n being the number of symbols). The output is a maximum for either 0° or 180° phase offset between the recorded and reconstructed clocks. It is zero for ±45° offset and a negative maximum for ±90°. The equality of the output for phase locked and 180° out-of-phase clocks is a characteristic of any lock detector operating on a Manchester encoded signal, which uses only half-symbol instead of full-symbol information.

Note
This work was done by Douglas C. Huey and Benedict A. Itri of TRW, Inc, for Johnson Space Center. For further information, write to: John T. Wheeler, Johnson Space Center, Code AT3, Houston, TX 77058.

Patent Status
Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, Marvin E. Matthews, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Mail Code: AM, Houston, TX 77058. Refer to MCR-10744.

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
Pack 10 to 120 megabytes in a unit one-third the size of conventional disk drives.

For OEMs and system builders, the D100 family of compact disk drives offers a surprising list of advantages. Two new models, D140 and D160 add capacity and flexibility to the proven performance of the D120. The D140 includes a 10MB fixed platter in addition to the 10MB removable cartridge as used with the D120. The D160 uses a sealed (non-removable) module which includes low pressure heads and carriage.

Small Size: Occupying approximately one-third the volume of conventional drives, models D120 and D160 measure 5.6" × 12.2" × 21.8". Model D140 is slightly taller at 6.7".

Innovative Cartridge: Both D120 and D140 models use a flat, thin (11" square by .9") self-ventilated cartridge weighing only 2.8 pounds.

Common Interface: The same controller handles D120, D140, D160, or any combination of the three models. One or more D160's in conjunction with a D120 provide a fixed data base with a high-throughput-10MB load-dump yielding twice the operating flexibility at half the size of conventional single-spindle drives.

High Density/Speed: Up to 7300 BPI, 600 TPI; 920 kilobytes/sec transfer rate.

Accuracy: Data-imbedded servo-tracking techniques assure accurate head positioning and full cartridge interchangeability.

Low Power Consumption: From 100 to 130 watts depending on model.

Reliability: Simplified mechanisms rule out any need for preventive maintenance. The spindle-mounted dc motor is brushless. There are no belts or pulleys, no blower, no transducer, no thermal compensation device. And no head alignment is required. MTBF is 5000 hours for models D120 and D140, 8000 hours for the D160.

For more information, send coupon to:
Jean-Paul Ganodel, Bull Corporation of America, 200 Smith Street (MS 430), Waltham, Massachusetts 02154. Or call, (617) 890-8400, extension 2019.
[In Europe, write Alain Kiffer, Cii Honeywell Bull, 6 Avenue des Usines, 90001 Belfort, France. Or call, (84) 228200.]
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INTERFACING FUNDAMENTALS: THE 6801 SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTER
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Tychon, Inc.

David G. Larsen and Peter R. Rony
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Next step in the discussion of the evolution of the Motorola 6800 family, summarized in Fig 1, is the 6801 microcomputer on a chip. This microcomputer is important because of its flexibility. It features software and bus compatibility with the 6800, and expands with 6800 peripherals and memory. For small and dedicated applications, it can function as a single-chip microcomputer with internal, but limited, read/write memory, read only memory, and programmable input/output. Alternatively, it can be expanded to 65k address bytes for large system applications. This adaptability has caused the Swiss government to place an order for 150k 6801 chips to computerize their telephone system, which amounts to approximately one 6801 for every 43 people. In the United States, a special version of the microcomputer is being prepared for General Motors and Ford to use in future automobiles.

Three basic operating modes—single chip, expanded nonmultiplexed, and expanded multiplexed—are user selectable (see Fig 2). Single-chip mode permits the device to function as a standalone microcomputer. The user must supply the power and an external crystal to provide the clock frequency. This mode uses 128 bytes of internal read/write (R/W) memory, 2k bytes of internal read only memory (ROM), three independent programmable 8-bit input/output (I/O) ports, and access to the internal timer and serial communications interface via a 5-bit port. Clearly, this mode of operation suits small dedicated applications found in appliances, toys, games, and simple process control.

Expanded nonmultiplexed mode provides access to the internal data bus and lower eight address lines, thus permitting expansion via the addition of 256 bytes of memory. In this mode, two 8-bit I/O ports are sacrificed; however, one 8-bit I/O port, the internal timer, and the serial communications interface are still available.

Finally, the expanded multiplexed mode provides access to the 8-bit data bus and the 16-bit address bus. This permits memory expansion to as much as 65k bytes. Since the data and address buses are multiplexed, the user still has access to a single 8-bit I/O port, the internal timer, and the serial communications interface. All of these capabilities are achieved from a single 40-pin chip since selection of a particular operating mode configures the individual pins to specific capabilities.

Functions that the microcomputer combines on a single chip—R/W memory, ROM, clock timer, several I/O ports, and serial communications interface—previously required multichip and board-level systems. For example, a compar-
Now, high-performance graphics for minicomputer-based systems don’t have to be expensive.

HP’s 1350S Display System provides high speed interaction, brightness and high resolution . . . at low cost.

When your minicomputer-based graphics systems require high-quality, real-time displays — with no price premium — you’ll want the HP 1350S.

With the 1350S, you get a high-resolution display system that generates bright, sharp vectors and alphanumericics at fast writing speeds. Which means higher speed and 1000 x 1000 addressable resolution at a lower cost than high-resolution raster graphic systems.

That’s because the 1350S offers a choice of high-performance random scan graphic displays in a variety of CRT sizes, plus digital storage and refresh. The bottom line to you is display flexibility, and an exceptional price/performance value.

Other system features include rapid updating of information displayed and simultaneous display of different information on up to three additional CRTs.

For compatibility with a variety of minicomputers, two easy-to-use interfacing alternatives are available: The serial RS-232C with baud rates to 57k, and the HP-IB parallel interface.

The HP 1350S, priced at $7,500*, provides a cost-effective graphics solution for computer-aided design, data acquisition, analytical instrumentation, simulation, medicine or radar — anywhere a high speed, bright and clear graphics display is required. For more information, write to Hewlett-Packard, 1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Or call the HP regional office nearest you: East (301) 258-2000, West (714) 870-1000, Midwest (312) 244-9800, South (404) 955-1500, Canada (416) 678-9430.

*Domestic U.S.A. price only.

HEWLETT PACKARD

HP-IB: Not just IEEE-488, but the hardware, documentation and support that delivers the shortest path to a measurement system.
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LSI 11/23

Q BUS® Integrated Computer System

Floppy Disk Subsystem
RX01/RX02

80 X 24 Display
Keypad Control
LTC, BOOT, RUN/HALT

ASCII Keyboard
15 Function Keys
Numeric Keypad

9 Quad Slots for:
CPU & Memory
Display Controller
System Expansion

30 Amp +5V
Power Supply
with Switched AC

12" Integrated Computer System
LSI 11/23 CPU
128K Bytes, Memory Management Unit
Dual Floppy Disk Subsystem
Price: $10,635.00

RT 11 • RSX 11M •
Fortran • Pascal • Basic •
Development Software

*Q Bus, LSI-11/23 are Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.

Fig 1 Evolution of 6800 microprocessor/microcomputer family. Advanced microcomputer (6804) progressed from 6802 and 6800 microprocessors; these three require one, two, and five chips, respectively, to configure minimum system.

able 6800 based system requires nine chips to provide the same system capabilities as a single 6801 chip.

Specifically, the first 64 bytes of the internal R/W memory can be retained in a power-down, or standby, situation through the use of an external battery, which supplies a maximum current of 8 mA. The internal serial communications interface, or universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART), is capable of full- and/or half-duplex operation in standard mark/space format for typical terminal or modem interfaces, or in bi-phase (fm) format for use between processors. The UART also contains a programmable bit-rate generator to provide four software selectable rates covering a range of from 150 to 76.8k baud, depending upon the crystal used. The internal timer is, in effect, a 16-bit free-running counter. Programming for one of three timing functions allows the microcomputer to be used in applications that require very accurate time measurement. The oscillator/driver associated with the internal clock requires an external crystal. The clock contains an internal divide by 4 circuit, so that a 4-MHz crystal is used instead of a 1-MHz crystal. Use of an inexpensive 3.58-MHz color-burst crystal can provide an oscillator frequency of 0.895 MHz without seriously sacrificing chip performance. Finally, the 6801 is completely bus compatible with the 6800 family of microprocessors, memories, and programmable peripheral devices.

Architecture of the 6801 is designated in Fig 3; the only difference between its and the 6800's architectures is the addition of 16-bit accumulator D (ACD) that combines the contents of the two 8-bit accumulators ACCA and ACCB. Eleven instructions have been added to the basic 6800 instruction set to facilitate the use of this new accumulator.
Delivery That's OEM Responsive

Perkin-Elmer tape and disk drives are available now. When we saw the demand for our drives grow, we responded by making the investments necessary to be responsive to OEM delivery requirements. Our commitment to OEMs includes a new 250,000 square foot manufacturing complex with the production capacity that can meet today's requirements.

Our OEM Commitment Our commitment to the OEM goes beyond new facilities. It's a multi-faceted corporate commitment that involves a powerful combination of investments in advanced production and testing equipment, responsive management, financial strength and competitive products. A commitment that assures product reliability, on-time delivery, and responsiveness for our OEM customers.

Responsive Products We offer the OEM tape and disk drives that have become the industry standards. Our tape drives are available in sizes from 7 inches to 10½ inches with speeds ranging from 12.5 ips to 75 ips and recording densities up to 1600 cpi. Our Super Series cartridge disk drives are available in front-loading and top-loading configurations. Storage capacities are from 2.5 to 20 megabytes.

Responsive Answers For a responsive answer to your tape or disk requirements, write or call today. Then, you'll see what it means when we say we're OEM responsive.

Perkin-Elmer, Memory Products Division, 7301 Orangewood Avenue, Garden Grove, CA 92641 (714) 891-3711
and to provide greater use of the index register. The instructions are ABX add to index register; ADDD add to accumulator D; ASLD arithmetic shift left, accumulator D; BNO branch never; LDD load accumulator D; LSRD logic shift right, accumulator D; MUL multiply; PSHX push index register; PULX pull index register; STD store accumulator D; and SUBD subtract from accumulator D (the 6800 instruction mnemonics have previously been summarized†). With the exception of BNO, all of these instructions involve 16-bit operations, thus providing for more efficient program execution. In addition, the instruction cycle times of the most often used 6800 instructions have been reduced to provide faster execution of a 6801 program.

As a final point, the 6801 is available in two other forms: the 6803, which is simply a nonROM version, and the 68701, which is an erasable programmable ROM (EPROM) version. The 2048-byte EPROM of the 68701 can actually be programmed with the aid of the internal R/W memory on the chip.


This article is based, with permission, on a column appearing in American Laboratory magazine.
THE INDUSTRIAL MACHINE CONTROLS MARKET

Frost & Sullivan has completed a 343-page report on the Industrial Machine Controls Market. Analysis and sales forecasts through 1988 are supplied for more than 31 control products in these categories: Sensors; Logic Units; Actuators; Packaged Systems; Interface Units. Market forecasts through 1988 are presented for market segments in these industries: DISCRETE DURABLES; NON-DISCRETE DURABLES; NON-DURABLES; NON-MANUFACTURING. An examination is made of changes in the industry structure including integration moves, and profiles are supplied on minor and major suppliers. A forecast is made of technological changes and factors that will determine market growth. Product changes are evaluated. Questionnaire response from suppliers regarding their competition, and from users regarding their requirements are tabulated and interpreted.

Price: $800. Send your check or we will bill you. For free descriptive literature, plus a detailed Table of Contents, contact:

FROST & SULLIVAN
106 Fulton Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 233-1080

THE INDUSTRIAL ROBOT MARKET

The industrial robot market has yet to exhibit the explosive growth predicted in the 1960's and early 1970's. The circumstances are changing and the robot market will have solid growth in the first half of the 1980's. Industrial robots may be broadly classified as to how they move, either point to point, or continuous path, and as to how the movements are controlled, with or without servo mechanisms. In addition, on the continuous path robots they may be either tape or solid-state actuated. Many additional subcategories of industrial robots can be made and these relate to control complexity and source of robot power — drum controller vs. microprocessor, hydraulic vs. electric. The advent of the microprocessor and minicomputer now allow a robot controller to have extensive memory capabilities.

Frost & Sullivan has completed a 250-page report on The Industrial Robot Market through the 1980's considering the market prospects by end user industry and within by type of robot. Detailed product specifications are provided by supplier for company comparisons.

Price: $800. Send your check or we will bill you. For free descriptive literature, plus a detailed Table of Contents, contact:

FROST & SULLIVAN
106 Fulton Street
New York, New York 10038
(212) 233-1080

Available Now

The most widely used Pascal system. Compilers to complete development software. For most popular microcomputer systems. With full documentation and support. From one source.

SOFTech Microsystems
A SUBSIDIARY OF SOFTech
9494 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92126  714/578-6105

UCSD Pascal is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California.

Find out more. Send this coupon.
☐ Please send UCSD Pascal description and order form.
☐ Please send distributor and volume license information.

Name__________________________
Title__________________________
Company_______________________
Address________________________
City/State/Zip___________________
Computer system________________

Send to: SofTech Microsystems
9494 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92126

CD12
Assembled Development Board Utilizes 1M-Bit Magnetic Bubble Memory

A 7110 bubble memory module, an 8085A based controller, and standard components comprise the 128k-byte development board. The single 6.75 x 12" (17 x 30-cm) sbc board interfaces with MULTIBUS™ systems; it plugs into Intellect® Series 2 microcomputer development systems and can be used with the iss-u operating system. All address, data, and control signals are TTL and MULTIBUS compatible.

IMB-100 uses transparent redundancy inherent in the 7110 bubble memory (see Computer Design, July 79, pp 159, 161). Nominal data rate is 68k bits/s. The device is mounted in a socket to facilitate system checkout before applying power. Operation is from 0 to 50 °C over ±12- and 5-Vdc power supplies.

CPU communication with an 8085A is through a set of registers on the board via 1/o commands. The microprocessor interprets these registers and controls timing and analog circuits to perform bubble memory accesses. 1/o commands also pass data via an onboard FIFO.

Software programs for exercising the development board are contained on a double-density diskette (single-density is optional). Intel Magnetics, 3000 Oakmead Village Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051, has included six programs to transfer data between an internal RAM buffer and either a standard iss-u device and file, or the bubble memory.

Circle 410 on Inquiry Card

Adaptable System Monitor Operates Standalone Computer/CPU

Dual-purpose sbc/9™ is a 6809 CPU for use as an upgrade card in ss-50 bus microcomputers or as a standalone control computer. Also included on the board are 1K of RAM, 110- to 19.2k-baud clock generator, and full-duplex rs-232-c serial interface. An operating system has also been developed by Percom Data Company, Inc, 211 N Kirby, Garland, TX 75042, in five 1K ROM (2708) versions. The board’s circuitry accommodates either two 2708 ROMs or one 2716 ROM.

The card provides for multi-address, 8-bit bidirectional data lines to interface directly to offcard 1/o devices such as a keyboard. The data bus features multilevel data bus decoding that allows multiprocessing and bus multiplexing of other bus masters under control of a single executive program.

Extended address line capability accommodates up to 16M bytes of memory. All address, control, and data lines are fully buffered.

PSYMON™, the system monitor, includes 15 callable utilities and 8 single-letter, monitor-type commands. It adapts to any hardware environment because interfacing is accomplished with simple, specific device driver routines.

These routines reference a table of parameters called a device control block (dcb), which is independent of the operating system. Receiving control, usually from the 6809 power-on vector, the system initializes its RAM area, configures its console, and “looks ahead” for a second ROM. If present, the ROM may contain user written routines that alter the pointers and enhance or modify the commands.

Circle 411 on Inquiry Card

System Structure Houses All Necessary Elements On One Board

Design philosophy behind the Z80 based VP computer systems maximizes use of LSI circuitry and simple, direct bus structures to eliminate the need for external components such as card cages, multiple boards, and power supplies. All normal system elements are on a single board. This covers 64k of RAM and 1K to 8k of EPROM or ROM; two serial channels using SDLC, HDLC, or -232, or any protocol, with dual programmable baud rate generators; four programmable counters/timers; and 40 bidirectional 1/o latched and buffered parallel lines.

In addition, Data World, Inc, 7541 Ravensridge Dr, St Louis, MO 63119, has supplied a 2-phase clock with 5- and 12-V drivers, clock and calendar with battery backup, five programmable timers, and a 4-channel DMA controller. A programmable video generator has separate or composite video and programmable characters and fields. A subminiature disc control system handles up to eight floppy discs or Winchester drives. An unregulated transformer-rectifier or battery supplies power. Expansion area accommodates any added equipment.

Choice of a multideck, CP/M compatible operating system includes CP/M, OASIS, SOS, TEMPOS, and CDDS. A variety of BASIC interpreters, as well as APL are available, along with DISK BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, OPUS, Basic-E, and C BASIC compilers. Assemblers and macro assemblers are suited to the 8080 and Z80. Utilities consist of copy files, linker loader, Z80 and 8080 disassemblers, file editor, memory test, program relocator, and dynamic debugger.
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Controller Emulates Hardware and Software Of Eight Disc Systems

Flexible diskette controller zx-4dd interfaces one to four full-sized or miniature disc drives to the Intel MULTIBUS™. Software costs are reduced because the interface is functionally identical to the standard disc systems used in the MDs. The controller is a bus master with full master capability for override and DMA data transfer.

Firmware on the controller allows emulation of sbc-201, -202, -211, and -212, as well as MDS-20s, -40s, -710, and -720. Program jumpers select full or mini size, single-density IBM 3740 fm or double-density IBM System 34 mfm format.

The 201 mode of operation sets the controller for direct, media compatible running of single-density disc
With Raytheon new Beam-Penetration Color CRT’s. Designed specifically for computer color-graphics system applications, Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT’s offer better color resolution and better overall system performance than conventional color tubes and other beam penetration CRT’s.

Available in 15” to 25” diagonal rectangular and 10” to 23” dia. round sizes. Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT’s feature the unique Raytheon patented split-anode design. And this means faster switching, constant focus voltage and good spot size for all colors.

Such tubes are just one example of Raytheon’s wide choice of versatile, performance-proven CRT’s that are available in a variety of electron-gun types and phosphors and in all shapes and sizes 3” to 25”.

Color it right. Color it with Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT’s. For complete information, contact the Marketing Manager, Raytheon Company, Industrial Components Operation, 465 Centre St., Quincy, MA 02169. (617) 479-5300.

RAYTHEON

COLOR IT RAYTHEON.
operating systems; the 202 mode allows execution of double-density disc operating systems after conversion of media data to mfm recording. Intel 8855-II (DD) systems which are recorded in m2fim can be converted using instructions provided by Zendex Corp, 6398 Dougherty Rd #32, Dublin, CA 94568.

An 8085A CPU performs intelligent disc control and data manipulation; an NEC upd 765 controller provides for up to four double-sided, double-density drives. The 201/202 emulation program contained in the socketed 8355/8755A type ROM/EPROM may be replaced by a custom program.

Using one card slot, the intelligent controller requires 5 V only, and can be operated from the system's logic supply. A hardware user's manual accompanies the unit. Software driver routines for the 8080/8085 host CPU are provided as hardcopy listings, so that previously written or currently available software for the Intel development systems can be run.
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Microcomputer Systems Operate In Industrial Environments

Three RacPac industrial computers consist of two host/development computer systems and a target/remote computer, all usable with equipment that is to be mounted in standard 19" (48-cm) racks or sealed in NEMA 12 cabinets with integral 19" (48-cm) racks. Oems and systems integrators can employ the systems for process monitoring and control, industrial equipment control, and testing procedures in rugged environments.

The 3900A is a Flexibus II based, 12-slot, rackmounted, host/development microcomputer with modular expansion. It consists of a dual-floppy disc assembly and cpu, in addition to 4k bytes of bootstrap eprom, 60k bytes of ram, and interfaces to an optional CRT, printer, and EPROM burner.

The other host/development system that Process Computer Systems, Inc, 750 N Maple Rd, Saline, MI 48176, has introduced is a Super-Board based microcomputer with a cpu and integral 12" (30-cm) CRT, full function keyboard, and rack-mounted dual-diskette assembly. The 3905A RacPac features 98k of RAM, 4k of bootstrap EPROM, interfaces for an optional printer, EPROM programmer, and a 20-mA upload/download serial channel. Three serial channels can be added.

Similar software for the two systems are single-user diskette BASIC, PascalPac operating system, and spds. The latter provides editors, assemblers, linkers, FORTRAN compiler, and runtime libraries for all three systems; for target/remote program development, the spds offers full up/download capability. As a freestanding application system, the 3900A may be equipped with integral BASIC, FORTRAN, and Pascal capabilities.

The third RacPac unit is also a SuperBoard based microcomputer packaged with a cpu, integral 12" (30-cm) CRT, power supply, 16k dynamic ram, sockets for up to 8k of EPROM, one serial i/o channel, a CRT controller, and keyboard. The 3945A system is configured at the time of purchase with a few field installable options; it may be ordered with added memory, serial channels, floppy disc controller, and parallel interfaces. EPROM based SpurCom software package features virtual console functions via the CRT and keyboard, and built-in debug capability. It also provides i/o drivers for the FORTRAN runtime library.
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High Powered µComputer Systems Package Disc Storage With Processor

Performance and functionality of midrange minicomputers have been transferred to the microcomputer level in the form of two PDP-11/23 based systems. Execution speeds of both are two and one-half times that of the entry level PDP-11/03 systems. Thus, the systems from Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA 01754, are suited to oem and end user applications in engineering, scientific, and commercial environments.

PDP-11V23 is housed in a 30" (76-cm) high cabinet. A standard configuration includes two rx02 floppy disc drives, a PDP-11/23 with 125k bytes of memory (expandable to 256k bytes), and either hardcopy or video terminal. A workstation desktop attachment is optional. The mt-11 operating system, programming language compilers such as ansi standard FORTRAN IV and BASIC, editors, and utilities comprise the software.

A 40" (102-cm) high enclosure houses the PDP-11T23, consisting of the processor and two M0.11 hard discs, as well as the choice of hardcopy or video terminals. In addition to the software of the -1V23, this system runs under the nss-11M multiuser, multitasking operating system, allowing more powerful compilers such as BASIC-PLUS-2, FORTRAN IVPLUS, and PDP-11 COBOL. The result is increased analytical power and performance.
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Hardware Modules Implement Interfaces To IEEE STD 488 Bus

Micromodules™ 12 and 12A are monoboard systems that create an interface between a microprocessor and one or more test instruments according to the IEEE STD 488-1978 bus specification. The units are bus compatible with the full Micromodule family and M6800 exorexer™ development systems (when run at 1 MHz), all of which are available from Motorola Microsystems, PO Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.

M68MM12A allows the user's system to send/receive data bytes, request service, and respond to parallel and serial polls. This provides the listener/talker function only. With all of these same capabilities, M68MM12 further adds the controller function—the ability to send commands and conduct parallel/serial polls. It has onboard EPROM contain-
A touch of color can make all your information work harder.

Here are five ways Ramtek can help you put that touch of color to work for you within 30 days.

Choose from Ramtek's line of raster scan color graphics systems—the most complete in the world. And now, Ramtek can deliver the system that exactly meets your needs—within 30 days.

The 9000 Series: High-performance microprocessor controlled graphics and imaging systems with many modular options that allow you to tailor functions exactly to your needs. Suited for industrial, commercial, medical and aerospace applications.

The 9050: The most popular features of the 9000 Series packaged in budget-priced configurations.

The 6200A Colorgraphic Terminal: Our general purpose graphics terminal offers more features for the money than anything else available on the market today. It's one of our best sellers.

The FS 2500*: A dedicated display generator designed specifically for process control applications. Many special features for easy operator interaction.

Monitors: Choose from 37 models to 1280 x 1024 resolution. In color or black and white. Standard or long persistence phosphor. 13", 19", or 25" CRT sizes.

Ramtek offers more choices in graphic displays and customer support than anybody. Nationwide field service and technical support staff. Intensive hardware and software training programs. Thorough documentation, maintenance programs, product warranties and more. When you buy Ramtek, our experience shows.

Want more information on how to add the color touch to your information? Write: Ramtek, 2211 Lawson Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Or call your nearest Ramtek office.

*available domestic U.S. only

Ramtek
Our experience shows.
Mutual hardware features are 1-MHz operation, capability for generating interrupts to speed up GPIB operation, and onboard switches for selection of device address. The onboard hardware meets all IEEE STD 488-1978 signal level requirements and timing requirements without the need for microprocessor interrupts. Address and control bus is TTL voltage compatible and the data bus is 3-state TTL voltage compatible.

Power requirements are 5 V at 1.4 A max. The 9.75 x 6.15 x 0.50" (24.77 x 15.62 x 1.27-cm) module operates from 0 to 70 °C. GPIB data rate is 50k bytes/s max guaranteed, with rates up to 1M bytes/s possible.

Supporting software to implement the bus protocol is provided on the MDOS diskette: M68MM12SWM for Micromodule 12 and M68MM12ASWM for Micromodule 12A. The former provides the source code for the firmware EEPROM, which is used to implement the GPIB protocol and may be modified using the software. The latter software implements the protocol for the GPIB listener/talker interface; it contains source code for a demonstration program and for the communication protocol using a local message table. Both packages include a training program on how to use the communication protocol.

“Device driver” software allows the user to send messages to and receive them from the interface without getting involved in bus protocol. The user is free to configure the system since interrupts are not required.
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Miproc-16 is the fastest 16-bit microcomputer card family available and has a compute-rate of 4 million instructions per second.

**INSTRUCTION POWER**  Up to 170 instructions including multiply/divide and bit manipulation give Miproc-16 formidable processing capability.

**16-BIT POWER**  16-bit program words make programming easy. 16-bit data words maintain high precision in arithmetic operations.

**ADDRESSING POWER**  16-bit dual memory architecture gives 65k words of directly addressable program memory and 65k words of data memory with 8 powerful address modes.

**INTERRUPT POWER**  Multilevel, priority vectored interrupt system handles context changes in less than 2 microseconds.

**I/O POWER**  256 directly addressable I/O channels with data I/O rates of up to 1.7 megabyte/s under program control, and up to 20 megabyte/s for DMA.

**HIGH SPEED PROCESSING POWER**  The unique dual memory architecture combines with high-speed Schottky TTL technology to execute most instructions in a single 250 nanosecond machine cycle.

**SOFTWARE POWER**  Easy to use cross-assemblers for mainframe or minicomputer make programming faster, and PL-MIPROC, a super-efficient high level assembly language. And soon a disk-operating system with PASCAL.

**HARDWARE POWER**  Comprehensive range of processor, memory and interface cards backed up by sophisticated hardware development aids.

**RUGGEDIZED POWER**  Miproc can be configured to meet any known military specification.

Miproc-16 can be brought into action in your application, in either a standard commercial format or a full military conduction-cooled board system.

The commercial application system (*above left*) has room for three Miproc CPUs, is smartly styled and equipped with add-in 13- or 20-slot card bay modules, fans and power supply.

The military system, contained in a 1-ATR size chassis (*above right*) provides up to 3.6 million instructions per second with conduction-cooling, compliance with MIL-E specifications and an unmatched cost-to-performance ratio.
Adapter/Logic Analyzer Team Handles Most 8-Bit μProcessor Applications

An 8-bit microprocessor analysis system for such processors as the Intel 8080 and 8085, Zilog Z80, Motorola 6800, MOS Technology 6502, and RCA 1802 is formed through the combination of the model 2710 logic analyzer and the 2710 MPU adapter, introduced by Gould Inc., Biomation Div., 4600 Old Ironsides Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95050. This allows the analyzer (see Computer Design, Jan 79, p 48) to be applied to many microprocessors without losing its performance characteristics.

The system's universality is enhanced by the adapter's AND/OR clocking and common address/data bus demultiplexing features. The former provides easy clocking, recording, and simultaneous display of address and data information that are read or written at different times.

The adapter pod provides four clock signals for switch selectable on clocking of data recordings; any combination of these signals can form a single master clock signal. Complete or selective recordings of microprocessor program execution are obtained by changing switches.

In microprocessors such as the Intel 8085, address and data information are multiplexed on the same pins. With the adapter, therefore, it is possible to demultiplex, record, and display both data and address information at the same time.

All signals going through the adapter pod are buffered for minimal signal loading. The adapter loads systems under test with one low power TTL gate. A pushbutton switch added to the top panel and several unused gates and buffers built into the pod's PC board allow customization of the adapter by the user. Open board space can be used to add gates or other circuitry.
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Low Cost Boards Ease Interface Construction For Microcomputers

Users may construct special control, communication, peripheral, or memory interface circuits, as well as experimental circuits, with the model 4609. This peripheral interface board mates directly with Apple II and Superkim microcomputers, and connects to the Commodore PET unit with the addition of the Expandament™ adapter.

Three connectors, in addition to the standard system bus, are available for I/O. On the rear of the board is a 20/40-contact card-edge connector that mates with a 3M type ribbon connector; a right-angle solder-tail header may be positioned in the same location. Miniature SIF type connectors may be placed on the periphery or in mid-board.

Vector Electronic Co., 12460 Gladstone Ave, Sylmar, CA 91342, fabricates the 2.75 x 7.7" (69.9 x 19.6-cm) board of 0.062" (0.157-cm) thick epoxy-glass-composite material. An unclad 1.9-in² (12.3-cm²) area holds mounting relays, switches, indicators, terminals, or other discrete devices. DIPs or DIP sockets of 14 to 40 pins mount in 0.042" (0.107-cm) diameter holes located on 0.1" (0.3-cm) centers. At each DIP pin position are 2-hole pads; the first allows tack soldering for component mounting, while the second accommodates wrapped wire pins or three 26-gauge wires for interconnections. Wrapped wire or soldered power connections are made with the heavy duty buses on the wiring side; a third unconnected bus is located on the component side for the designer's use.
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Dedicated Microprocessors Speed Operation of Compact Microcomputer

Advanced design of the compact WmS9 microcomputer requires minimum space to produce all the functions necessary for small business or professional tasks. Heath Data Systems, PO Box 167, St Joseph, MI

Universal microprocessor adapter (left) connects to Biomation's 2710 Data Domain Analyzer (right) to analyze 8-bit microprocessors, using added features of AND/OR clocking and common address/data bus demultiplexing.
49085, developed the 8-bit system around the wh19 video terminal. Two ZS0 microprocessors, a 72-key keyboard with 12-key numeric pad, and 16k of RAM were added to this component. The final addition was a floppy disc system built into the right front area of the terminal for high speed access and mass storage capacity of 100k bytes/disc for programs and data.

Separate microprocessors for the video terminal and microcomputer itself assure that the two units never share processor power. Broadening system capabilities, this configuration also increases operation speeds and eases operator control.

The 12" (30-cm) diagonal CRT features a wide bandwidth monitor that produces sharp 0.2" (0.5-cm) high characters in a 5 x 7 (upper case) or 5 x 9 (lower case with descenders) dot matrix on the P4 phosphor screen. Display format is 25 lines of 80 characters. Graphics characters use an 8 x 10 dot matrix. Display size is 6.5" (16.5-cm) high by 8.5" (21.6-cm) wide.

Users can control terminal functions from the keyboard or with software. Eight user definable keys allow programming of special functions. Characters and lines are inserted to and deleted from anywhere on the screen through direct cursor addressing. Line graphics capability from the keyboard or computer is also featured. Keyboard selectable baud rates range up to 9600.

The single-drive floppy disc system stores 100k bytes on the 5.25" (13.54-cm) diskette. Specs include a 30-cm max track-step time and typical random sector access time of less than 250 ms.

Weighing 50 lb (23 kg), the single-unit system measures 13 x 17 x 20" (33 x 43 x 51 cm). Suggested list price is $8200. It requires 120/240 V at 50/60 Hz, 90 W maximum.

Accessory 2-port serial I/O interfaces communicate with printers or timeshare systems via a modem. All communication is EIA RS-232 standard. Two additional chip sets expand RAM to full capacity of 48k.

The operating systems software package consists of extended Benton Harbor BASIC, a 2-pass absolute assembler, text editor to prepare source code for BASIC and other languages, console debugger, and utility programs for file manipulation. Dynamic file allocation efficiently uses available space; a special feature permits copying and transferring between discs in a single-drive system. Programs written in Microsoft™ BASIC and assembler may be run.
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**Graphics Entry Tablet Capitalizes On Computer's High Resolution Color**

The Graphic Tablet attaches to any Apple II computer, Apple Disk I, and TV set or monitor to supply graphics input capabilities. Connection of the computer to a printer provides a hard copy of the graphics. Among the graphics operations are freehand drawing, creating original art, digitizing and modifying drawings, tracing an existing design, and producing color separations by creating a multicolored illustration and stripping out the individual colors. Six colors used are black, white, magenta, green, orange, and blue. The tablet processes 100 points/s, with virtually no time lag between a pen motion on the tablet and a result on the screen.

Elements of the tablet are an 11 x 11" (28 x 28-cm) drawing surface, coated mylar overlay with menu of tablet functions, stylus, disc based software, and I/O interface card. The plug-in interface card contains 2k bytes of ROM firmware to handle hardware and software utility functions, thereby saving programming time.

Functions that Apple Computer, Inc, 10260 Bandyde Dr, Cupertino, CA 95051, has incorporated include Pen Color, Draw, Frame, Box, Line, Dot, Window, Distance, Area, and Clear. In addition, Calibrate maps a portion of the tablet to the full size of the monitor screen for enlarging. A section of an image can be chosen with the Viewport function; this area can be modified while protecting the rest of the image. Then, the Reduce function is implemented to use the entire surface to work on the sectioned area.

To select a function, the user touches the stylus to the appropriate label on the overlay. To change the function, the user touches the stylus to the next selected function. Apple II software routines give the option of modifying the functions to user needs. These may alter, eliminate, or add such functions as standard shapes, symbols, or colors.
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**ROM Simulator Causes Microcomputer To Act As Graphics Terminal**

An advanced programming technique of distributed processing, together with the plotting resolution of the Apple II computer enables Tektronix to offer an affordable graphics display alternative. The Apple II/Tektronix 4010 simulator ROM permits the Apple computer to operate as a graphics terminal when connected to a host computer. No modifications to the host resident program are necessary to display or input graphical data.

Simulation is of the Tektronix 4010 series terminals. All characteristics of the 4006 and 4010 are precisely simu-
The new Econo-Mite 15 motor is designed for economy and high production. At 12 v.d.c., its torque constant is 2.7 oz. in./amp and no load speed is 5200 rpm. Dimensions 1.25" or 1.50" dia. by 5.15" max. Life-lubed bearings and geartrain.

New gearmotors offer 30 speed reduction ratios
Our EM-13 and EM-15 gearmotors provide maximum rated torque up to 1250 oz. in. High-performance, compact planetary gears. Power source up to 30 v.d.c. Dimensions 1.25" or 1.50" dia. by 5.15" max. Life-lubed bearings and geartrain.

Battery Power Backs Up Microcomputer MOS Memory And Refresh Logic

UPS-2708A, an uninterruptible dc power system rated between 5 and 50 W, can power Digital Equipment Corp's LSI-11 MOS memory (MSV11) and refresh logic, independent of the computer's main power supply. Normal mode is ac line/dc regulated 5 and 12 Vdc that automatically transfers without interruption to the hold mode, which offers dc-de regulated 5- and 12-Vdc battery backup power in the event of an ac line power outage.

The 8.75" (22.23-cm) high rack panel package consists of four primary subassembly modules: an ac/dc linear converter subassembly, 40-W battery charger, 5- and 12-V output converter module assembly, and battery protection cutout relay assembly.

The 12-Vdc sealed lead-acid battery is neither orientation sensitive nor prone to leakage. Minimal outgassing rapidly dissipates into a free air environment. Battery float life is greater than 8 years. A cut out relay protects the battery from damaging discharges by disconnecting it from the system at a preset level until ac line power is restored.

The system, offered by Stevens-Arnold, Inc., 7 Elkins St., S Boston, MA 02127, provides three outputs: 5 Vdc ±0.5% at 3 A, 12 Vdc ±0.5% at 1 A, and 14.1 Vdc at 3 A (for the battery charger). Output noise and ripple are 20 mV pk-pk. Over-voltage and short circuit protection are included. Other specs are tempco of ±0.01% max/°C, voltage stability of ±0.1% max/24 h, and ambient operating temperature of 0 to 60 °C.
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TRW GLOBE MOTORS
Dayton, Ohio. (513) 228-3171. Distributed by Arrow, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet, Jaco, Pioneer.
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Presenting the first 6 megabyte floppy drive!

Now get 6 megabytes of memory in about the same space as a 1 megabyte drive.

That's right. Until now, the only way you could build up to 6 megabytes of floppy disk memory into your product was to add on drive after drive.

The new Burroughs MD122 memory unit drives two 8-inch, double-sided floppies, each with a formatted capacity of 3 megabytes.

Now you can do all these applications that require more capacity, yet keep the advantages of low cost, removable media. And your system's performance will improve, too, due to the MD122's voice coil actuator with a 100 ms average access time.

We've already built in an Advanced Microprocessor Controller (AMC) which performs many of the functions normally required of the host system controller and the host CPU.

- We've already interfaced it!
- CRC generation
- Error detect/correct
- Sector relocation
- File search
- Error logging & analysis
- Confidence/diagnostic tests
- Media wear monitoring and warning to host

Now you can expand your memory and save on space and cost. Call or write today for our low evaluation unit price and complete specifications.

Burroughs OEM Marketing, Burroughs Place, Detroit, MI 48232, (313) 972-8031. In Europe, High Street, Rickmansworth Hertfordshire, England, Telephone 09237-70545.
WE HAVE ALL THE RIGHT INPUT/OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

THE INDUSTRY'S BROADEST MASS TERMINATION FAMILY

You get not only the connectors you need, you get cable specifically designed to mate with the connectors. And that assures unprecedented design flexibility and lower installed cost.

Consider our BLUE MAC® "D" line. They feature an exclusive SPREAD PITCH™ design that allows mass termination to 1.27mm (.050") pitch cable while maintaining I/O compatibility with 1.38mm (.545") "D" type connectors.

And these "D" connectors mass terminate without wire stripping or soldering to all types of BLUE MAC® flat cable, including round conductor cable, and jacketed and shielded jacketed flat cable, designed and U.L. listed for external interconnections.

Or consider our ribbon line. These connectors feature cable insulation displacing TULIP® contacts on 1.27mm (.050") centers, and I/O mating ribbon contacts on industry standard 2.16mm (.085") centers, making them totally compatible with mass termination connectors utilizing 1.27mm (.050") pitch cable.

That means you eliminate the need to stock flat cable with non-standard center spacings. And you can mass terminate without wire stripping or soldering to all types of flat cable, including round conductor and jacketed and shielded jacketed flat cable.

The "D" connectors are available with 9, 15, 25, or 37 pin contacts. The ribbon connectors feature 14, 24, 36, and 50 contacts. We also have all the mounting hardware and strain reliefs you might need. And a complete line of hand, bench and pneumatic installation tools. Give us a call for complete information. Or send for our FREE 116 page catalog.

T&B/Ansley

The mass termination company.
T&B/Ansley Corporation • Subsidiary of
Thomas & Betts Corporation
3208 Humboldt St. • Los Angeles, CA 90031
Tel. (213) 229-2331 • Telex 69-6109
TWX 910-321-9338
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Why pay 81¢ for a Hall effect sensor when you can get one for $2.21?

It all depends on your application.
For 81¢*, you can get a solid state Hall effect sensor from the people who invented it. Us.
And that may be all you need.
But, if your application requires precision, our fully engineered $2.21* position sensor may be a better deal.
The Hall effect sensor and magnet are matched and adjusted to get operate and release points that are specified to tight tolerances.
All this can add up to a lot if you start out with the wrong sensor.

When you come to MICRO SWITCH, you’re dealing with people who have made over 100 million Hall effect sensors. So you get experts to help fit each sensor to your application. And you always get the right sensor for the job.
Which means a $2.21 sensor can turn out to be a lot better deal than one that costs 81¢.


MICRO SWITCH
a Honeywell Division

*One thousand piece pricing for 7SS and XL Series devices, respectively.
HEI produced the industry's first optical switch over a decade ago, and we still specialize in optoelectronic solutions.

1. Multi-Channel Reader — economical two to 14 channel optical reader for printer control and other equipment applications. Up to ten fanouts per channel.
2. Custom Optical Switch — built-in hybrid circuitry with light source and sensor gives square wave output. No moving parts, no wear. You specify switch size and gap spacing.
3. Custom reflective sensor — self-contained single-channel mark sensor. Has TTL-compatible output, good contrast ratio, and excellent resolution. Useful for a variety of fixed or movable mark sensing applications.

HEI supplies a wide range of optoelectric devices as well as hand-fed card readers and a family of light pens. HEI has optoelectronic solutions for your design needs.

#1 Circle no. 63
#2 Circle no. 64
#3 Circle no. 65
#4 Circle no. 66

The Optoelectronic Specialists

HEI inc.
Jonathan Industrial Center • Chaska, MN 55318 • 612/448-3510

SOFTWARE

C Compiler Produces Faster Code Than Pascal, With Extensive Facilities

A full C compiler, operating on 8080, 8085, and Z80 computers under CP/M, has 75 functions for performing formatted or direct I/O, string manipulations, and storage allocation in a machine independent manner. The code is faster than that of Pascal. Compiler output is in A-Natural source, translatable to Microsoft MACRO-80 assembler source. The CP/M package complements the PDP-11 based C Compiler and 8080 cross compilers already released by Whitesmiths, Ltd, 127 E 59th St, New York, NY 10022, for use under RT-11, RSX-11M, RSTS/E, IAS, and UNIX.

The A-Natural narrative assembler includes a linking loader, librarian, extensive 8080 subroutine library in A-Natural relocatable format, and translators. It facilitates writing the small amount of low level support code needed by most C applications. It can be assembled to relocatable form for use with the company's loader, or translated to assembler code that is compatible with either Microsoft or ISIS-II assemblers.

Output from the loader is in CP/M or ISIS-II executable format. Separate RAM and I/O load addresses may be specified. An ISIS-II interface is available; library support exists for 16- and 32-bit integer arithmetic, as well as 32- and 64-bit floating point.

Each of three sequential passes of the compiler produces a file of similar size to the original C source. Operating on an 8080 with full memory, the compiler can replicate itself and all associated utilities and libraries. Other available utilities are a translator from ISIS-II executable file format to standard Intel hexadecimal for communicating between systems, and a CP/M diskette maintenance program for use on PDP-11 computers.

Circle 424 on Inquiry Card
The only GCR tape subsystem for minis that troubleshoots itself 3 ways.

This GCR tape transport subsystem gives you three self-diagnosing systems, each in a different mode.

First, there’s the only continuous self-circuit-checking system on the market. Then, in the off-line mode, via a built-in keyboard, there’s full fault isolation right down to the board level. And finally, in the on-line mode, there’s PCC’s superior total check-out diagnostic system which also has fault isolation to the board level.

Besides this unique 3-level diagnostic capability you get GCR recording density of 6250 bpi and a transport speed of 125 ips all in a 19”x24” package.

You also get the simplest interface in the business. By far. Direct parallel transfer 16-bit words, all in only 29 lines.

The PCC GCR—the tape transport system with three built-in doctors. So there’s no waiting.

For further information, call toll-free 800-528-6050, Ext. 1323
(In Arizona, call 800-352-0458)
Software Transforms Microcomputer Into Development System

ROM based monitor/debugger, diskette based editor/assembly, diskette utilities package, and a freestanding EPROM programmer with choice of personality modules for the 2708, 2716, TMS2716, 2732, and TMS2532 comprise the 6502 microprocessor development package. It runs on an Apple II computer with 48k bytes of RAM, Apple Disk II, and Autostart ROM to produce a software development system.

The screen oriented monitor accesses all operating modes via the Reset key. As the basis of the operating system, the monitor allows object code or files to be moved, relocated, verified, modified, displayed, loaded, dumped, disassembled, and loaded from or burned into EPROM.

Using the debugger, code can be traced stepwise, transparently, or sent to the output printer port. The debugger supports four software breakpoints, maintains a 128-step trace history, and has four possible external registers. In addition to line, character, or string oriented editing, the editor supports user selectable auto line numbering and renumbering, string searches and replacement, block moves or deletions, and appended files.

Fully relocatable diskette based object code files are generated by the macro assembler. It supports macros, global macros, conditional assembly, output paging, and printout titling. Like the relocator feature of the monitor and complementing similar assembler capabilities, the relocating loader supports separate user defined destination and target addresses in the process of linking and relocating object code files.

The Diskette Utilities Package consists of a comprehensive diskette dump/modify/catalog/copy utility, an object code print utility, symbolic disassembler for use with the editor/macro assembler, and a subroutine relocator which traces and relocates undocumented object code. Optionally available from Micro Power Designs, Inc., 13955 Murphy Rd #112, Alief, TX 77411, is EE Pac I, engineering software consisting of active filter design, 2-dimensional curve fit, 2- to 4-dimensional surface fit, quadratic solution and simultaneous equations, Thévenin equivalences, FFT (up to 4096 data points), and Decision, a weighted comparative analysis program.
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Software Assembles Z80/8080 Source Code On Development Systems

Written in EXORCISER™ compatible FORTRAN IV, the EXOR 80/XASM assembles Z80 and 8080 source programs into machine code. The assembler runs on Motorola's EXORCiser and EXONTERM™ 100, 200 Development Systems under MDOS I, II, and III operating systems. This expands the usage and flexibility for software development. Object and source remain on the development system for changes and efficient handling.

Phoenix Digital Corp, 3027 N 33rd Dr, Phoenix, AZ 85017, offers the assembler in MDOS floppy disc, cassette, and paper tape versions. It loads in 28k bytes and uses 8k bytes for tables and other variables. The only limitation on program size is by the memory that is available for the symbol table.

Communication is via COMMAND FORMAT, file/listing assignments, and system controls. Down and up loader routines provide communication to and from a target system or another development system; the only requirement is available ACIA ports. Editing and P/ROM programming can be handled with standard EXORCiser software. Other features include assembly control, pseudo-operations via normal Zilog syntax, and an optional Z80/8080 disassembler.
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Interactive Program Offers Hardcopy Graphics Capability

Problems of retention and resolution associated with graphics on microcomputer CRTs are solved by a hard-copy graphics program for Commodore PET, Radio Shack TBS-80 (Level II), and Apple II microcomputers (minimum memory requirements of 16k bytes of RAM). For hardcopy output the computers connect through an RS-232 interface to a Houston Instruments' HIPLOT plotter, which features eight directions of pen movement under software control.

Written in BASIC on tape cassette, CURVE can produce finished graphs of tabular data and mathematical equations. Plot capabilities are Cartesian equations Y = f(X), parametric equations X = h(T) and Y = g(T), polar equations R = f(S), data points entered from the keyboard, and bar graphs. Although straight-line interpolation is used between data points, the plotter traces out Cartesian equations accurately to within one plotter step using an algorithm. Internal checks prevent overrunning plot region boundaries; the pen lifts whenever the trace attempts to move beyond defined boundaries.

Combinations of these functions produce professional graphs and charts using either of two versions of the program. The first version, CURVE PROGRAM, is a keyboard interactive code which fully guides the user through its operation. It contains built-in error messages and requires no programming experience. The CURVE SUBROUTINE version allows the user to add customized hardcopy graphics to existing BASIC programs.

West Coast Consultants, 1775 Lincoln Blvd, Tracy, CA 95376, has included an alphanumeric character set (upper case) with software control of both character size and style. A bold character font is also provided. Choice of four colors is available. A flashing message on the CRT and an audible tone signal when it is time to change the pen.
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Seven Reasons
Why Line Printer Users Prefer
MDB Interface Products:

1. Superior Performance
2. Quality Workmanship
3. Comprehensive Product Mix
4. Competitive Pricing
5. Better Delivery
6. One-Year Warranty
7. Worldwide Sales

Find your reason here!

• LINE PRINTER CONTROLLERS
  for these computers:
  MLSI-LP11 For DEC LSI-11/2 and 11/23
  MDB-LP/LS11 For DEC PDP-11 and VAX-11/780
  MDB-LP8 For DEC PDP-8
  MBI-49-LPC For IBM Series/1
  MDB-4034 For Data General**, programmed I/O
  MDB-42XX For Data General, data channel (DMA)
  MDB-46-206 For Perkin-Elmer (Interdata)
  MDB-49044 For Hewlett-Packard, 2100, 21MX & 1000

• FOR THESE LINE PRINTERS:
  • Centronics • DEC LA180 • Data Printer •
  Dataproducts • Printronix • CDC • Documation •
  Tally • Diablo 2300 • GE TermiNet• • Houston
  Instruments • and other popular models with
  Centronics or Dataproducts interface.

MDB line printer controllers have been in
worldwide use for more than seven years. The
variety of MDB line printer controllers offers user
flexibility in line printer selection with no change
in host system software. Each controller is a
single printed circuit board requiring one chassis
slot and is complete with a standard fifteen foot
controller. Plug in the MDB controller and connect
your printer.

Transparent to the host computer, MDB con-
trollers are completely compatible with diag-
nostics, drivers and operating systems. Operation
and programming are exactly as described by the
host computer manufacturer.

More than one hundred computer-to-printer
combinations utilizing MDB controllers are now
available. Printers which emulate the Centronics
or Dataproducts interface specifications are fully
compatible with MDB line printer controllers.

Long-line parallel interface options are
available for all computer/printer combinations
permitting full speed operation up to 3000 feet.

MDB interface products always equal or exceed
the host computer manufacturer’s specifications
and performance for a similar product. MDB
interfaces are completely hardware compatible
and software transparent to the host computer.

MDB products are competitively priced, delivery
is 30 days ARO or sooner. MDB places a limited
one-year warranty on its controllers and tested
products.

MDB also supplies other peripheral device
controllers, general purpose logic modules,
systems modules and communication/terminal
modules for DEC PDP-11 and LSI-11, Data
General, Perkin-Elmer and IBM Series/1
computers. MDB has also announced new
interface modules for use with Intel Multibus
Single Board Computers. Product literature kits
are complete with data sheets, pricing and
discount schedules.

MDB SYSTEMS INC.
1995 N. Batavia Street
Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339

Southwestern: 713/38-1238  □  Australia & New Zealand: (03) 543 2077  □  Belgium & Luxembourg: 02-720.90.38  □  Canada: 416/625-1907  □  Greece: 9514.944 9520.589
Philippines: 89-10-96  □  Singapore: 286-2381-2389  □  Sweden, Norway & Finland: 08/84 04 90  □  Switzerland & Liechtenstein: 07130 46 46  □  W. Germany: 0 9980 60 61-62

Circle 68 for LSI; 69 for PDP; 70 for DG; 71 for P-E; 72 for IBM; 142 for H-P.
Recent advances in large scale integration of ECL components have provided an opportunity for designers of ultrafast systems to utilize LSI techniques previously available only in slower systems using NMOS or TTL components. The use of LSI ECL components, coupled with high speed bipolar memories, makes system design much easier, and at the same time provides enhanced performance and more economical systems. Microprogram control is becoming increasingly popular in very high performance systems, offering needed flexibility in the instruction set as well as allowing variations in control word and data path width as required for modular system architectures. Implementation of these capabilities in ECL is now leading to the development of new bit-slice architectures.

8-Bit Slice Family
The F100220 8-bit slice family of subnanosecond ECL parts developed by Fairchild provides flexible logic building blocks based on the best attainable compromise between semiconductor processing economics and packaging constraints. Table 1 indicates the basic elements of the family and their functions. An example of a generalized system configuration utilizing these elements is shown in Fig 1.

Designed on a bit-slice basis to provide easy modularity and to minimize interconnection problems, while enhancing high speed performance, the family utilizes bidirectional capabilities of an ECL-driven bus to allow very modular and flexible system architecture. Word widths may be increased by adding more functional elements in parallel. Modularity is enhanced through the capability of connecting many functions on a bus and communicating among them in either direction. System reliability is enhanced by generation, storage, and detection of byte parity at the device level.
Fig 1 Generalized computer implementation. Four members of Fairchild’s F100220 8-bit slice family used here are address and data interface unit (ADIU), dual access stack (DAS), multiple function network (MFN), and programmable interface unit (PIU).

**TABLE 1**

System Functions in F100220 Family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Functions</th>
<th>Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Access Memory Interface</td>
<td>Address and Data Interface Unit (ADIU)—F100220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic Logic Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Stacks for CPU</td>
<td>Dual Access Stack (DAS)—F100221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register Stacks for I/O Applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers for Data Buffering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexers, Demultiplexers, and Shifters</td>
<td>Multiple Function Network (MFN)—F100222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive-OR Logic Array (For ECC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiport File</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Interface Logic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Current Drivers/ Receivers for I/O</td>
<td>Programmable Interface Unit (PIU)—F100223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Address Controller For Microprogram Memory</td>
<td>Microprogram Sequencer Unit (MSU)—F100224*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In development
Address and Data Interface Unit (ADIU)

A prime element in this family, the ADIU is designed to serve multiple functions; for example to operate as an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) or as a random access memory interface. A block diagram of this device is presented in Fig 2. Three 9-bit buses (8 bits plus parity) are included. These buses are bidirectional, with built-in drivers and receivers, and serve as sources for the ALU operands and also as destinations for the ALU result. Associated with the C-bus is a latch (C-latch) that functions as temporary data storage for either ALU source operand or result.

Operation of the ADIU is controlled by a single clock (CP). The state of four instruction lines (I₁ to I₆) along with a function modifier and special status line (FMS) are decoded at the rising edge of CP to select 1 of 27 possible instructions. This instruction set (see Table 2) includes binary and decimal add and subtract (handling BCD arithmetic in both packed and unpacked formats), single-bit left and right shifts, AND, OR, exclusive-OR, and bus to bus transfers.

Source operands are also encoded by the instruction and can originate from any one of the buses, result register (R), or the C-latch. The result of an operation is always strobed into the R-register during the falling edge of CP. Thus, the active high part of CP is responsible for the decode and execution of an instruction. The ALU result stored in the R register is made available
Take the whole kit & caboodle or the caboodle alone.

Freedom of choice is what you get from Siemens. The choice to select the quiet PT80i Ink-Jet Printer Terminal in a variety of platen widths, paper feeds, interfaces and configurations; or just the “guts” of this remarkably quiet unit, the PT80i Ink-Jet Printer Module; or, for those of you who would like to build your own quiet printer, the Ink-Jet Print Head with support electronics.

Aside from offering choice, the Siemens PT80i offers a bi-directional printing speed of 270 characters per second with nearly noiseless printing operation, ≤ 50 dB (A) at 270 cps. It also gives you high quality printing in a variety of type styles on standard paper.

Extraordinary Speed... Quiet Operation...
Choice... Siemens Quality.

For more information about the PT80i Ink-Jet Printer, contact us at:

Siemens Corporation
OEM Data Products Division
1440 Allee Street
Anaheim, CA (714) 991-9700
District Offices:
Boston, MA (617) 444-6580
Iselin, NJ (201) 494-1000
Chicago, IL (312) 671-2810
Dallas, TX (817) 461-1673

The technology to do more.
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### TABLE 2

**ADIU Functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( I_5 )</th>
<th>( I_4 )</th>
<th>( I_3 )</th>
<th>( I_2 )</th>
<th>FMS</th>
<th>Hex Code</th>
<th>ADIU Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C→R, ECC Encode of R→A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A Minus B→R (Decimal Unpacked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A Minus B→R (Decimal Packed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>A Plus B→R (Decimal Unpacked)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>A Plus B→R (Decimal Packed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>B Minus A→R (Binary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>R→ECC Decode of A→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>A Minus B→R (Binary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A Minus B→R (Binary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A∧B→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A→R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>A→B→R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig 3** High speed 64-bit addition/subtraction using carry lookahead. Eight address and data instruction units operate in parallel to achieve system speed of 22.1 ns
to all three buses by activating their respective bus enable inputs (EOA, EOB, EOC). Routing the result register to its destination and setting up the instruction for the next operation occurs during the inactive low part of CP.

Used as a memory interface, this component supports single-bit error correction and double-bit error detection, with the aid of the multiple function network (MFN). ADIU generates the partial parities for the Hamming matrix on a byte-wide basis and the MFNs perform further XOR to obtain the check and syndrome bits. Upon detecting a single-bit error, the byte-in-error and bit-in-error information is passed back to the ADIUs, which correct the error bit.

The philosophy in maintaining the data integrity can be illustrated by the three error checking methods of the ADIU. Parity is checked for each of the two source operands selected as ALU inputs for every ADIU operation. Moreover, the ADIU often serves as a center in the data path for bus to bus address or data transfer. Instead of the information being routed around the data path, it can be routed through the ADIU in the data path. The ADIU in this case will generate parity on the otherwise unaltered bus information and will compare the generated parity with the received parity to perform a check. During single-bit error correction operations, the ADIU will check the incoming encoded bit-in-error information for a fixed pattern to prevent the accidental inversion of the wrong data due to multiple or check bit errors.

If an error is found in any of these cases, an error flip-flop is set at the falling edge of CP. In addition, several condition codes, such as binary overflow, invalid decimal digit, zero result, and carry out, are available for use as status indication during conditional branching instructions by the microprogram sequencer.

Fig 3 illustrates the use of eight ADIU components in parallel for a high speed 64-bit addition/subtraction system using carry lookahead. Typical speed for this system is 22.1 ns.

**Summary**

The ADIU is a byte-wide slice, which can be used to interface a memory or to build a processor data path. As a memory interface device, it can handle address and data transfers between a memory and a processor. It is capable of modifying address on the way to memory, and the validity of memory data transfers can be checked because it has built-in error correction code logic. The component has a full spectrum of arithmetic and logical capabilities and the ability to shift data in either direction. Properly timed, it can take an argument from a given bus, operate upon that argument, and return the result of that operation to the same bus as well as to the other two buses during the same microcycle.

Arithmetic capabilities of this element may also be used in conjunction with the MFN and DAS units of the family to control main memory and addressing (Fig 1). In later columns, the capabilities of those and other members of this modular family will be treated in further detail. As is seen in the case of the ADIU, the family as a whole is characterized by the multiplicity and diversity of functions available within each component.
Analog Building Block Acts as ADC Front End

All essential analog elements of a very accurate dual-slope integrating A-D converter are provided by a building block chip, the ICL8068, produced by Intersil, Inc., 10710 N Tantau Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014. Ion implantation combines bipolar op amps with JFET input stages to form high impedance unity gain buffer stage, integrator, and comparator elements. The device can be used with any of the digital controller ICS from the same manufacturer to provide a 2-chip ADC with precise autozero, auto-polarity with ±0 null indication, true input integration over a constant period for maximum emi rejection, ratiometric operation, over-range indication, and a built-in reference. These 2-chip pairs allow a manufacturer to generate an entire family of instruments using only one basic PC board with two or three jumper points.

This chip is particularly appropriate for situations in which noise figures (typically below 2 to 3 µV) are an important consideration or where the input is a low level signal. An alternative analog building block, the ICL8052, offers significantly lower input leakage currents and may be found preferable in systems with high input impedances. However, the device presented here will give better performance in noise-critical systems.

A 2-chip set including this building block and the ICL7101 digital controller acts as a 3½-digit A-D pair with parallel BCD outputs, and is well suited for data processing applications or liquid crystal display interface. The combination provides 4½-digit accuracy in a 3½-digit format. Typical system performance is 100-pA input leakage, autozero operation to 10 µV with less than 1-µV offset drift/°C, and linearity to 0.002%.

Combination of the analog chip with the ICL7104 CMOS controller results in a 16-bit binary output ADC specifically intended for microprocessors. The interface capability of the pair allows it to be used with virtually all microprocessor systems with buses up to 18 bits wide. Providing high performance and low noise, the A-D chip set will operate in either close-in parallel or handshake mode. It features not only 16-bit accuracy, but also full 3-state output to permit interface with most current 8-, 12-, or 16-bit microprocessors, along with UART handshake compatibility. The CMOS controller section performs the analog phase switching and all digital functions of a 16-, 14-, or 12-bit binary ADC, with the companion analog section adding the linear circuits.

Using the byte organized parallel mode, the pair can interface directly with the data buses of such microprocessors as the Intersil 6100, the Intel 8080 and 8048, and the Motorola MC6800. In the ICL7104-16, there are 18 data output lines providing 16 bits of magnitude, plus polarity and out of range. These output lines can be grouped in three 8-bit bytes for 8-bit microprocessors, with each byte activated with its own byte enable line. The output lines can also be grouped in a 10- and
In Data Display. . .

CD means economical remote operation

BALL CD Series Composite input displays perform at a distance

- For remote data and video display
- Takes EIA standard input
- Supplied in 5, 9 and 12-inch sizes

When your terminal application calls for crisp, clean data display at some distance from drive circuits, call for BALL CD Series displays. These CRT units provide dependable display of both alphanumeric dot characters and EIA composite camera video. CD Series displays may be modified to suit your exact needs, and you’re never limited by lack of choice in mechanical or electronic specifications.

Rigid BALL design quality standards insure that each CD Series display is ready to go when you turn it on, and built to stay that way year after year. Even so, you’ll be glad to know that fully staffed BALL regional service centers are equipped to deal quickly with any problems that might arise in the field.

You won’t find a more dependable remote data display than the CD Series. Remember life cycle costs, and you’ll have a BALL every time.

Ball Electronic Display Division

P.O. Box 43375 St. Paul, MN 55164 (612) 786-8900. TWX: 910-563-3552

Sales Offices:
Downers Grove, IL (312) 960-4434
Ocean, NJ (201) 922-2800
Lewisville, TX (214) 438-2383

Campbell, CA (408) 374-4120
Upland, CA (714) 965-7110
Burlington, MA (617) 273-0608
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8-bit byte for 12-bit microprocessors, or grouped in a 16- and 2-bit byte for 16-bit microprocessors.

In the handshake mode, the controller has two inputs that allow the device to sequence through three bytes (for the 16-bit version) or two bytes (for the 14- and 12-bit versions) either synchronously or on demand without the addition of external components. The chip set can thus interface directly with such devices as UARTs for remote data transmission.

Circle 350 on Inquiry Card

Memory Address MUX And Refresh Counter Combine To Support Dynamic RAMs

Designed specifically for use with 16-pin, 4k dynamic random access memories, the MC3232A combines the functions of a memory address multiplexer and a refresh counter. This memory interface IC from Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc, PO Box 20012, Phoenix, AZ 85036, is for use with RAMs that require a 64-cycle refresh. It multiplexes 12 system address bits to the six input address pins of the memory device. The 6-bit refresh counter on this chip is clocked externally to generate the 64 sequential addresses required for refresh. In conjunction with the previously introduced MC3480 memory controller, this IC accomplishes the entire memory control function in a 2-chip set with an external refresh oscillator.

The address multiplexer splits the 12-bit address input signal (representing 4096 addresses) into two sequential 6-bit outputs representing row and column address segments, respectively. This satisfies the 16-pin memory requirement calling for the use of the same six input pins for all address bits in order to reduce the size and complexity of the memory package. In addition, the 6-bit counter uses the same multiplexer output pins to select all 64 memory rows sequentially during the refresh portion of the memory cycle. Thus, in response to timing signals from the controller, this chip provides the complete memory address function.

Other characteristics include a high input impedance for minimum loading of the bus (I млн = 0.25 mA max) and Schottky TTL for high performance address input-to-output delay (25 ns for Cп = 250 pF, 9.0 ns for Cп = 15 pF). The device is a second source to Intel's 3232, with detect zero function not included and additional power fail feature added at pin 13.

Absolute maximum ratings require that all voltages (Vcc, V+, V0) lie between -0.5 and 7.0 V. Output current is not to exceed 100 mA. The allowable temperature range is 0 to 75 °C in operation and -65 to 150 °C in storage. Both plastic and ceramic packages are available.

Circle 351 on Inquiry Card

Logic diagram for MC3232A from Motorola Semiconductor. Chip combines functions of address multiplexer and refresh address counter. It is designed for use with 16-pin 4k dynamic RAMs requiring 64-cycle refresh.
How to put $\mu$P with the mad, mad world of product development.

Futuredata launches support for 10 more processors.

We can help you stay ahead in the race for new microprocessor-based product designs. Our universal 2300 series Advanced Development Systems already support five chips...now we're adding support for ten more. Assemblers are available now for all 15 processors. High level language compilers, relocating macroassemblers, disassembling debuggers, in-circuit emulators and logic analyzers are ready now for the 8085, 8080, 6800, 6802 and Z-80. This full level of software/hardware support will be added in the coming year for ten more processors, giving you the widest choice of processors ever:

- 8086, Z-8000, 6809, 3870, 3872, 3874, 8048, 6502, 1802, 6801, 8080, 8085, 6800, 6802 and Z-80.

There is no finish line in this race. To stay ahead you need a flexible, expandable development system and a supplier with staying power: 2300 series advanced hardware/software development systems, stations and networks from GenRad/Futuredata. Sales office: 6151 West Century Boulevard, Suite 1124, Los Angeles, CA 90045. (213) 641-7200. TWX: 910-328-7202.
8k Memory Claimed as Industry's Fastest EPROM

Featuring a maximum access time of 250 ns, an 8k-bit electrically programmable read only memory offers automatic chip-select/power-down, low power dissipation, and fully static operation. TMS2508 is an addition to an existing family of EPROMs produced by Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 1443, Houston, TX 77001. It is pin compatible with the other memories in the family and, like them, needs only a single 5-V power supply.

Organized as 1k x 8, with fully TTL compatible I/O, the device is believed to be the fastest EPROM available, standing in contrast to typical EPROM speeds in the 350- to 450-ns range. This speed capability is seen as particularly significant as increased capabilities of microprocessors have placed performance demands on memory access times.

The memory is fabricated using n-channel silicon gate technology for high speed and simple interface with MOS and bipolar circuits. All inputs, including program data inputs, can be driven by Series 74 TTL circuits without the use of external pullup resistors, and each output can drive one Series 74 TTL circuit without external resistors. Data outputs are 3-state for tying multiple devices on a common bus.

A 25-V supply is needed for programming, but all programming signals are TTL level, requiring a single 50-ns pulse. For programming outside the system, existing 5-V EPROM programmers can be used. Total programming time for all bits is 50 s.

Additional features include JEDEC standard pinouts and guaranteed dc noise immunity with standard TTL loads. Typical power dissipation is 250 mW (active) and 50 mW (standby).

In addition to the 250-ns version (suffix -25), the device is offered in a 300-ns version (suffix -30). These devices can be programmed singly or in blocks, and data can be erased by ultraviolet light. Both versions are available in 24-pin ceramic dual-inline (JL suffix) or sidebraised (JDL suffix) packages, and both are rated for operation from 0 to 70 °C.

Absolute maximum ratings require that supply voltages $V_{CC}$ and $V_{PP}$ lie, respectively, between $-0.3$ and $6$ V and $-0.3$ and 28 V. All input and output voltages with respect to $V_{SS}$ must remain between $-0.3$ and $6$ V.
What is a digitizer?
A digitizer is a graphic peripheral input device for transmitting points, lines and curves from the surface of a flat matrix tablet to a computer which accepts the data for immediate processing or future use and modification.

Who uses Talos digitizers?
Since Talos designed its first digitizer in 1974 we have developed an extensive product line. We combine quality construction and dependable performance to give a range of applications that is limited only by the user's imagination.

Today Talos digitizers are found in use in virtually every major country in the world by such professionals as radiologists, medical researchers, geologists, geophysicists, engineers, environmental specialists and nuclear physicists.

How is it used?
Phoenix Baptist Hospital & Medical Center in Arizona uses a Talos digitizer to digitize PA and lateral X-rays for determination of Thoracic Gas Volume. This method has a .96 correlation with TGUs performed by body plethysmography.

Offshore Navigation in Louisiana uses our digitizer to establish water depths and to digitize sub surface formations on seismograph location maps. This output is then mapped on a flat bed plotter.
Now, with Grinnell’s GMR-37 graphic display systems, you can have the resolution and input advantages of dot matrix television for about the same price as more limited character-based systems.

And, every GMR-37 display is a complete operating system: display generator, MOS refresh memory, vector and rectilinear graphics, alphanumericics in 4 sizes, bi-directional RS-232 computer interface and RS-170 video interface. Systems, including power supplies, are housed in a 7", rack-mountable chassis and drive standard closed circuit monitors.

Four basic GMR-37 models can be tailored to fit into almost any computer-based system. Here are just a few examples. (Prices are F.O.B. San Jose, and quantity discounts are available. TV monitors are extra.):

**GMR 37-20: $3700**
256 x 512 resolution, one channel RGB color plus blink. (Two channels: $4500)

**GMR 37-30: $4500**
512 x 512 resolution, one channel RGB color plus blink.

**GMR 37-60: $4700**
1024 x 1024 resolution, one channel B/W.

In addition, you can also have several economical options: independent cursors, joysticks, keyboards, special character sets and 16 bit, plug-compatible parallel minicomputer interfaces.

Further, if you ever want to move up, Grinnell has a complete line of larger systems—all software compatible with the GMR-37—to do things like animation, image processing and real-time frame grabbing.

So, if quality graphic displays are important to your product, look at the GMR-37 line. For a quotation on the system that meets your specific requirements, call or write.

---

**GRINNELL SYSTEMS**
2159 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 (408) 263-9920
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Fast, Low Power 12-Bit DAC Contains Strobed Input Register

Having a power consumption of 450 mW (typ) and a settling time to 0.01% FSR of 5 µs (typ) and 10 µs (max) for the ±10-V output range, a D-A converter of 12-bit resolution features a strobed internal input register, able to store the digital input. The leading edge of the 20-ns strobe pulse can be simultaneous with the leading edge of the data pulse, or it can be delayed, and the data bits must remain valid until the strobe pulse is complete.

Designed for use in medical instrumentation, CRT displays, and avionics systems, the DAC-SL from ILC Data Device Corp, Airport International Plaza, Bohemia, NY 11715, is complete with an internal reference and feedback resistors. An external reference can be used so that the output can track a system reference. Maximum linearity error is ±0.0125% of full scale over the temperature range, and the gain and offset errors can be trimmed out. Coding is complementary binary or complementary offset binary. The DAC requires ±15- and 5-V power supplies. Input is TTL compatible and pin programmable output ranges are ±10, ±5, and 0 to 5 V. For the latter two ranges, the values for settling time to 0.01% FSR are reduced to 3 µs (typ) and 6 µs (max). Size is 0.8 x 1.4 x 0.2 (2 x 3.6 x 0.5 cm) and weight is 0.4 oz (11.3 g) typ. Two operating temperature ranges are available, −55 to 125 °C and 0 to 70 °C.

Housed in a hermetically sealed 24-pin dual-inline package, the hybrid converter is processed to MIL-STD-883, and screening is based on methods 5004/5008. With optional burn-in, the MTBF is 2.2 x 10⁶ h for ground fixed conditions and 25 °C case temperature.
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Low Cost Pulse Width Modulator Chip Features Thermal Shutdown

A regulating pulse width modulator chip contains a 5-V voltage regulator capable of supplying up to 50 mA to external circuitry, a control amplifier, an oscillator, a pulse width modulator, a phase splitting flipflop, dual alternating output switch transistors for both push/pull or single-ended applications, and current limiting and shutdown circuitry. The LM3524 from National Semiconductor Corp, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051, is a second-sourced version of the corresponding part (sc3524) from Silicon General, and is claimed to be the first version of this regulator to employ an internal
Split Tran-high isolation @ prices lower than standard PC board transformers

- 2500V RMS HIPOT
- NON-CONCENTRIC WINDINGS
- New from Signal—miniature PC board transformers with high isolation (2500V RMS HIPOT standard) and low capacitive coupling. All this and lower than standard transformer prices, too. Split/Tran is available with single 115V or dual 115/230V primaries. Secondary windings are split, so they can be series or parallel connected. Pronto delivery up to 4 pieces within 48 hours.

Write or call: Signal Transformer Co., Inc., 500 Bayview Ave., Inwood, N.Y. 11698; Tel. (516) 239-7200.

Pulse width modulator IC, National Semiconductor's LM3524, provides switching regulator capability. Regulator output transistor and each output switch are internally current limited. Internal thermal shutdown circuit limits junction temperature.

thermal shutdown circuit to limit junction temperatures.

Applications include step-up and step-down switching regulators, transformer coupled dc to dc converters, transformerless polarity converters, voltage doublers, motor speed controllers, and other power control devices. The chip contains the control circuitry to build a switching regulator capable of handling inputs from 5 to 40 V.

A 2% variation limit on frequency over the operating temperature range is a key specification, with frequency adjustable to more than 100 kHz. Total quiescent current is rated at less than 10 mA. The outputs are npn transistors, capable of a max current of 100 mA. These transistors are driven 180° out of phase and have noncommitted open collectors and emitters.

Frequency of the stable onchip oscillator is set by an external resistor, R_T, and capacitor, C_T. The oscillator's output provides signals for triggering an internal flipflop, which directs the pulse width modulator information to the outputs, and a blanking pulse to turn off both outputs during transitions to ensure that cross conduction does not occur.

Width of the blanking pulse, or dead time, is controlled by the value of C_T. Recommended values are 1.8 to 100 kΩ for R_T and 0.001 to 0.1 μF for C_T.

A differential-input transconductance amplifier acts as the error amplifier. Its gain, nominally 80 dB, is set by either feedback or output loading with either purely resistive or a combination of resistive and reactive components.

LM3524 is rated for operation over the commercial range of 0 to 70 °C and is available in a 16-pin dual-inline package at $4 in 100-up quantities. A higher performance version, LM1524, is specified over the -55 to 125 °C range. LM2524 is an intermediate version, specified over the commercial temperature range, while sharing the tighter electrical specifications of the higher performance model.

Absolute maximum ratings limit input voltage to 40 V, reference voltage (forced) to 6 V, and reference output current to 50 mA. Output current at each output must not exceed 100 mA, nor may oscillator charging current exceed 5 mA. Internal power dissipation of the device is limited to 1 W.
12-Bit DAC Contains Internal Reference

A 12-bit current output digital to analog converter with nonlinearity as low as ±1/2 LSB, gain drift of ±5 ppm/°C (max), and bipolar offset drift of ±4 ppm/°C (max), is implemented on three chips. These are a stable weighted current switch chip, a thin film laser-trimmed resistor chip, and an internal reference chip. The DAC863 from Burr-Brown, PO Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734, differs from the existing DAC862 by the same manufacturer only in having the internal reference, which utilizes a xenon diode, and is stabilized for consistent accuracy over temperature.

Analog output is accurate to within ±0.01% and 12-bit monotonicity is guaranteed over the entire operating temperature range. The digital input code is positive true logic and is compatible with TTL or CMOS logic without buffering. Offset binary code is created by offsetting the output amplifier with the DAC reference. Two's complement code is obtained from offset binary by inverting bit 1 (MSB) externally.

Setting time is guaranteed to be <3.5 µs for FSR change to within 0.01% of final value. For a 1 LSB change at the major carry point (the point at which the MSB changes states), settling time is 1.8 µs typ.

The DAC is pin compatible with the AD563 from Analog Devices, and is provided in two temperature ranges. A KC suffix denotes an operating range of 0 to 70 °C, and a 2C suffix denotes -25 to 85 °C. Screening to the requirements of MIL-STD-883 is available for the devices, which are provided in hermetically sealed 24-pin dual-inline packages.

Burr-Brown's DAC863 12-bit current output DAC is implemented in 3-chip set. It differs from DAC862 by same manufacturer in providing internal reference chip.
Data Streamer™, a low cost 0.5" (1.3-cm) reel-to-reel tape transport announced by Kennedy Co, provides backup and archival storage for multiplatter 8" (20-cm) and 14" (36-cm) Winchester disc drives. In streaming mode, the model 6809 stores or restores 12M bytes of data in little more than 1 min. Total capacity is 46M bytes on a 10" (25-cm) reel.

Control Features
Microprocessor control eliminates mechanical or vacuum column tape tensioning elements and capstan as well as numerous analog circuit elements normally associated with servo-mechanisms. An encoder on an idler roller monitors tape movement and provides source signals for tape position. Tension feedback signals are supplied by a separate sensor. The microprocessor, using sophisticated algorithms stored in onchip P/ROM, calculates the radii of the tape on both reels and supplies proper servo-motor signals to maintain constant tape tension at the 100 in (254-cm)/s ±5% streaming mode speed.

Routines also control tape movement when errors are detected. The tape is ramped to a stop, reversed at 12.5 in (31.8 cm)/s to a position where it can be ramped up to 100 in (254 cm)/s prior to the erroneous data block. In addition, microprocessor control provides diagnostic routines to aid service in the field.

An integral formatter has all logic necessary for reading, writing, and control of 1600 char/in (630/cm) phase-encoded ANSI and IBM compatible 9-track tape. It generates preamble, postamble, file marks, and identification bursts. All timing is referenced to a quartz crystal controlled oscillator.

Specifications
In streaming mode (100 in [254 cm]/s), access time is 295 ms for both read and write; in start/stop mode (12.5 in [31.8 cm]/s), read access time is 44 ms and write access is 40 ms. Rewind is accomplished at 200 in (508 cm)/s. Nominal recovery time is 1165 ms when a new command is given while the transport is in the streaming mode. When stopped, recovery time is 870 ms.

Mean time before failure is more than 5000 h; mean time to repair is only 0.5 h because of the modular construction. Recoverable read/write errors are less than 1 bit in 10⁹.

The transport can be mounted horizontally in a lowboy console or vertically in standard EIA racks. Dimensions are 3.75 x 19 x 24" (22.2 x 48.3 x 61 cm); weight is 50 lb (22.7 kg).

Required voltage is 115 V at 60 Hz. Available options are 100-V, 50- or 60-Hz; 220-V, 50-Hz; 230-V, 60-Hz; and 240-V, 50-Hz. Maximum power consumption is 250 W.

Price and Delivery
The model 6809 Data Streamer transport, with integral formatter, is priced at $2500 each in OEM quantities. Delivery is 60 to 90 days ARO. Kennedy Co, 1600 S Shamrock Ave, Monrovia, CA 91016. Tel: 213/357-8931.

For additional information circle 199 on inquiry card.
NOW 1,344,000 BYTES

672,000 BYTE TAPE DRIVE FOR 3M DC100A DATA CARTRIDGE

MODEL 200 MINIDRIVE™...
The most compact tape drive ever...
Large, up to 1,344,000 bytes capacity...
Recording on one, two or four tracks...
Read-after-write capability...
3M DC100A or ITC TC-150 Data Cartridge...
High transfer rate, up to 48,000 bits-per-second...
Low power requirements, +5 and +12 Volts DC only...
High electrical and mechanical reliability...
Flexible configurations range from basic OEM building blocks to complete tape memory systems...
Optional electronics and mounting hardware...
From $250 in single unit quantities...
Contact us today for complete details...

Qantex Division of North Atlantic Industries
60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11787
(516) 582-6060 TWX 510-227-9660
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Graphic Indicators Display Four Colors Simultaneously With Greater Stability

Application of a layered phosphor, beam penetration technique on 740 and 760 series Color Indicators enables simultaneous display of red, orange, yellow, and green. By utilizing full deflection rates of a high speed display system for all 4 colors, a typical character can be traced in 2.1 s in any color, including red. A dual-anode technique reduces system stress and increases reliability of the indicator because it requires less power than single-anode color units. It also provides greater color stability and fewer maintenance adjustments. A built-in test feature displays a test pattern that visually identifies any failed modules. 740 series have a 21" (53-cm) rectangular face; 760 series have a 23" (58-cm) round configuration. Both are available in either desktop or rackmounted versions and the 740 can be either vertical or horizontal.

Input specs include 10M-bit asynchronous color selection; 0- to 2-V low true signal, serial multiplexed on Z graphics input; X and Y graphics 5 Vdc (full scale) into 75 Ω; and Z graphics 0 to 1.5 V into 75 Ω. Each color on the P49 phosphor screen has an individual control for a 4:1 min contrast ratio; positioning accuracy and repeatability are ±0.1% of FS. Random position time is 25 µs max for full-screen deflection of the viewing area, character write time is 150 ns/stroke, vector write time is 3 µs/in (1.2/cm), and color switching requires 175 µs. Electrical input can be within a range of from 100 to 240 Vac ±15%, 47 to 63 Hz. Power consumption is 500 W avg, 1000 W worst case. Each unit uses self-contained forced air cooling for operation over the 15 to 45 °C range at relative humidity of 10 to 90% noncondensing. Sanders Associates, Inc, Information Products Div, Daniel Webster Hwy S, Nashua, NH 03063.

Video Display Terminal Provides Memory Parity Checking

Believed to be the only available terminal that provides data integrity from display memory, rather than offering I/O parity checking on the communications line, the model 6520 monitors characters written from display memory to the host processor as well as from the processor back to the terminal. If an entry keyed into display memory is not the one transmitted to the host computer, an error message is presented to the operator and any I/O activity in progress is terminated to prevent contamination of the data base. In addition, the terminal offers multiple display paging for high data throughput and reduced line use, and provides a full complement of video and data attributes, plus editing and program function keys. Numeric keypad and 16 function keys with 32 user programmable functions are included.

Features include conversational and block modes, plus point to point and multipoint operation at 9 speeds between 110 and 19.2k bits/s. Synchronous and asynchronous protocols together with RS-232 and current loop communication links ease interfacing and simplify communications. Display memory is divided into 5 pages, each made up of 1920 characters when the terminal is in block mode. Conversational display memory consists of 120 lines, with 24 displayable at any time. Mode and status information can be shown on the 25th line. The multiple display page feature allows the host processor to read from, or write to, the terminal on any page including the one from which the operator is working, and results in markedly higher data throughput. In conversational mode, the terminal works as a point to point TTY. As keystrokes are made, characters are transmitted. Modes can be changed by a control sequence from the attached host processor. Model 6524 has essentially the same features plus a printer port option. Tandem Computers, Inc, 19333 Vallco Pkwy, Cupertino, CA 95014.
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For a free brochure or print sample, write or call. Integral Data Systems, 14 Tech Circle, Natick, Massachusetts 01760. (617) 237-7610.

*Single unit price. Generous quantity discounts available.
Portable Data Analyzer Allows for Parallel Timing And State, Serial State, and Signature Analysis

Data acquisition capabilities for state and timing logic analysis, serial data analysis, and signature analysis are combined in the model 308 data analyzer. Parallel timing and state analyzers each provide 8 channels at 20 MHz with a 252-bit/channel memory size. An 8-channel parallel word recognizer offers internal triggering at recognition of a preset digital-system state. With an optional word recognizer probe, this can be expanded to 24 channels. A memory window provides magnification for viewing timing displays. The serial state analyzer acquires 5-, 6-, 7-, or 8-bit/char data synchronously or asynchronously. 2-char word recognition provides internal triggering upon recognition of preset digital-system state.

Digital delay counts up to 65,535 plus, and data can be stored at sample intervals of 50 ns to 200 ns for the parallel timing and state analyzers and at rates of 50 to 9600 baud for the serial state analyzer. Stored data can be displayed on a self-contained 4" (10-cm) TV type CRT screen in timing format for the timing analyzer and in binary, hex, and ASCII formats for the state analyzers. The signature analyzer provides data input, start/stop gating inputs, and a 20-MHz clock input. A sequence of data between start and stop gates is connected to a 4-digit alphanumeric code and displayed as a 4-digit signature. Built-in self-test on power-up plus 7 levels of diagnostic routines enable the operator to verify the operation of all data analyzer functions. For further information, write on letterhead to Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 500, MS 76-260, Beaverton, OR 97077.

120-Char/s Thermal Printing Data Terminals Feature Dual-Matrix Printhead

Silent 700™ 780 series includes model 781 receive-only (RO) printer, model 783 keyboard send-receive (KSR) data terminal, model 785 portable data terminal, and model 787 portable communications data terminal. All use a dual-matrix printhead that offers expanded printing capabilities, while providing virtually silent thermal printing. Two 5 x 7 dot matrix characters are printed with each movement of the printhead across the page. Std features include 120-char/s optimized bidirectional printing, full-duplex operation, receive buffer for data overflow protection, and answerback memory capable of storing up to 21 characters in nonvolatile memory for terminal identification to the host computer. A full 128-char ASCII set and a preprogrammed self-test diagnostics capability to automatically verify power-up, parity checks, and maintenance diagnostics are also std. The operator has last-character-printed visibility while inputting data.

RO and KSR desktop models communicate at from 110 to 9600 bits/s, and offer 1000-char receive buffer and EIA/dc-current loop interface as std features. The RO printer has an integral operator control keypad for reference and control of parity selection, interface assignments, communications speeds, and self-test diagnostics capability, and offers an optional 2000-char receive buffer. Each of the portable terminals weighs 17 lb (7.7 kg). The 785 includes an internal 1200-bit/s acoustic coupler while the 787 has a direct-connect internal originate/automatic answer modem with automatic speed selection. The latter also features a “hang-up” command to disconnect telephone communications with the host computer or network communication. Both portable terminals offer an optional RS-232 interface for communication at rates from 110 to 9600 bits/s. Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 1444, M/S 7784, Houston, TX 77001.
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Intelligent Electronic Writing Tablet
Data Terminal Accepts Ordinary Handwriting

Instead of a conventional keyboard for entering data into a computer, the Quill™ terminal incorporates an intelligent electronic writing tablet. In write mode, with a sheet of paper placed on the tablet surface, the terminal outputs data to a computer directly or over std telephone lines, and simultaneously produces hard copy for the user on a thermal printer built into the system console. In mark-sense or menu mode, the system's emulation capability is used to input data as the operator checks off items on a preprinted form placed on the tablet surface, employing the pen that is part of the system. The system accepts such check mark inputs as if they were detailed keyboard entries. Inputs can be stored or used to create a CRT display or a hard copy printout at a local or remote location. Sketches, drawings, diagrams, and signatures can be generated. Kurta Corp, 2202 S Priest, Bldg 102, Temple, AZ 85282.
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Advantages claimed for 3½ Sextant brushless dc motors over comparable ac induction motors include elimination of intermediate belt drives to each disc spindle; more exact speed control (regulated by integral solid state circuitry) to achieve higher bit density; very low power consumption and, therefore, low heat generation (about half that of comparable ac motors); improved reliability resulting from simplified construction; and compact size. The motors are electronically commutated with PM rotors and, because they are driven by dc, may be used anywhere in the world, regardless of international power variations or local ac characteristics. Preset closed loop servo speed controls protect the drives against local voltage fluctuations. In addition, dc construction simplifies acceptance by safety agencies such as UL, CSA, VDE, and BSI. The motors are small enough to be enclosed in the center hole of a standard 8" (20-cm) disc. They achieve head flying speeds quickly (1500 r/min in 3 s), and have torque ratings of 2 to 50 oz-in (0.014 to 0.35 N•m) typ at 3600 r/min and 150 oz-in (1.05 N•m) peak. First production units are 3.5" (8.9 cm) in dia and 2.5" (6.4 cm) long. Rotron Inc, Woodstock, NY 12498.
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Build data security into point-to-point or multipoint communication networks. This encryption/decryption chip uses the National Bureau of Standards Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm to encrypt or decrypt eight bit bytes of data per encryption cycle. Encryption is based on a 56-bit key variable which cannot be accessed once it is loaded in the key register of the chip. For more details write Burroughs OEM Marketing Corporation, Burroughs Place, Detroit, MI 48232, (313) 972-8031. In Europe, High Street, Rickmansworth Hertfordshire, England. Telephone: 09237-70545.

Burroughs

For General Information Circle 83
For Detailed Specifications Circle 84
**HERMETIC DIGITAL**

**DELAY-LINE**

- Hermetic, metal 14-pin DIP (.870"L x .498"W x .250"D)
- 50ns-250ns Delays (ten 10% taps)
- ± 5% Total Delay Accuracy
- 4ns Rise Time
- Schottky Buffered 1/0
- Thick Film Hybrid
- Pin for Pin Compatible with other leading manufacturer

**PRODUCTS**

**FORCE OPERATED 2-AXIS JOYSTICK CONTROL**

For cursor positioning on displays or in positioning of machines, fingertip pressure on handle of joystick control produces pulse outputs that vary continuously in rate in proportion to applied force. Model 869 incorporates model 469 miniature 2-axis isometric joystick and compact redesign of model 31C10 2-axis pulse generator; together they form readily mountable device for console or keyboard. Nonlinear output pulse rate permits operator to slew rapidly and yet perform fine positioning. Dynamic control range is 500 to 1. Input supply voltage is 5 Vdc at 160 mA. Module measures 2.5" sq x 1.2" deep (6.4 x 3.0 cm). Measurement Systems, Inc, 121 Water St, Norwalk, CT 06854.
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**4-PORT INTELLIGENT MULTIPLEXER**

Data Express DE-4 is a 4-port microprocessor based intelligent multiplexer that features total data transparency, ARQ error correction, and fast propagation of data. Unit concentrates up to 4 synchronous devices onto a single line, making use of otherwise wasted terminal idle time. Terminal speeds, parity, and word lengths are selectable by terminal port. Each terminal can run at speeds up to 9600 bits/s for an aggregate of 38,400 bits/s. Composite speed can be synchronous up to 19,200 bits/s. Buffering allows terminal data to temporarily exceed the composite network, allowing the unit to handle a data rate that exceeds modem speed.

Compren Comm, Inc, 51 E Chester, Champaign, IL 61820.
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**HIGH ENERGY LITHIUM PRIMARY BATTERIES**

Available in AA, C, D, and button versions, bromine complex (BCX), solid cathode (SCS), and high temperature (HiT) batteries are designed to provide high power levels for long periods of time under extreme operating conditions. Lightweight, high power cells in BCX system serve electronics and communications industries, providing long life portable power. SCX system serves as keep alive power source for CMOS and NMOS memory in computers. HiT devices are designed to deliver continuous power at temps as high as 150 °C, meeting needs of geothermal environment. Lithium batteries are cased in stainless steel and are hermetically sealed. They are welded in an inert gas at atmospheric pressure. Electrochem Industries, Inc, 9990 Wehrle Dr, Clarence, NY 14031.
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---

Tarbell Double Density Floppy Disk Interface

For 8" Disk Drives

Under Tarbell Double-Density CP/M, single and double density disks may be intermixed. The system automatically determines whether single or double density is in place.

- Software select single or double density.
- Phase-locked-loop and write preccompensation for reliable data recovery and storage.
- On-board phantom bootstrap PROM is disabled after bootstrap operation so all 64K memory address space is available to user.
- DMA in single or double density permits multi-user operation.
- Extended addressing provides 8 extra address bits, permitting direct transfer anywhere in a 16 megabyte address range.
- Select up to 4 drives, single or double sided.
- New BIOS for CP/M included on single-density diskette.

Assembled and Tested $425

CP/M is a reg. trademark of Digital Research.

---

Hytek Microsystems Incorporated

Hytek (408) 358-1991

16780 Lark Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 95030
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---

Tarbell Electronics

950 Dovlen Place, Suite B, Carson, Ca. 90746

(213) 538-4251 (213) 538-2254
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The read-out is quality.

Quality is what has made Zenith famous for over sixty years and number one in the television industry. It's that quality, that commitment to excellence — that insures the reliability of every product we make.

Our manufacturing facilities, laboratories, equipment, procedures, experience and know-how give you the quality and reliability that you look for in a CRT Display. A CRT Display that will hold up under really tough operating conditions.

And to all this, our people add the personal service and special attention you want from your CRT Display source.

**Exhaustive testing**

Our testing insures that every component operates to exacting Zenith standards. Exhaustive computer analysis, electron microscope and thermograph scan tests are only a sample of what we do.

Our environmental lab tests Zenith CRT Displays for thousands of hours under extreme humidity, vibration, altitude and temperature conditions.

Zenith CRT Displays are designed not only to meet our exhaustive testing requirements, but your demanding specifications as well.

**Application engineering**

Every CRT Display we design has our customers in mind. Before our engineers even begin new circuit layouts, we'll meet with you and find out what your exact needs and specifications are.

**Advanced componentry**

Components in the CRT Display are designed with reserve capacity for low maintenance and continued reliability.

The Zenith CRT Display is equipped with a Zenith designed and built deflection transformer. It not only gives a consistent scan, but it is also embedded in epoxy for long-term reliability and the elimination of high frequency squeal.

**Important Zenith Features**

The Zenith CRT Display is precision engineered. No linearity controls are required and the CRT Display's vertical and horizontal synchronization is automatic.

The Zenith CRT Display frame can be adjusted to virtually any angle you want. This will satisfy many customer requirements without having a frame custom designed.

But we do welcome the opportunity to meet all your special requirements.

**Zenith tradition**

At Zenith we'll make sure you get the same service, quality and reliability in your CRT Display that we've been giving our customers for over sixty years.

For further information and specifications, write CRT Display Engineering Division, Zenith Radio Corporation, 1000 Milwaukee Avenue, Glenview, Illinois 60025, or call 312-773-0074.
When nobody’s got just what you need in Magnetic Materials

PERMAG’S Got It!

In stock. Off-the-shelf. 24-hour delivery. Grinding to your prints. Engineering assistance. Fabricating facilities. In addition, PERMAG has exotic, exclusive hard-to-get items. Complete facilities for measuring, testing, and producing special materials. 8 modern plants stocked, staffed, and equipped to meet your every requirement. Write for our catalog.

IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD
PERMAG IS NO. 1.

Your No. 1 Source
For ALL Magnetic Materials

DIGITAL CLOCKS

Thousands of Configurations at
Off-the-Shelf Prices. Options Include:
- Time ranges from milliseconds to years
- Large character LED displays
- Buffered BCD outputs at TTL levels
- Standby Battery operation
- Video digital time displays
- ASCII output for RS232C ports
- Time Code Generators and Readers
- Master Digital Time Systems

Chrono-log Corporation, 2 West Park Road, Havertown, Pa. 19083 Phone: (215) 853-1130
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RECEIVE-ONLY TERMINALS AND CONTROLLERS

With 7-bit interface, units are software compatible with the company’s product line but add several features. R1680-Compat and R2480-Compat have std display formats of 16 lines of 80 char and 24 lines of 80 char, respectively. 8 lines of 32 char, 16 lines of 32, and 24 lines of 40 char formats are available for longer viewing distances. Blink, dim, and reverse video accents are std for highlighting purposes. Test mode permits display of the full 128-char ASCII set to facilitate system debugging. Absolute cursor addressing is std; other commands include erase screen; cursor home, return, up, down, right, and left; and set roll or page display mode. Cursor is a blinking field. Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc, 6107 Jackson Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48103.
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BOARD MOUNTABLE LITHIUM CELLS

Eternacell™ lithium cells are available in 4 std sizes from 0.5 to 1.9 Ah for PCB mounting. Providing continuous power of 5 to 20 µA for up to 10 yr, cells are suited for CMOS memory standby applications. Simple diode isolation to other voltage sources allows the steady 2.9 V/cell to maintain memory circuits from short-term brownout to years of standby service. Rugged hermetic seal construction, coupled with high energy density, allows for storage and operation from -40 to 160 °F (-40 to 71 °C). Cells can be wave soldered with conventional manufacturing techniques. Power Conversion Inc., 70 MacQuesten Pkwy S, Mount Vernon, NY 10550.
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LOW PROFILE FIBER OPTIC LINKS

Fiber optic transmit/receive modules in Skini-DIP, 0.295" (0.75-cm) high DIPs can be used on 0.5" (1.27-cm) centers. Links built using these 14-pin modules and appropriate fibers are good for transmissions of more than 2 km. Digital links specified from dc to 30M bits/s, with a bit-error rate of better than 10^-9, can be produced using the MDL4777-SKP pair. Transmitter can inject more than 200 µW into low loss single-fiber cable at data rates to 30M bits/s. Receiver is a PIN-diode photodetector followed by two cascaded transimpedance amps. Receiver can drive 6 TTL loads with output rise fall time of 5 ns. Min. threshold power at the specified bit-error rate is 2 µW. Meret, Inc, 1815-24th St, Santa Monica, CA 90404.
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Can you imagine if everyone tried to communicate at once?

We can.

We're Telcon Industries. We've been solving the problems of format and protocol conversions worldwide for ten years.

We can solve your communications problem with a complete turnkey system of format and protocol conversion hardware and software on a lease or purchase basis. No matter what data communications task you have, rely on Telcon for the most efficient, economical system deliverable today and ready for tomorrow.

TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

TELCON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Florida: 1401 N.W. 69th St. • Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 • (305) 971-2250 • TWX 510-956-9412
London: 76 Shoe Lane • Suite 307 • London, England • EC4A3JB • 01-353-6621
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**THINK SYNC**
The company to think about for synchronous motors (hysteresis and reluctance) is EAD. And for the asynchronous, our induction motor line is equally performance-oriented.
You'll recognize the quality that's inherent with ball bearing construction. Sizes range from 10 to 44. In sub-fractional to ½ hp. Most are recognized by U.L. We're known for our ability to develop specials to meet the most demanding requirements. Call for technical help, or send for literature.

**Eastern Air Devices**
Motor Div. of Electro Audio Dynamics Inc., Dover, N. H. 03820
Tel. (603) 742-3330 * TWX (510) 297-4454
EAD, Holzter-Cabot and Janette motors
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**DOT MATRIX IMPACT PRINTER**

DIP-80 features 7 x 7 or 14 x 7 matrix printing, u/lc char set, 100-char/s bidirectional printout, roll or fanfold paper, cartridge ribbon loading, and 3.5" (8.9-cm) profile. Complete with microprocessor electronics, unit interfaces directly with mini and microcomputers. With full 96-char ASCII set, it is capable of both u/lc printing at either 80 or 96 char/line on 8.5" (21.6-cm) wide paper. Std unit incorporates a 2-line char buffer. Paper feed, at 1 line/s, is accomplished with friction roller. Operator controls include power, select/de-select, and line feed. Interface options include Centronics compatible parallel, RS-232-C serial, or 20-mA current loop.

**TAPE SYSTEM FOR IEEE 488 INTERFACE BUS**

Model GPIB-1050 operates with or without a general purpose interface bus system controller, permitting data recording with IEEE 488 intelligent devices. Rugged and operationally simple, the complete subsystem is embedded within the tape transport. It provides dual-density 9-track, 45-in/s (114-cm/s) operation, in either NRZI or PE mode, storing 30M bytes of data on a 2400' (731-m) reel. Transparent to HP or Tektronix desktop computer, system generates and reads IBM/ANSI and ECMA compatible 0.5" (1.27-cm) magnetic tape in binary, ASCII, and/or EBCDIC code. Additional features include dual 2048-byte buffers, 20k-byte/s data transfer rate, and 7- or 9-track read-after-write.

**NONIMPACT PRINTER FOR FORMS, TEXT, AND GRAPHICS**

Designed for use with 2640 graphic and alphanumeric terminals, 9825 and 9835 desktop computers, and other computer systems, the 7310A prints up to 500 lines/min. Built-in paper cutter and stacker automatically trims paper to 8.5 x 11" (21.6 x 27.9 cm) or to European A4 std; it can be programmed to cut page lengths of any size from 2 to 20" (5 to 50 cm). Text forms and graphics are printed as they appear on the display. Included is a full 128-char fixed space ASCII set, proportional spaced ASCII set, and an HP Roman extension set. Graphics resolution is 100 dots/in (40/cm). Raster encoded data are printed at up to 12,500 dots/s. Hewlett-Packard Co, 1507 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
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Multi-color configurations. Red, blue, yellow and blue-green arrays. 5 x 12 dot matrices for upper/lower case alphanumerics and 5 x 7 dot matrix displays. High density dot and bar graphic panels. 14-segment alphanumeric units. These latest, and all the other Noritake Itron advancements, are sure to open up new readout innovation opportunities for you.

And you'll realize all the advantages offered by Itron Fluorescent units over ordinary digital displays. Their cost-effective pricing and simple, fast installation will save you time and trouble, as well as a great deal of money. Interfacing with peripheral circuits is easy too; further reducing costs. They operate at low voltage and consume little power. Their bright fluorescent output and flat-glass packages make for easy readability, at a distance and at wide viewing angles, even under high ambient light conditions.

What's more, Itron displays have a proven long-life track record for reliable performance under stringent conditions. And we can quickly and economically fabricate custom configurations. Since there's much more you should know to make an optimum display selection, contact us for all the particulars.

Circle 94 for Literature Only
NEW! STAR miniature electronic buzzers: solid state, low cost
Series CMB
6 and 12-volt pin-type models generate up to a 75dB audible signal at 1 foot!

STAR SERIES CMB buzzers are ideal for warning or monitoring systems in automobiles, aircraft, computer peripherals, timing controls and other applications. They fit standard DIP sockets or can be wired directly to PC boards. Overall current drain is low and a special control terminal is TTL compatible is included. The control terminal triggers at less than 1mA at 3 volts on the 6-volt model and approximately 7 volts on the 12-volt model. Solid state circuitry, with no "make and break" contact points, assures safety and reliability, eliminates maintenance. Write today for complete engineering data and prices.

STAR offers you a complete line of precision-engineered, solid state audio indicators...

UPGRADED ZMS-70 OFFERS DUAL-DENSITY DISKETTES AND BUSINESS BASIC

Mini diskettes increase online storage capacity to 268k bytes with transfer rate of 250k bits/s. Built-in disk controller operates in autonomous DMA mode and may read or write data in either single- or double-density mode concurrently with the normal functioning of the microprocessor. Controller allows for addition of 2.5 or 8" (12.7 or 20.3 cm) diskette drives. Users may write programs in extended version of BASIC and run them through the ZOS/70 operating system which incorporates system resources in a set of interactive, preprogrammed software routines. Language extensions allow interactive use of CRT and keyboard. Zentec Corp., 2400 Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Circle 215 on Inquiry Card

INTelligent peripheral processors
Disc processor and magnetic tape processor operate independently and in parallel with CPU, allowing I/O and other CPU processing to occur concurrently. Both are designed for use with 32 series computers and the MPX-32 operating system, and provide fast, efficient I/O processing for up to 4 disc or tape units. Disc processor features include 16M-byte addressing capability, independent disc I/O processing, queuing of disc I/O operations, command and data chaining, error correction code, overlapped seeks and angular position targeting, and dual-port operation with full software support. Tape processor features 16M-byte addressing, command and data chaining, and error detection and correction.

Systems Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 6901 W Sunrise Blvd; Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313. Circle 216 on Inquiry Card

5-OUTPUT REGULATED SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Providing individually regulated output voltages of 5 Vdc at 8 A, ±12 Vdc at 2 A each, and ±24 Vdc at 1.5 A (4 A pk for 30 ms at 30% duty cycle), module features regulation of ±1% from 25% load to full load on all outputs. Output voltages can be changed to meet custom requirements. Considerably smaller and lighter than conventional power supplies, the units require less power and generate less heat. The supply provides for either ac (115/230-Vac) or dc (36-V battery) uninterruptible service with automatic switchover in event of power failure or dip. Measuring 13 x 5 x 8" (33 x 13 x 20 cm), units can be configured to meet virtually any space requirement. Electro Dynamics Power, Rising Sun Rd, Bordentown, NJ 08505. Circle 217 on Inquiry Card
POWER-ONE
D.C. POWER SUPPLIES

Now available for small systems applications

Power-One, the leader in quality open-frame power supplies, now offers a complete line of single, dual, and triple output models for small computer systems. Also available are special purpose models for Floppy Disk and Microcomputer applications.

Below are just a few popular examples of the over 90 "off the shelf" models now available from stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGLE OUTPUT &amp; LOGIC POWER SUPPLIES</th>
<th>5V @ 3A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 12A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 40A, w/OVP NEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 56 &quot;off the shelf&quot; models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2V to 250V, 0.1A to 40A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ± .05% regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 115/230 VAC input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HBS-3/OVP $24.95 single qty.</td>
<td>HD5-12/OVP $79.95 single qty.</td>
<td>SK5-40/OVP $250.00 single qty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOPPY-DISK SERIES</th>
<th>5V @ 0.7A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 1A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 2.5A, w/OVP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 8 &quot;off the shelf&quot; models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Powers most popular drives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Single/dual drive applications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2-year warranty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP340</td>
<td>CP205</td>
<td>CP206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For one 5.25'' Media Drive</td>
<td>For one 8.0'' Media Drive</td>
<td>For two 8.0'' Media Drives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$44.95 single qty.</td>
<td>$69.95 single qty.</td>
<td>$91.95 single qty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUAL OUTPUT MODELS</th>
<th>12V/15V @ 0.25A</th>
<th>± 12V @ 1.7A or ± 15V @ 1.5A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 15 &quot;off the shelf&quot; models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ± 5V to ± 24V, 0.25A to 6A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I.C. regulated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full rated to + 50°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAD12-25/HAD15-25 $32.95 single qty.</td>
<td>HAA512 $44.95 single qty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HBB15-1.5 $49.95 single qty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIPLE OUTPUT MODELS</th>
<th>5V @ 2A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 3A, w/OVP</th>
<th>5V @ 6A, w/OVP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 10 &quot;off the shelf&quot; models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 5V plus ± 9V to ± 15V outputs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Models from 16W to 150W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Industry standard size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HTAA-16W $49.95 single qty.</td>
<td>HBAA-40W $69.95 single qty.</td>
<td>HCBB-75W $91.95 single qty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEW 79' CATALOG!
Get Your FREE Copy Now!
Phone us direct or circle the reader service number below.

Power One Drive • Camarillo, CA 93010 • (805) 484-2806 • TWX 910-336-1297
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In addition to a nonglare, full page screen, the W105 display for use on Wordstream™ word processing systems offers a status line which shows typing position, typematic (automatic repeat) keys, operator selectable automatic word wraparound, and an improved Selectric style keyboard for easier operator training and use. Status line at the bottom of the display continuously shows diskette drive number, line number, and character position. Typematic keys speed cursor positioning, character and word deletions, and movement of lines and columns on the screen. Automatic word wraparound is totally controlled by the operator. Control keys are located above the keyboard in a single line. Wordstream Systems Group, Basic Four Corp, 300 E 44th St, New York, NY 10017. Circle 218 on Inquiry Card

MICROPROCESSOR BASED LOGIC ANALYZER
LA5000, a cost-effective alternative to the 100-MHz, 16-channel K-1000, is a microprocessor based instrument with keyboard control, automatic self-test, integral CRT display, active probes, sophisticated recording capabilities, and powerful data analysis modes. Designed to operate at a max data rate of 50 MHz, using 4 channels of input and storage capability of 1024 words of memory, the analyzer can be expanded to 8 channels at 25 MHz and 512 words of memory, or to 16 channels at 12.5 MHz and 256 words of memory. Operating modes include sample and latch; timing diagram displays; data domain displays in binary, hexadecimal, or octal; data comparison mode; and graph mode. Gould Inc, Biomation Div, 4600 Old Ironsides Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Circle 219 on Inquiry Card

40-COL DOT MATRIX IMPACT PRINTER MECHANISM
Using same design techniques as 80-col version, 40-col impact printer mechanism features long life ribbon cartridge, small size, and high reliability. Measuring 2.5 x 7 x 5” (6.4 x 17.8 x 12.7 cm), the unit operates at 2 lines/s and its continuous duty head has a min life of 100M char. Options include stepper motor paper control, adjustable tractor feed for continuous forms, and right to left printing. A split paper version provides independent paper advance for audit journal. Applications include POS terminals, electronic cash registers, personal and small business computer systems, as well as instrumentation and industrial uses. Two-Day Corp, 1915 W Glenoaks Blvd, Glendale, CA 91201. Circle 220 on Inquiry Card
Only one printer is equal to our Model 8300P.

C. Itoh's model 8300 was one, fine printer. It was an attractive, quiet, low-cost unit with a straightforward, reliable design. And although a lot of people liked it, it offered only a 7-bit parallel interface.

So when we created our new 8300 Series Printers, we not only made them better, we gave you a choice: the 8300R has an RS-232C designed to interface at rates up to 9600 Baud with a 20/40/60 mA current loop; and the 8300P designed with a 7-bit parallel interface. Both feature a continuous-duty 7-wire head with a life expectancy of 100 million characters, and both print bi-directionally in 80 columns of crisp, 9x7 dot matrix at 125 CPS. An 132 column format with condensed print capability is also available. Both accept multi-ply pin-feed paper in any width from 4.5" to 10"; paper can be loaded from the bottom or rear; and the print position line is easily adjustable. Both our 8300P and our 8300R are still attractive, quiet, low-cost units with straightforward, reliable designs. Because both are still from C. Itoh. Of course.

Write or call for detailed specifications.

C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.
5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066
Call: (213) 390-7778 • Telex: WU 65-2451
East Coast
666 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017
Call: (212) 682-0420 • Telex: WU 12-5059

C. Itoh is part of the 119-year-old C. Itoh and Co., Ltd., worldwide trading organization.

CIRCLE 100 ON INQUIRY CARD
ECL TERMINATOR
A 0.1-μF decoupling capacitor and 12 thick film resistors in 16-pin flatpack network eliminate the need for an extra component by providing capacitance within the terminator. ECL signals may have rise and fall times of 1 ns or less, and under certain conditions all signals terminating within the network may switch in phase. Filtering the bus close to the terminator prevents crosstalk in signal lines, thus maintaining proper voltage level during transients. Dale Electronics, Inc, PO Box 74, Norfolk, NE 68701.

PRIVATE LINE MODEM
Bell compatible P-202T, online compatible with Western Electric 202T data set series, operates at 1200 bits/s over unconditioned 3002 private lines. Transmission rate is 1400 bits/s on C1 conditioned lines and 1800 bits/s on C2 conditioned lines. Simplex and half-duplex operating modes are available on 2-wire circuits, with a full-duplex capability on 4-wire circuits. The modem features std RS-232-C interface and non telephone line termination of 600 Ω. Prentice Corp, 795 San Antonio Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

MILITARIZED STORAGE MODULE SYSTEM
Militarized version of the Advanced Electronics Design 8000 controller, model 3353, meets MIL-E-5400, -16400, and -4158 specs. System provides data control and intermediate buffering between processor and its storage module disc drives. Model 3354 militarized storage module drive, manufactured by Control Data Corp, operates in MIL-E-16400 and -4156 environments, storing 67M bytes of formatted data. ROLM Corp, 4900 Old Ironsides Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Circle 224 on Inquiry Card

HIGH POWER DC SUPPLIES
Capable of 300-, 600-, and 1200-W outputs, Brute series supplies provide high current, continuously adjustable dc in 2- to 25- and/or 5- to 50-Vdc ranges. The units operate from 105 to 130 and/or 210 to 260 Vac at 47 to 63 Hz, and provide outputs filtered to 1% or 500 mv rms max and regulated to ±0.1%. Op temp range is 0 to 55 °C with convection cooling; units operate to 65 °C with 25% derating. Adtech Power, Inc, 1621 S Sinclair St, Anaheim, CA 92806. Circle 225 on Inquiry Card

BRUSHLESS DC MOTORS
Ceramic rotor in OEM motors eliminates the need for rare earth metals; pancake construction uses conventional PM rotor and stator windings with either wye or delta connections. Units are available in 2-, 4-, 6-, or 8-pole designs. Specs for F-2401 and F-4001 are preferred voltage of 24 and 40 V, rated current of 2.3 and 4.9 A, rated torque of 8 and 28 oz-in (0.056 and 0.196 N·m), and starting torque of 27 and 110 oz-in (0.189 and 0.77 N·m), respectively. Nidec America Corp, 1821 University Ave, St Paul, MN 55104.

PUSHBUTTONS WITH HIGH INTENSITY LEDS
"Full face" versions of the AML lighted pushbutton line have total button surface illuminated by a single LED. Lamps are housed in std T-1¾ wedge base adapters. Half life is 100k hours. Addition of LED to pushbutton also eliminates shock and vibration damage, ends the need for lamp replacement, and reduces power consumption. Red, amber, and green lamps are available in projected, transmitted, and dead front color styles. Micro Switch, A Honeywell Div, 11 W Spring St, Freeport, IL 61032. Circle 222 on Inquiry Card

SINGLE-BOARD CLOCK MODULE
A plug-in half-board module for Perkin-Elmer/Interdata computers incorporates a precision interval clock and a line frequency clock together with power fail/auto restart hardware. Universal Clock Module, a direct replacement for the Perkin-Elmer M49-000, generates program selected time intervals of 1 μs, 10 μs, 100 μs, and 1 ms. A program-controlled count of 0 to 4095 can be stored to yield interrupt intervals from 1 ns to 4.095 s. Macrolink, 1740-E S Anaheim Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92805. Circle 221 on Inquiry Card

No matter how much media you feed us, we won’t eat it up.

Qume DataTrak Floppy Disk Drives

CIRCLE 101 ON INQUIRY CARD
Sylvania breaks the color barrier.

Introducing America’s first 19-inch color data display tube.
Not just a tube with color.
A tube with gorgeous, glorious, sharp Sylvania color.
Color that provides clearer images and better contrast than anything available anywhere.
Color that makes small characters a breeze to read, with less fatigue.
Crystal clear color created by a high density tri-dot mask.
Color sharpened by a multiple-beam electron gun and enhanced by a Chromatrix dark surround negative guard band, and a rare earth phosphor system.
Sylvania color.
It’s completely changed the picture in data display tubes.
Write Product Marketing Manager for our latest catalog:
GTE Sylvania
Data Display Tube Division
700 North Pratt Street
Ottawa, Ohio 45875

CIRCLE 102 ON INQUIRY CARD
10-Ah SEALED LEAD CELL
Cylindrical sealed lead battery serves as a power source for many standby, portable, and cyclic demanding applications. Termination is improved with threaded heavy duty stud terminals along with high current carrying interconnecting links. Special barrier on cell cover between the stud terminals minimizes accidental short circuits. Extended discharge capability with low internal resistance is featured. General Electric, Suite 301, 2100 Gardiner Ln, Louisville, KY 40205.

MODULAR ABSOLUTE OPTICAL ENCODERS
With resolution as high as 12-bits Gray code or 0-999 XS-3 BCD, encoder outputs are normally TTL compatible or can be supplied in CMOS or DTL format. Terminations are available as pigtails, cables with or without connectors, or terminals. Factory prealignment eliminates the need for phasing adjustments while the encoder is being installed. Trans-World Instruments, Inc, Optical Encoder Div, 700 E Mason St, Santa Barbara, CA 93103.

PC BOARD LED ASSEMBLY
Eliminating the hard wiring in front panel displays, LED mount combines P-C-Lite with Cliplite in an assembly that allows either vertical or horizontal mount of std T1-1/4 LEDs on PC board. When this assembly is used breakdown does not occur until an electrostatic discharge of 15k to 16k V is applied. Lens portion of assembly is available in 5 transparent colors: red, green, amber, yellow, or clear. Visual Communication Co, PO Box 966, El Segundo, CA 90245.

2-STATION ALPHANUMERIC DOT MATRIX PRINTER
Basic mechanism of model MR-1824 has a printhead with bi- or unidirectional capability. Independently operated lefthand station prints up to 18 char at 12 char/in (5/cm) at a speed of 1.4 lines/s. Line spacing is 5.4 lines/in (2.1/cm). Out of paper sensor, top or left slip or form insertion, and automatic paper take-up spool are std. Righthand station prints up to 24 char at 12 char/in (5/cm) at a speed of 1.4 lines/s. Sweda International, Inc, OEM Products, 34 Maple Ave, Pine Brook, NJ 07058.

HIGH SPEED SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
Patterned after the 168F series, the 168L series accepts frequencies to 10 kHz. 10-, 12-, and 14-bit configurations have resolutions to 0.352, 0.088, and 0.022°, respectively, and offer max tracking rates from 10,800 to 129,600°/s at a reference frequency of 2600 Hz. Converters are capable of acceleration rates from 22,000 to 3,159,000°/s². Accuracies vary from ±4 min =±0.9 LSB to ±30 min depending on resolution. Control Sciences, Inc, 8399 Topanga Canyon Blvd, Suite 303, Canoga Park, CA 91304.
ROLM'S 1602B: An Army Standard Computer Designed for Full Integrated Logistics Support

IT'S A COMPLETE PROCESSOR IN A SINGLE 20" CHASSIS.
The 1602B (AN/UYK-19) has space for 7 I/O modules, control panel interface, CPU and 64K of directly addressable memory. An additional 15 I/O slots can be made available with ROLM's 2150 Expansion Chassis.

IT HAS SINGLE SIDED ACCESS.
Maintenance is simplified by quick, easy access to the interior of the conductively cooled chassis. The 1602B also has a new plug-in AC or optional DC power supply.

EXCELLENT DELIVERY WITH FULL SUPPORT.
Since AN/UYK-19 processors are in continuous production, delivery is no problem. They are fully mil-qualified and backed up by complete training and documentation. And ROLM's extensive software has really impressed program managers. They find that our total support program can't be matched.

INDEPENDENT CARDS & INTERCHANGEABLE I/O SLOTS.
Single board peripheral controllers and interchangeable I/O slots allow field reconfiguration without rewiring. A single CPU board implements all processor operations. Logistics and support are simplified.

LIFE CYCLE COSTS ARE LOW.
ROLM's 1602B has the same proven reliability as that of over 800 AN/UYK-19 systems in the field.

THE PRICE.
A ROLM 1602B including appropriate software, 32K of memory, a control panel interface and a CPU (in single quantities) costs $33,250. Managers have true cost control because they can buy the exact processor configuration needed for their application. Plus, the new 1602B is directly compatible with ROLM's 1602, 1602A and 1650 processors.

That's Why We're #1 in Mil-Spec Computer Systems

ROLM MIL-SPEC Computers

4900 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. (408) 988-2900. TWX 910-338-7350.
In Europe: Muehlstrasse 19 D-6450, Hanau, Germany, 06181 15011, TWX 4-184-170.
See us at AFCEA Western Conference, Anaheim, Jan. 9-11.

CIRCLE 104 ON INQUIRY CARD
MULTIPLE SERIAL LINE CONTROLLER FOR PDP-8

Equivalent to 4 independent KLBJ asynchronous line controllers on a single quad PC board, the Quadart interfaces a PDP-8 and 4 asynchronous devices. Each channel has independent device code selection for the transmitter and receiver, 13 baud rate selections, and UART control DIP switches. Other switch selectable functions are number of data bits; odd, even, or no parity; number of stop bits; and RS-232 or 20-mA format.

Computer Extension Systems, Inc., 17511 El Camino Real, Houston, TX 77058. Circle 232 on Inquiry Card

ADD-IN MEMORY FOR VAX-11/780

PINCOMM 780S, a semiconductor RAM module, is pin compatible with the VAX-11/780 and requires no modification to existing DEC hardware or system cabling. Memory card capacity is 256k bytes (32k x 64 + 8 ECC); error correction bits provide single-bit or multiple-bit error detection. RUN LED indicates memory is being accessed; an online/offline switch allows memory to be switched offline to aid in troubleshooting. Socketed RAMs with 2 onboard spares ease field repair.

Trenddata/Standard Memories, 3400 W Segerstrom Ave, Santa Ana, CA 92704. Circle 233 on Inquiry Card

Smart move

for a dumb terminal.

Retro-Graphics™ by 250 plotting grid.

Compatibility: Tektronix Plot 10 software compatible.

Replaces Tektronix 4006's, 4010's and 4025's in many applications.

Affordability: $1150.00 Domestic single unit price. Retro-Graphics is now available through US and European distributors.

Call or write today for details.

Digital Engineering

IN CORP.
1775-K TRIBUTE RD. • SACRAMENTO, CA 95815 • (916) 920-5600

Lear Siegler and Dumb Terminal are registered trademarks of Lear Siegler Inc. Tektronix, 4006, 4010, 4025 and Plot 10 are registered trademarks of Tektronix Inc.

Circle 235 on Inquiry Card

Computer Extension Systems, Inc., 17511 El Camino Real, Houston, TX 77058. Circle 232 on Inquiry Card
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The MMS1600. It's Motorola's hardware- and software-compatible add-in for users of General Automation's 16/110 and 220.

So good it's warranted for a full year. You get that rare combination of high performance and low cost with the assurance of quality. It's the add-in GA system users have been wanting but probably couldn't get.

The MMS1600 has the speed you look for, with a fast 400 ns maximum read access time and a minimum cycle time of just 450 ns. The low typical power consumption of 0.9 A and a worst-case drain of only 1.6 A @ +5 V make it a great system power saver. And, there's nothing like the extra $5° in the wide 0°C to 55°C operating temperature range for providing a cushion of reliability.

Four board configurations provide excellent design flexibility. Choose between the basic 32K-word x 16 and 16K-word x 16 sizes, or use either of the 32K-word x 18 and 16K-word x 18 parity option versions.

Small (1-9) quantity prices are low at $1350 for the 16K-word x 16 and just $1800 for the 32K-word x 16 memory. Yes, OEM discounts are available. Get the MMS1600 off-the-factory-shelf, now.

Add-ins for a broad range of popular systems.
Motorola add-ins are available for every PDP*-11 model, and for LSI-11 systems. We also provide board-level memory for SBC80/10, 80/20 and MDS+ systems as well as for a variety of M6800-based systems.

Our expert design/production team generates custom systems, large or small, to meet any need.
All Motorola add-in memories are backed by comprehensive warranty and factory service plans, full testing, 100% burn-in and engineering support in the field. Highly competitive prices and fast delivery complement the broad line and system advantages.

For MMS1600 information, write to Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.

To learn more about the complete add-in line, contact your Motorola sales office or authorized distributor.

In memory systems as in semiconductor components, Motorola leads the way with Innovative systems through silicon.
MEDIUM POWER SWITCHING SUPPLIES

Tight line regulation (0.1% max) and close load regulation (0.15% max) are features of 375 W SD series supplies. Inputs required are 115 and 230 Vac; brownout protection ranges are 97 to 127 Vac and 194 to 254 Vac---15 to 10% of center voltages. Overvoltage and overload protection, ac power fail signal, and internal thermal cutoff are std. Units provide 5 Vdc at 75 A, 12 Vdc at 32 A, and 24 Vdc at 16 A with efficiencies of 80 to 85%. KEC Electronics, Inc, 21535 Hawthorne Blvd, Torrance, CA 90503.

CIRCLE 107 ON INQUIRY CARD

FIBER OPTIC CONNECTOR FOR 125-µM CABLES

Connector accepts plastic-clad silica, all-glass step index, and all-glass graded index optical fibers as small as 125-µm dia. Termination mates with a splice bushing, a bushing that can house TO packaged sources and detectors, and a metal housing for Motorola electro-optic semiconductors. Connector related insertion loss is <2 dB. Metal connector body provides emi/rfi shielding for critical receiver circuitry.

AMP Inc, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

CIRCLE 237 ON INQUIRY CARD

QUAD SIZE DISC CONTROLLER

Soft sector format of DQ-200 provides up to 20% more capacity through variable sector size and number of sectors/track. Controller interfaces any 2 removable media or Winchester drives with SMD interface in one Qbus card slot. Included are a microprocessor and all electronics for operation, automatic self-test firmware diagnostics, and interface through SMD interface cable to both LSI-11 and any industry standard drives.

Distributed Logic Corp, 12800-Garden Grove Blvd, Garden Grove, CA 92643.

CIRCLE 238 ON INQUIRY CARD

LARGE CAPACITY HARD DISC SYSTEM

Incorporating SA4000 disc drives, model 604 controls up to 4 Winchester technology drives, providing 116M bytes of storage. The system stores 14.5M or 29M bytes per unit (formatted), transfers 7.1M bits/s, has a MTBF of 5k power-on hours (typ), and mounts in a 19" (48-cm) RETMA rack. Interfaces are available for Hewlett-Packard 2100, 21MX, and 1000 series and for DEC LSI-11 and PDP-11 series.

Dicom Industries, Inc, 715 N Pastoria Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

CIRCLE 239 ON INQUIRY CARD

MICROPROCESSOR BASED MODEM

Bell compatible MX 48A/B operates at 4800 bits/s and provides leased line and dial operation capabilities into one unit, which is line compatible with either 268A or 208B or equivalent moderns. Leased line multipoint, point to point, and dial applications are supported. Fault isolation and error detection capabilities quickly locate and correct system malfunctions to minimize network downtime.

Codex Corp, 20 Cabot Blvd, Mansfield, MA 02048.

CIRCLE 240 ON INQUIRY CARD

When it’s time to increase your memory capacity . . .

Here are 14 ways to do it right.

Econoram® boards are static run with 5 MHz systems, and include a 1 year limited warranty. They are generally available as "units" (sockets and bypass capacitors pre-soldered in place at the factory), assembled, or qualified under our Certified System Component (CSC) high reliability program. All Econoram® products are available from us directly, or under the CompuPro name at computer stores throughout the world.

For more information, request our free catalogue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Bus &amp; Notes</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Assm</th>
<th>CSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K Econoram IIA</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$197</td>
<td>$239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram IV</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram VIIA-16</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$339</td>
<td>$439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24K Econoram VIIA-24</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$398</td>
<td>$458</td>
<td>$605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram IX-16</td>
<td>Dig Grp</td>
<td>$319</td>
<td>$379</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Econoram IX-32</td>
<td>Dig Grp</td>
<td>$559</td>
<td>$639</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Econoram X</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$529</td>
<td>$649</td>
<td>$789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Econoram XI</td>
<td>SBC/BLC</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram XIIA-16</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$419</td>
<td>$519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24K Econoram XIIA-24</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$429</td>
<td>$539</td>
<td>$649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Econoram XIIA-32</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$559</td>
<td>$699</td>
<td>$849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram XIV</td>
<td>S-100</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$359</td>
<td>$459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K Econoram XV-16</td>
<td>H8 (3)</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$395</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K Econoram XV-32</td>
<td>H8 (3)</td>
<td>$599</td>
<td>$729</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K x 16 or 32K x 8 Econoram XVI</td>
<td>coming soon!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Bank select board addressable on 4k boundaries.
(2) Extended addressing (24 address lines). Single block addressable on 4k boundaries.
(3) Bank select option for implementing memory systems greater than 64K.

*Econoram is a trademark of Godbout Electronics.
There's a bright new face in 12" data monitors.

If you've got a need for a 12" CRT monitor, Sanyo has a model that will fill it.

For cost-sensitive applications, choose the 5000 series. You get your choice of AC or DC power, P4 or P31 phosphors, and separate or composite video and sync inputs. 15 MHz bandwidth and standard 15.75 kHz scan rate provide excellent resolution and easy application.

For extra-demanding jobs, pick the 6000 series. You get 1,000 line resolution and 22 MHz bandwidth for ultra-sharp graphics and crisp, high definition 80-character lines. TTL-compatible sync inputs make interfacing a snap.

With either series, you get a compact, rugged steel chassis with adjustable CRT tiltback to fit virtually any enclosure design. You also get adjustable scan size, plus remote brightness control capability. Single-PCB construction and one-connector hookup save time in assembly, testing, and maintenance. And Sanyo's many years of manufacturing field-proven CCTV monitors, and our unparalleled QC assure long, trouble-free service.

For all the facts on these exciting new open-chassis monitors, contact your local Sanyo sales representative listed below.

© 1979 Sanyo Electric Inc. Compton, CA 90220
DATA MONITOR

Plug-in-and-use 802A accommodates data rates from 50 to 19.2k bits/s, with optional capability to 56k bits/s. Its 7" (18-cm) CRT displays up to 1024 char. Capabilities include statistical error analysis, storage capacity to 64k bytes, display of continuous key configuration parameters, and automatic turnaround time measurement. Basic transmitting capability permits polling of terminals or sending a block of just-received data to terminal or printer. Halcyon, Inc, 2121 Zanker Rd, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card

DOUBLE-DENSITY FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE

Basic input/output system (BIOS) software for CP/M operating systems, provided on a single-density diskette, permits intermixing of single- and double-density diskettes. The system automatically determines whether single- or double-density is in use. As many as 4 drives can be selected. The 8" (20-cm) Shugart compatible disc interface contains phase-lock loop and write precompensation. Tarbell Electronics, 950 Dovlen Pl, Suite B, Carson, CA 90746.

Circle 242 on Inquiry Card

AC-DC POWER SOURCES

Three output voltages—±5, ±12, and ±15 V—with inputs of 115, 220, or 240V ac are offered in line of ac-dc power sources. Packaging options for these supplies are PCB or chassis mounting. Line regulation is ±0.02% for PC mounting units and 0.05% for chassis mounting supplies. Load regulation varies from ±0.02% to ±0.15% depending on output and mounting configurations. Ripple and noise range from 0.5 to 2.0 mV rms. Reliability Inc, PO Box 37409, Houston, TX 77036.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card

2400-BIT/s DIRECT CONNECT MODEM

VA2440 is both Bell 201B/C and CCITT compatible. It connects to the switched network by plugging into a std RJ-11C voice jack, or through programmable data jacks (RJ-41S and RJ-44S). Designed to operate with Multiline Automatic Calling System (MCAS) which allows up to 60 modems to be accessed from a single dialer, the modem features a switch selectable 75-bit/s and 150-bit/s reverse channel which can also operate as an auxiliary and forward channel. Racal-Vadic, 222 Caspian Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 244 on Inquiry Card

1-kW SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Fast recovery diodes replace Schottky diodes in 8000 series switching supplies. The 5-V, 200-A units supply additional power for large memory computer systems. Forced air cooled 5 x 8 x 11" (13 x 20 x 28-cm) package yields 2.25 W/in². Efficiency is greater than 70%, and MTBF is calculated at 43k h. Unit meets VDE 0875 level N for emi suppression. Features include overvoltage and overcurrent protection, remote sensing, and massive heat sinking. Qualidyne Systems, Inc, 2256 Main St, Chula Vista, CA 92011.

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card

POWER LINE MONITOR

Model 400, providing an indication of memory integrity, gives a visual warning and permanent record of primary ac power conditions caused by brownouts, line surges, and power failures. A flashing light or optional audible alarm indicates a power failure. An inkless chart records line voltages as a function of time for a min of 30 days. Voltage variations of as little as 1 V are recorded on the 90- to 140-V scale with a center scale accuracy of 1%. Fleischman Electronics, Inc, PO Box 1235, Montclair, NJ 07042.

Circle 246 on Inquiry Card

INTELLIGENT DISC CONTROLLER

Users of DEC Unibus and Q-Bus processors may store up to 5.4G bytes with models 650 and 550, both of which emulate the RM02/3, RP04/5/6, RK06/7, RP02/3, RS03, and RS04 offered by DEC. Features include transfer to 64k, 3-sector buffer storage, and error detection and correction. The 8.5 x 15" (21.6 x 38-cm) single-board 650 plugs into any available Hex SPC I/O slot in the host computer backplane; 550 resides on two 8.5 x 10" (21.6 x 25-cm) PC boards. Xylogics, Inc, 42 Third Ave, Burlington, MA 01803.

Circle 247 on Inquiry Card
Color hard copy: the luminescent electronic image, captured in the permanence of photographic prints and transparencies. Dunn Instruments makes it brilliant, accurate and effortless to obtain from an affordable system. At last you can hold the new computer graphics and digital images in your hands.

The source is the 631 Color Camera System. It packs a high resolution, high linearity CRT, sophisticated optics and microprocessor exposure control into a compact, fast and friendly unit. For instant hard copy for immediate analysis, use it with Polaroid Type 808 film to make stunning 8x10 color prints. Add the optional motor-driven 35mm system for beautiful color slides. Or load 8x10 transparency film and produce images you can project overhead.

The 631 economically records the data from any raster scan CRT, for presentation, reproduction, access and display. Applications range from management information graphics to satellite remote sensing. Call or write for more information. We'll arrange for you to get your hands on actual results from the 631 Color Camera System.

Dunn Instruments, Inc., 544 Second Street, P.O. Box 77172, San Francisco, CA 94107. 415/957-1600.

"Polaroid" is a registered trademark of the Polaroid Corporation.
LANDSAT image courtesy NASA-Ames Research.
Cartographic study courtesy Harvard Laboratory for Computer Graphics. Management information graphics courtesy ISSCO.
Set your COURSE for the 80's

Through Advanced Technical Education from INTEGRATED COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

**Course 142—Five Days**
Troubleshooting Microprocessor-Based Systems
- PHOENIX: January 21-25
- WASHINGTON, DC: January 28-February 1
- DALLAS: February 4-8
- DENVER: February 11-15
- SAN FRANCISCO: February 25-29
- SEATTLE: March 3-7
- LOS ANGELES: March 10-14
- BOSTON: March 24-28
- SAN DIEGO: April 14-18

**Course 160—Four Days**
Microprocessors & Microcomputers
- ATLANTA: January 15-18
- DENVER: January 22-25
- LOS ANGELES: January 29-February 1
- WASHINGTON, DC: February 12-15
- SAN DIEGO: February 19-22
- HOUSTON: February 26-29
- BOSTON: March 4-7
- SAN FRANCISCO: March 25-28
- DALLAS: April 15-18

**Course 320—Four Days**
Structured Programming
- ATLANTA: January 15-19
- SAN FRANCISCO: January 22-25
- LOS ANGELES: January 29-February 1
- WASHINGTON, DC: February 12-15
- SAN DIEGO: February 19-22
- HOUSTON: February 26-29
- BOSTON: March 4-7
- SAN FRANCISCO: March 25-28
- DALLAS: April 15-18

**Course 330—Four Days**
PASCAL: The Structured Language
- DALLAS: January 22-25
- SAN FRANCISCO: January 29-February 1
- WASHINGTON, DC: February 12-15
- LOS ANGELES: March 11-14
- ATLANTA: March 18-21
- HOUSTON: April 15-18
- BOSTON: April 25-May 2
- SAN DIEGO: May 6-9

**Course 340—Four Days**
Engineering Project Mgmt.
- SAN FRANCISCO: January 29-February 1
- WASHINGTON, DC: February 12-15
- LOS ANGELES: March 11-14
- BOSTON: April 19-22
- SAN DIEGO: April 22-25
- HOUSTON: April 29-May 2
- SEATTLE: May 6-9

**Course 335—Four Days**
Computer Communication Networks
- NEW:
  - SAN FRANCISCO: January 15-18
  - WASHINGTON, DC: February 25-29
  - DENVER: March 4
  - LOS ANGELES: March 25-28
  - ATLANTA: April 15-18
  - BOSTON: April 25-28
  - MINNEAPOLIS: May 6-9

**Course 365—Four Days**
Computer Graphics
- LOS ANGELES: January 15-18
- HOUSTON: January 22-25
- NEW YORK: April 15-18
- SAN FRANCISCO: April 22-25
- BOSTON: April 29-May 2

**Course 412—Five Days**
Digital Signal Processing
- HOUSTON: January 21-25
- WASHINGTON, DC: January 28-February 1
- PHOENIX: February 4-8
- SAN FRANCISCO: February 11-15
- ATLANTA: February 25-29
- DENVER: March 10-14
- LOS ANGELES: March 17-21
- BOSTON: April 14-18
- WASHINGTON, DC: April 21-25

**Self-Study Microcomputer Training**

**Course 525A**
Microcomputer Software/Hardware

**Course 536A**
Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques

**Course 565**
Developing Microcomputer Software

**Course 370—Four Days**
CAD/CAM
- LOS ANGELES: January 14-17
- WASHINGTON, DC: January 21-24
- SEATTLE: February 25-28
- DALLAS: March 5-8
- SAN FRANCISCO: March 17-20
- NEW YORK: March 24-27
- BOSTON: April 14-17
- CINCINNATI: April 21-24

**EUROPEAN COURSE LOCATIONS**
These courses, and other advanced technology courses, are also offered throughout the year in Paris, London, Copenhagen, Munich, and other European cities. For details, contact:
- Course Enrollment Secretary
- ICSP — U.K.
- Pebblecombe, Tadworth
- Surrey KT20 7PA, England
- Telephone: (03723) 79211
- Telex: 926842

**FOR FREE DETAILED BROCHURES:**
Please contact your nearest ICS enrollment office:

Integrated Computer Systems, Inc.
5304 Pico Blvd. / P.O. Box 5339
Santa Monica, CA 90405

(213) 450-2060

LOS ANGELES

OR

Integrated Computer Systems, Inc.
300 N. Washington St. / Suite 103
Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 548-1333

WASHINGTON, D.C.

TRAIN YOUR TEAM FOR THE 80'S

If you have a requirement:
- For training 20 or more engineers/managers
- In state-of-the-art technology

Then consider:
- A special on-site course presentation
- At your facility
- At reduced tuition cost
- Customized to your organization's needs

To discuss your company's specific requirements, please contact:

Michael B. Sarnson, V.P. — Sales
Integrated Computer Systems, Inc.
3304 Pico Blvd. / P.O. Box 5339
Santa Monica, CA 90405

Telephone: (213) 450-2060

TWX: 910-343-6965
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Can your mini handle it?
Gould has 39 ways to make sure.

AC power poses lots of problems for the systems designer: brownouts, dropouts, high-voltage spikes and the day-to-day fluctuations in amplitude and frequency.

That's why Gould makes scores of different switching power supplies for scores of different applications. But minicomputer designers tell us that our MG and SMG series are the ones that best meet their power requirements.

20 MG switchers that meet all international standards.

West Germany's VDE defines the toughest power supply standards in the world. And all MG switchers meet both VDE0804 and VDE0875 curve N, including our miniature MGs (MMG).

MG's top-of-the-line quality and reliability have made it the leading switcher in Europe for years. Now more and more U.S. engineers are designing it in as a solution to international marketing problems.

MG switchers are available in the following output/wattage combinations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output voltage</th>
<th>MMG</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>150</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 &amp; ± 15</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19 SMG switchers that deliver a low price per watt.

For some applications you may not need the tight specifications of a top-of-the-line power supply. But you need more than the lowest cost units have to offer.

That's exactly where the SMG series was designed to fit. And with a price per watt that's below most other switchers in this broad middle range.

With SMG you get the kind of reliability you would expect in a premium priced unit without paying a premium price.

SMG units are available at 5 volts in the following wattages: 8, 16, 40, 80, 120, 200, 250, 500, 750, 1,500, and 2,250. Twelve and 24-volt versions are available rated at 19, 38 and 96 watts.

For complete specifications on Gould switchers and a free copy of our short form catalog, circle the reader service number below or contact Gould Inc., Electronic Power Supply Division, P.O. Box 6050, El Monte, CA 91731 (213) 575-4777.
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE CONVERTERS

Terminal equipment is connected to communications equipment with incompatible interfaces through use of converters that provide electrical transformation of signal's impedances and voltages as required. Units are transparent to data formats. Operating speed is slaved to the modem clocks or to the terminal clock for externally timed modems. Cables provide mechanical compatibility between the interfaces—1 for terminal equipment and 1 for communications equipment. Avanti Communications Corp, Newport, RI 02840. Circle 254 on Inquiry Card

MINICOMPUTER ENCLOSURE

Enclosure offers 24.62" (62.53-cm) vertical and 30" (76-cm) horizontal mounting space. Complete unit contains 4 adjustable RETMA rails, scrub-on vented rear panel with cable cutout, vented spot welded sides, and 4 adjustable heavy duty glides. Standalone configurations are available, as are a variety of desktops to provide operator work area. Various colors, sheetmetal or Plexiglas doors, and casters are optional. Computer Furniture & Accessories, Inc, 1441 W 132nd St, Gardena, CA 90249.

HIGH DENSITY UNIVERSAL PANEL

A 324 size panel maximizes universal rows of socket terminals. Rows of 65 socket terminals in 16 repetitive sections of 0.300" (0.762 cm) with 0.100" (0.254 cm) between sections permit packaging of DIL ICs with 0.300" (0.762-cm) spacing as well as 0.400" (1.016-cm) spacing. Rows of 62 socket terminals in 4 repetitive sections of 0.300"/0.300"/0.300" (0.762 cm) with 0.100" (0.254 cm) between sections package devices with 0.600" (1.524-cm) spacing. Mupac Corp, 646 Summer St, Brockton, MA 02402.

DOUBLE-CAPACITY MINIATURE TAPE TRANSPORT

Miniature tape drive records 4 tracks at 1600 bits/in (630/cm) providing 1.34Mb-byte unformatted capacity; earlier version of model 200 Minidrive recorded 2 tracks for 672k-byte storage. Drive uses 140" (43-mm), 0.25" (6.35-mm) magnetic tape. Transport operates at 30 in (76 cm)/s for bidirectional read-write, giving a 6k-byte/s data transfer rate. Rewind and data search at 90 in (229 cm)/s give avg access to stored data in 20 s. 4-track recording heads feature read-after-write capability. Qantex Div, North Atlantic Industries, Inc, 60 Plant Ave, Hauppauge, NY 11787.

CRT DISPLAY TERMINAL SOFTWARE

Version 1.7 adds editing features, such as erase to end of line and page, to the InterTube II. The terminal features a high powered text editing system with char and line insert/delete, full and/or block transmit mode, programmable end of line terminators, a self-test mode, and an RS-232-C serial printer port which operates from 50 to 9600 bits/s. Software enables the video display terminal to emulate other CRTs. Intertec Data Systems Corp, 2300 Broad River Rd, Columbia, SC 29210.

INTELLIGENT WIDE CARRIAGE PRINTER

RS-232-C interface and internal programming allow the Sprint 5 WideTrack™ printer to offer all of the capabilities of the Sprint 5 RO. The WideTrack combines a 264-col printing area and 40-char/s speed. Direct interface capability and an integral switching power supply allow interfacing to any CPU or microprocessor whether local or remote. Built-in microprocessor provides flexible character spacing, precise plotting resolution, and multidirectional carriage slewing. Qume Corp, 2350 Qume Dr, San Jose, CA 95150.

COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE

The 8080A based A/S-1 protocol converter enables most asynchronous terminal devices to imitate the protocol presently offered by IBM 2770/2780/3780 or 3741 RJE terminals, as well as the 2741 protocol. Asynchronous ASCII is converted to bisynchronous EBODIC, and vice versa. Asynchronous rates are 110 to 9600 bits/s; bisynchronous rate is determined by the synchronous modem or modem eliminator. BLACK BOX® provides blocking and error checking inherent in the IBM protocols. Expandor, Inc, 400 Sainte Claire Plaza, Upper St Clair, PA 15241.

DATA NETWORK DISTRIBUTOR

Two asynchronous devices can operate at the same or different data rates on a single synchronous channel, provided that neither data rate exceeds one-half the main channel data rate, via a TP0212 data distributor. Unit provides individual channel status displays for transmit and receive data. Digital loopback switch permits easy fault isolation for each channel. Teleprocessing Products, Inc, 4565 E Industrial St, Bldg 7K, Simi Valley, CA 93063.
LINE CONCENTRATOR

Statistical multiplexing techniques allow the Micro300 to combine 4 or 8 multidrop lines, each supporting polled terminals at speeds up to 1800 bits/s, down a single high speed line operating synchronously at up to 4800 bits/s. Using the same hardware as the Micro800, the unit is optimized for use with polled terminals. No retransmission on error is provided for end-to-end between devices. Micom Systems, Inc, 9551 Irondale Ave, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Circle 248 on Inquiry Card

CERAMIC PM DC MOTOR

Permanent magnet motor utilizes ceramic magnets for max torque and power with min losses. Torque constants of 3 to 75 oz-in (0.021 to 0.525 N-m)/A are offered, depending upon size, speed, and voltage. Other ratings include voltage of 12 to 130 Vdc and speed of 600 to 10k r/min. Available as enclosed or open construction, face or base mounted, the unit has a steel frame with aluminum end bells. Electric Indicator Co, 272 Main Ave, Norwalk, CT 06851.
Circle 249 on Inquiry Card

COMPACT CRT TERMINAL

For large volume applications, 28 based miniMAS contains an external, wall mount power supply and a single 6 x 9” (15 x 23-cm) logic/monitor board with 25 ICs. The 15-lb (7-kg), 14 x 12 x 18” (36 x 30 x 46-cm) package includes a 12” (30-cm) CRT, 7 x 9 ASCII dot matrix, 24 x 40 or 80 char, 25th line status display, 4k memory for 2-page display, inverse screen, and 16 baud rates. Software is supplied with the terminal. Micro Application Systems, Inc, 5575 N County Rd 18, Minneapolis, MN 55442.
Circle 250 on Inquiry Card

FFT ANALYZER FOR SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Upgraded realtime spectrum analyzer, 446AR, is configured for rack mounting in 8.75” (22.23-cm) high space. A full IEEE 488 interface is built-in for remote control, sensing, and data transfers. Features are 400-line FFT analysis to 100 kHz, mathematical comparison of 2 stored averaged spectra, engineering unit calibration, and rms calculation of selected portions of the spectrum. Nicolet Scientific Corp, 245 Livingston St, Northvale, NJ 07647.
Circle 251 on Inquiry Card

OPEN FRAME DC POWER SUPPLY

Designed to power micro- or minicomputer based systems, model OS150-06 has dc outputs of 5 V at 15 A, −5 V at 4 A, 12 V at 4 A, −12 V at 4 A, and 24 V at 4 A. Total max output power is 150 W. Specs are dual 115/230-Vac input (customer selectable), built-in overvoltage protection, foldback current limiting, 0.2% line and load regulation, 70% efficiency, and input surge protection. Microcomputer Power, Inc, 2272 Calle de Luna, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
Circle 252 on Inquiry Card

COMPUTER DESIGN/DECEMBER 1979
Beginning with the digitizer, of which it is the world’s largest and most experienced manufacturer, Summagraphics has developed a complete range of graphic systems for both the OEM and end user.

From the simplest data input digitizer to complete stand-alone computer-aided drafting systems, each is designed to provide flexibility to meet your future needs, and each is very competitively priced.

**Digitizers for data input.** Summagraphics offers a complete family of digitizers for converting graphic information into digital form for processing and for speeding the entry of alphanumeric and programming information by eliminating keyboarding.

- **Bit-Pad One** provides an 11-inch by 11-inch tablet and resolution to .004 inch with a choice of RS-232, IEEE-488 or parallel-byte output.
- **ID series data tablets** provide similar resolution in tablets ranging in size up to 42 by 60 inches.
- **Summagrid** provides .001-inch resolution in back-lighted tablets as large as 42 by 60 inches.

**Intelligent digitizers** incorporate microprocessors to automatically perform such functions as calculating areas, linear displacements and perimeters and for relocating origins, converting binary to BCD and formatting output data.

**Preprocessing systems** for remote job entry. Datagrid II, Systems 1 and 2, are designed for off-line digitizing and storage for subsequent entry into any graphic system or data base.

**Preprocessing reduces communications and host processor loads.**

**Stand-alone computer-aided drafting systems.** Datagrid II, Systems 3 and 4, are complete systems that provide computer processed solutions to a variety of drafting applications.

**GET THE FULL STORY FREE!**

Use the coupon below to get complete information on the systems that seem to fill your needs.

---

**CIRCLE 119 ON INQUIRY CARD**
LITERATURE

Modems and Automatic Dialers
Featuring line of 1200-bit/s full-duplex modems, brochure also cites line of Bell compatible modems, CCITT compatible modems, automatic dialers, and a Multiline Automatic Calling System. Racial-Valdie, Sunnyvale, Calif. Circle 300 on Inquiry Card

Industrial Microcomputers
Brief descriptions, options, and power requirements for industrial products ranging from microcomputers and power supplies to floppy disc subsystems and video terminals are given in catalog. Process Computer Systems, Inc, Saline, Mich. Circle 301 on Inquiry Card

Personal Computers
Among the electronics kits and products described in catalog are personal computer system kits, and an educational program entitled "Computer Concepts for Small Business." Heath Co, Benton Harbor, Mich. Circle 302 on Inquiry Card

Digital Electronic Training And Boarding
Photos, specs, and text in 44-p guide describe system of hands-on training and breadboarding products, textbooks, tutorials, seminars, and custom programs. E&L Instruments, Inc, Derby, Conn. Circle 303 on Inquiry Card

Microcomputers
Presented in the 1980 catalog is the Model II business microcomputer; also described are the TRS-80 microcomputer system, Microtest instruments and tools, tubes, transistors, ICs, parts, plugs, and cables. Radio Shack, a Div of Tandy Corp, Fort Worth, Tex. Circle 304 on Inquiry Card

Distributed Data Processing
Brochure outlines major differences between IBM's DPX and GSD products and Data General's Eclipse and Commercial Systems that are designed for distributed processing applications. Data General Corp, Westboro, Mass. Circle 305 on Inquiry Card

Communications Products
System diagrams in brochure illustrate flexibility of 6000 series communications frontend and intelligent network processors and statistical multiplexers. Codex Corp, Mansfield, Mass. Circle 306 on Inquiry Card

MPU Board Test
Guide analyzes properties of MPU based systems and explains how testing problems can be solved using MicroSystem Analyzer for in-circuit emulation, signature analysis, and time domain analysis. Millennium Systems, Inc, Cupano, Calif. Circle 307 on Inquiry Card

Optoelectronics
In sections covering fiber optics, solid state LED displays and lamps, optocouplers, and emitter/detectors, 384-p source book provides photos, dimensions, operating characteristics, and performance graphs. Hewlett-Packard Co, Palo Alto, Calif. Circle 308 on Inquiry Card

2-Wire Transmitters

Static RAMs
Standard and low power versions of 1024 x 4-bit, TTL NMOS in/out, static RAMs are covered in data sheet containing parameters, characteristics, specs, timing diagrams, and pin configurations. EMM SEMI, Inc, Tempe, Ariz. Circle 310 on Inquiry Card

Data Multiplexers and Concentrators

Speech Compression and Pitch Shifting Modules
Data sheet describes MB-A that lowers a pitch by as little as 1/2 of the original, and the MB-B that compresses speech to be intelligible at 2 to 3 times the original recording speed. Variable Speech Control Co, San Francisco, Calif. Circle 312 on Inquiry Card

Scientific Instruments
Summary of electrometers, nanovoltmeters, current and voltage sources, picometers, and milliohmeters provides performance features and key specs for more than 30 models. Keithley Instruments, Inc, Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 313 on Inquiry Card

Electronic Packaging Hardware
IC sockets, dual in-line packaging, cards and panels, plus card file components and assemblies, are illustrated with dimensional drawings. Scanbe, Div of Zero Corp, El Monte, Calif. Circle 314 on Inquiry Card

Computer Graphics Software Systems
Booklet explains advantages of graphics and the flexibility of the nissfla and tell-a-graf systems that turn volumes of statistics into charts and graphics. Integrated Software Systems Corp, San Diego, Calif. Circle 315 on Inquiry Card

Data Processing Training
Discussed in progress report are adaptations of data processing training programs presented at six companies; also described is the Resource 12 library of more than 2000 multimedia courses and programs. Deltak, Inc, Oak Brook, Ill. Circle 316 on Inquiry Card

Custom Modems
Brochure describes company's capability to design and supply custom modems, automatic alternate voice-data modem sets, and network control systems. Intertel, Inc, Burlington, Mass. Circle 317 on Inquiry Card
Selectable storage means getting as much disk as you need. But not having to buy more than you want.

Ampex disk storage modules are available in six models in two distinctive series. Choose from the DM-900 family; 5-high disk packs, with capacities of 40, 80 or 160 megabytes, for rack, console or table-top mounting.

Or select from the DM-9000 series of free-standing models, with 10-high disk packs, in 100, 200 and 300 megabyte capacities.

Either way, you’ll get proven Ampex performance, uptime dependability, reliability and serviceability. A single industry-standard SMD interface is used for all Ampex storage modules. And with six models to choose from, you can select the storage capacity you need now, and upgrade as your requirements grow. And models within each series may be field-upgraded to the maximum capacity for that series.

Selectable storage. It’s just one of the surprising Ampex line of digital systems products. From plug-compatible memories for nearly any CPU you can name, through a wide range of tape peripherals. Even intelligent controllers, our own minicomputer, and completely-packaged, all-Ampex minicomputer systems.

Call Gary Owen at 213/640-0150 for full details on our selectable storage and the full Ampex Product line. Or write to him at Ampex Memory Products, 200 North Nash Street, El Segundo, California 90245.

AMPEX MAKES IT EASY
A digital tape transport system for the price of an audio system

For just $69.00 (in O.E.M. quantities) Micro's Read/Write Tape Transport System gives you size and performance features an audio system can't match.

You get higher read/write speeds—3 ips vs. audio speeds of 1.87 ips; higher tape densities—3200 fci vs. audio densities of 400 fci; and electronically, rather than mechanically, controlled starts and stops.

Just 6" in length, weighing less than 6 ounces, and housed in die cast aluminum, the Read/Write System can be conveniently designed into any microprocessor. Ideal for program loading and data logging, the system features a 4800 baud transfer rate, up to 120K bytes of storage, TTL and CMOS compatibility, and a start/stop time of 30/40 milliseconds.

RELIABILITY? The system's only moving part is the capstan motor. No springs. No clutches. No gears to wear out. That's why our performance rivals systems 3 times our cost.

Micro's Read/Write System...Digital Performance at Audio Prices.
Our Wildest Card Yet
A programmable 16-line multiplexer that beats everything in its class*

PDP-11 users, we have another winner for you. This time it’s DMAX/16”, our new programmable multiplexer for connecting your PDP-11 to 16 asynchronous serial communications lines. DMAX/16 makes the most of the 11’s DMA capabilities to establish computer overhead at a level far below that of competitive units like the DJ11 and DZ11. It also offers software compatibility with the DH11... in one-fourth the space!

Now, for the first time, you don’t need an expansion box or special back planes. DMAX/16 consists of two hex boards which install easily into standard SPC slots and connect to the current loop or ELA/RS-232 panel by separate flat-ribbon cable. As many as 16 units can be placed on a single PDP-11 for a total of up to 256 lines. A DMUX/16” option allows modem control for 16 channels.

DMAX/16 provides complete program control of the lines, each of which operates with several individually programmable parameters, such as character length and number of stop bits. Parity generation and detection are odd, even or none. The operating mode is half duplex or full duplex.

Fifteen software programmable baud rates: 0 to 9600 baud – plus 19.200 baud – and an external baud rate. Breaks may be generated or detected on each line and the unit can echo received characters without software intervention.

Play the wild card now. You’ll get top performance and a competitive price advantage of at least $1000 along with delivery from stock as usual.

Write for details and find out why we consider ourselves the leader among manufacturers of DEC enhancements.

Able Computer Technology, Incorporated,
1751 Langley Avenue, Irvine, California 92714.
(714) 979-7030. TWX 910-595-1729

Able, the computer experts
DEC and PDP-11 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

*You will save half your bandwidth or run at twice the speed! Able does it again!
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SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES
Electro Dynamics Power .......................... 162
KEC Electronics .................................... 172
Qualidine Systems .................................. 174

Batteries
Electrochem Industries ......................... 156
General Electric .................................. 168
Stevens-Arnold .................................... 126

Board Mountable Batteries
Power Conversion ................................. 156

Power Line Monitors
Fleischman Electronics ......................... 174

RESISTIVE COMPONENTS
ECL Terminals ...................................... 166
Date Electronics ....................................

SEMICONDUCTOR COMPONENTS
Silicon Diodes ....................................... 184
Electronic Devices ................................

SENSORS; TRANSDUCERS
Hall Effect Sensors ................................ 129
Micro Switch/Honeywell .........................
Audio Indicators ....................................
Star Micronics ...................................... 182

CIRCUITS
DIGITAL AND INTERFACE INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
(See also Semiconductor Memories under Memory/Storage Equipment)
Logic Circuits
Harris Semiconductor Products ................ 100, 101
MOS ICs
Fairchild Semiconductor Products ............ 6, 7
EPROMs
Texas Instruments ................................. 154

I/O Interface Chips
Signetics ............................................ 129

Microprocessors
Intel ................................................. 12, 13
Signetics ............................................ 41

D-A Converter ICs
ILC Data Device .................................... 147
Burr-Brown ......................................... 149

A-D Converter Chips
Intersil .............................................. 140

Communications Controller Chips
Signetics ............................................ 8, 9

Multiplexer Chips
Motorola Semiconductor Products ............. 142

Data Encryption ICs
Burroughs/OEM Marketing ...................... 155

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Pulse Width Modulator Chips
National Semiconductor .......................... 147

MEMORY/STORAGE EQUIPMENT
FLEXIBLE DISC UNITS
Flexible Disc Drives
Qume ................................................. 168, 174
Flexible Disc Interface
Terbell Electronics ................................ 156, 174
Flexible Disc Controllers
Zendex .............................................. 118

Flexible Disc Systems
Burroughs/OEM Marketing ...................... 127
Charles River Data Systems ..................... 55

Data Systems Design ............................. 11

MAGNETIC DISC AND DRUM UNITS
(See also Flexible Disc Units)
Fixed Disc Drives
PCC Peripheral/Pertec Computer ............. 207

Shugart ............................................. 38, 39

Disc and Tape Drives
Perkin-Elmer/Memory Products ............... 115

Disc Controllers
Distributed Logic ................................... 172
Xylogics ............................................ 174

Disc Systems
Ampex Memory Products ......................... 181
Dicom Industries ................................... 172

PCC Systems/Pertec Computer ................. 80, 91

Militaryized Disc Systems
ROLM ................................................ 166

MAGNETIC TAPE UNITS
Tape Drives
Gantex/North Atlantic Industries ............. 203

Tape Transports
Kennedy ............................................. 150

Tape Systems
Innovative Data Technology .................... 160
PCC Peripheral/Pertec Computer ............... 131

Cartridge Tape Systems
Micro Communications ........................... 182

Cassette Systems
Teac/Triple I ....................................... 178

Cartridge Recorders
Raymond Engineering ........................... 192

MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS
Mass Memories
Singer/Librascope ................................ 197
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CIQ Series
9" and 12" CRT DISPLAY MONITORS
with a Horizontal Rate of 15.72 KHz
Compatible with TV120 or TV90
Priced Below the Competition
Built-in Quality, Performance, Dependability

The low-cost CIQ-9 and CIQ-12 CRT Display Monitors with a horizontal rate of 15.72 KHz provide data equipment manufacturers with sharp, highly reliable image presentation.
Separate horizontal drive, vertical drive, and video signal inputs mean elimination of composite sync and video signal processing and simple output circuitry.
The completely new design of the compact integrated PCB utilizes the latest semiconductor and other components, providing a dependable performance level never before possible.
Delivered with P4 phosphor as standard.
Available options are P31 and P39 phosphors, sturdy zinc chromate plated chassis and a power supply module which is compatible with practically any power supply standard in the world.

FEATURES
• Uniform High Resolution
• Integrated PC Board
• Dependable Construction
• Squareness of Picture

C. ITOH ELECTRONICS, INC.
5201 Beethoven Street Los Angeles, Calif. 90068
Telephone: (213) 590-7778 Telex: 940 85-2451
606 Third Avenue New York, N.Y. 10017
Telephone: (212) 582-0420 Telex WU 12-5059

COMPUTER DESIGN/DECEMBER 1979
If you've taken a shine to Shugart, you're in luck. Specifying Shugart means you're also specifying Remex. We're your alternate source for fast, volume delivery.

Remex single and dual-headed drives, single or double density, are physically and electrically compatible to Shugart SA850R/851R units. So you can switch over to Remex without re-design.

Our drives are also available packaged two drives to a Remex subsystem, in the head/density combination you specify and with their own dc power supply. The subsystem includes rack-mountable guide rails. Just slide it into your system, plug it in and go. Even your operating manuals remain unchanged.

What's more, Remex has solved the dual-head media wear problem for good with a new, improved head and carriage assembly.

So remember this: If the Shugart fits, Remex fits, too.

Call today for more details or to get your order rolling. Ex-Cell-O Corporation, Remex Division, 1733 East Alton Street, Irvine, CA 92713. (714) 957-0039 TWX: 910-595-1715

Ex-Cell-O Corporation
REMEX DIVISION
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NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER
has immediate openings for

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

We are seeking electronics engineers and computer scientists to work in the areas of electromagnetic compatibility test and evaluation (T&E), airborne computer systems T&E, and computer-based simulation laboratory development (hardware and software).

Individuals would be directly involved in T&E projects associated with advanced Navy/Marine aircraft (F-18, AV-8B, P-3, F-14, LAMPS helicopter).

Salary ranges from $13,014 to $23,087 per annum depending on experience and/or educational level, BSEE or higher required; some experience desired.

Located in Southern Maryland, approximately 60 miles southeast of Washington, D.C., the NAVAL AIR TEST CENTER is involved in the T&E of new and modified aircraft weapons and their subsystems and components.

Interested individuals should call COLLECT (301) 863-4116 for more information or send their resumes directly to:

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
NAVAL AIR STATION
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 20670

Resumes will be held in strictest confidence.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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NEVER HAS ONE CARD
HELD SO MUCH
ON SO LITTLE.

THE KILOBYTE CARD™ INCREASES THE SPEED AND LOWERS
THE COST OF THOUSANDS OF DATA LOADING APPLICATIONS.

The challenge in more and more product
designs is to increase the ease and efficiency of
data loading while holding a tight line on costs.
Vertel's exciting new Kilobyte Card/KB-31™
Microloader Technology offers you the ultimate
solution to today's challenge. This unique
combination allows you to record 1088 8-bit
bytes on the durable 4-stripe Kilobyte Card.
The KB-31 reader/writer features a shaft
coder, developed by Vertel to provide data
accuracy during the write cycle regardless of
head speed.

And the KB-31 holds the line on price—as
little as $169 in OEM quantities.

Read/Write Cycle Time: 272 bytes per stripe, 5 seconds per stripe.
Reading System: Stationary Card, Moving Head.

For complete specifications on the Kilobyte Card, the
KB-31 Microloader and our RW-31 Credit Card reader/writer, send your request on your company letterhead to:

VERTEL
125 Ellsworth Street
Clifton, New Jersey 07012
(201) 472-1331
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ENG ineers
A GOOD PLACE TO WORK
LINK
A Division of the Singer Company Completing Our 50TH Year
IN REAL-TIME SIMULATION FOR TRAINING
And Still Growing
NEEDS YOUR TALENTS
If You Are Degreed And Experienced In:

ELECTRONICS
COMPUTER-SCIENCE
MECHANICS
NUCLEONICS
PHYSICS

Why not call Rob Stout, Technical Recruiter, (collect) at (301) 622-2309 or send your resume in complete confidence to:

Link
A DIVISION OF THE SINGER COMPANY
11800 Tech Road
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904
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Now you can confidently incorporate magnetic bubble memories in your next product development: Plessey is fully equipped to design and produce to your spec. Or you can buy add-in bubble memory cards for your Intel SBC systems. Plessey has a range of compatible systems actually in production. Shouldn't you be talking to us now?

Here are some Plessey bubble memory pluses:
- Rugged, maintenance-free, non-volatile storage at a lower cost than CMOS + battery.
- More compact, more reliable and faster than disc or cassette.
- 64 k or 256 k byte Multibus* compatible cards.
- Software compatible.
- Low power requirement.
Reliable products from a specialist manufacturer with many years' experience of standard and custom-built memories—Made from both magnetic and semiconductor devices.

Contact Plessey Microsystems sales office to discuss your needs for the future, or send for your copy of the Bubble Memory Systems literature folder.
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*Appearing in domestic issues only
Panasonic electrosensitive alphanumeric printers.

When you're this small, you don't have to make a lot of noise about your low price.

Print in silence and print at low cost with our electrosensitive alphanumeric-plus printer Model EUY-10E. Naturally, you'll like the price. But that's not the major benefit.

It isn't even the fact that the package is small (4.33" L x 3.5" W x 1.5" H). That makes it great in tight applications like POS cash registers, electronic calculators, data loggers, home computers and general peripherals—anywhere, in fact, where inexpensive hard copy is required.

The real achievement was to pack so much character-forming flexibility in that tiny space. We did it, with a 5 x 7-dot matrix that prints up to 128 different characters or symbols (including a full ASCII character set) on either 15, 21, 32 or 40 characters per line at just 530 msec per line with legibility that's sharp and clear.

There are two versions to choose from, each with reliability designed in by eliminating all moving parts except the print head and the paper.

To make it easier for you to get rid of noise, bulk and big price tags, we've also made the EUY-10E easy to talk to. For quick microprocessor compatibility, we supply a 4-bit 1-chip microcomputer on a preprogrammed plug-in board that meets a variety of interfacing requirements, including that 128-strong variety of character formations.

For specifics on how beautiful small can be, write for information and prices to: Panasonic Electronic Components, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094; or call (201) 348-7282/7289
GOOD CRT'S COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Who says a CRT terminal has to be big and bulky to do a good job? At Ann Arbor Terminals, we offer a full 15-inch screen and detached keyboard as standard on all our desktop terminals. And the case is only 14" wide by 15" high by 13.6" deep. We're known throughout the industry for our high quality and reliability. On top of this, we probably have the widest range of available options in the field. Display formats from 256 to 4800 characters. Foreign language character sets. Special command sets. Custom keyboards. Editing, protected fields and block transmit.

And if your application doesn't lend itself to a desktop terminal, we offer display controllers (especially good in industrial environments) for use with free-standing monitors. Or buy our terminal without the case and mount it in your own console.

So when the CRT is the focal point of your system, why settle for a large case and small screen? You can have excellent readability without taking up a lot of room.

Call us for more information at Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc., 6175 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103.
Tel: (313)663-8000. TWX: 810-223-6033.
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Our 15,000th Cartridge Recorder...

Is a brand new product

Raymond's new Model 6413 Cartridge Recorder is the result of our years of experience building thousands of recorders for the 1/4-inch data cartridge. Our experience means that you get the best. For complete information:

Raycorder Products Division
Raymond Engineering Inc.
217 Smith Street, Middletown, Connecticut 06457-(203) 632-1000
a subsidiary of Raymond Industries

SALES OFFICES

NEW ENGLAND AND UPSTATE NEW YORK
Caldwell Enterprises, Inc.
Lindsay H. Caldwell
129 Cedar Hill Rd.
East Dennis, MA 02641
(617) 385-2533

LONG ISLAND AND MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES
Caldwell Enterprises, Inc.
Richard V. Busch
6 Douglass Dr., R.D. #4
Princeton, N.J. 08540
(201) 329-2424

SOUTHEASTERN STATES
Collinson & Co., Inc.
Newton B. Collinson, III
Anthony C. Marmon
4419 Cowan Rd., Suite 302
Tucker, GA 30084
(404) 939-8391
(800) 241-9461

MIDWESTERN STATES
Berry Conner, Jr.
88 West Schiller St.
Suite 2208
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 266-0008

WESTERN STATES AND TEXAS
Buckley/Boris Associates, Inc.
Terry Buckley
Tom Boris
John Sabo
22136 Clarendon St.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
(213) 590-5721
(714) 957-2552
Today's measure of a printer's performance goes beyond line speed and purchase price. A revolutionary Porelon reinking system now adds a new dimension to print out performance. It will dramatically increase the printing life of the ribbon in your impact printer and substantially reduce character cost.

Porelon's unique ribbon reinking system automatically begins to reink the impact printer's ribbon only after reinking becomes necessary. This is made possible through a patented delayed engagement device. The printing life of the ribbon is maximized and printouts continue to be crisp and clean for a longer period of time.

Find out how simple it is to add this performance feature to your impact printers. Your competition may already be considering it. Call (615) 432-4134. Or write Porelon, Inc., Cookeville, Tennessee, 38501, for further information.
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AED ANNOUNCES ITS NEW DEC TEAM.

Single card RM-02® emulation
The fullback for the PDP-11 team is AED's new STORM-02, a hex-card controller/formatter for storage module drives.

We tried out a lot of fullbacks for the team but STORM-02 was the only player that could offer everything! Single hex-card electronics: RH-11, RM-02 and RM-03 emulation, the ability to plug right into the SPC slot on your PDP-11 plus the ability to get along with the media. That's the kind of compatibility we like!

A standard single board STORM-02 handles 4 SMDs. With an optional second hex-card, the STORM-02 can accommodate four more drives for a total capacity of over 500 megabytes.

Our big surprise was the bottom line on the contract. The OEM price for the STORM-02 is just $19970 for the hex-card electronics—far less than any fullback in the league. The complete system with one 80-megabyte storage module drive, in quantities of one, is $13,500...about half the price of a comparable DEC fullback.

For the complete statistics and quick delivery, call or write Bob Deisher, Rigid Disk Products Manager.

RL-01® compatible Winchester
The linebacker for our LSI-11 team, the WINC-01, is surprisingly small for a pro. He consists of just two PCBs—one a microprocessor-based formatter/controller mounted with a SA-4008 drive, and the second, a dual-width Q-BUS interface card that inserts directly into the CPU backplane.

However, when WINC-01 proved he could deliver Winchester technology to DEC LSI-11-11/2, 11/23 users, we signed him up immediately. He amazed us by playing with up to three SA-4008 Winchester drives and tackling up to a total of 60 megabytes of data. Additionally, he has the capacity to include a plug-in floppy disk drive.

Best of all, he bunked with the DEC RL01 driver software and we can report they are very compatible up to 20 megabytes.

In contract talks, the WINC-01 demanded considerably less than the DEC hardware: his two boards sell together for under $1150 in OEM quantities. The complete system, including the two PCBs, an AED power supply, one SA-4008 drive and a DEC look-alike cabinet sell for $6700 in quantities of one.

For WINC-01 technical information and quick delivery, contact Bob Deisher, Rigid Disk Products Manager.

Full color graphics system
The coach of PDP-11's team is our new AEDES12 graphics generating system that makes the blackboard obsolete. Now, when he plots the plays, the FIVE TWELVE's compact video terminal will display all the action in high-resolution detail using up to 256 simultaneous colors and 16.8 million different hue/intensity combinations on a 512 x 480 pixel screen. The AEDES12 is microprocessor controlled, and has the largest refresh memory of any system in the league.

Other features that make the new PDP-11 'coach' a cost/performance leader include:
- DMA interfaces (Q-BUS® or UNIBUS®) available.
- 2:1, 3:1...16:1 zooming. Panning via integral joystick.
- Crosshair cursor with programmable color.
- SUPEROOM panning over 1024 x 2048 contiguous pixels.
- Programmable character fonts and 8 programmable special function keys.
- 66,875 with two colors only, excluding monitor and DMA.

For delivery information, write or talk to Jerry Kennedy, VP Marketing.

© Registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
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Librascope’s RD-433
Militarized Mass Memory Goes Anywhere The U.S. Navy Goes.

THE dependable Mass Memory subsystem the ultimate in data reliability for shipboard and submarine installations to interface the Navy’s standard computers. This specially configured model for the Shipboard Tactical Intelligence (TACINTEL) program is listed in the Navy’s inventory under the military designation RD-433 (XG-1)/SSH. TACINTEL is one of the latest operational systems in the Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM).

Installed in any compartment on board a ship, the RD-433 fits in an open standard 19” Retma rack, meets MIL-E-16400, Class 4, operational requirements in free air ambient 0°C to 50°C, and withstands MIL-S-901C drop hammer shock. The system is also humidity and drip proof, and EMI/RFI secure without additional enclosure just as shown in the photograph.

Modularly designed for easy on-call maintenance, no preventative maintenance is required. The controller is made up of low-cost SEMS (the Standard Electronic Modules developed by NAFI), with low power Schotky integrated circuits.

Other production Mass Memories such as the Model CL107MA, are used in the Integrated Radio Room (IR²) of TRIDENT submarines and in a new torpedo fire control system for the Royal Australian Navy. Librascope’s mass memories are on board in many other U.S. Navy programs such as, for example, the prominently successful BQR-24 program.

Call or write today for additional information on these rugged, reliable Militarized Mass Memory Systems.

The Singer Company, Librascope Division, Department N, 833 Sonora Avenue, Glendale, California 91201. Telephone (213) 244-6541, extension 1891.
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14 Key Numeric Pad, Line Drawing, Video Attributes, 128 ASCII Character Set

**Micro B**
**Model DM20**
EDITING
Full Editing Features, Buffer Transmission Modes, Expanded Keyboard with 16 Function Keys
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**Model DM30**
ADDITIONAL MEMORY
All features of the DM20 plus 8K RAM Two PageCapability, Parallel Printer Port, Beehive's B300 Characteristic Emulator.

Call for applications assistance and delivery
TOLL FREE (800) 453-9454

**CALIFORNIA** Costa Mesa (714) 540-8404 TWX 910-595-2572 • Sunnyvale (408) 738-1560
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The new STORAGE DEMON Memory System brings you high performance 10 Megabyte storage capabilities for your EXORcisor I, II, or III system. This high speed, high reliability Winchester technology system means virtually trouble-free operation in almost any environment.

The STORAGE DEMON is fully supported by SOFTWARE DYNAMICS' new SDOS interrupt-driven disk operating system. It features:

- Keyboard Typeahead
- Automatic Disk Read-ahead
- Automatic Disk Sector Pooling
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- Complete Device Independence
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Qantex IMPACT PRINTERS
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Qantex Division of North Atlantic Industries
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THE ULTIMATE INTERFACE

Belden EIA RS-232-C CABLE ASSEMBLIES


Belden's new 25 conductor molded cable assemblies are designed and built to meet EIA standard RS-232-C and types A through M standard interfaces.

These are cables you can count on. Belden's rugged 8459 cable (UL style number 2576) is used in these assemblies. This cable also passes the FR-1 vertical flame test and is the preferred cable for critical interfaces. And positive pin-to-pin mating using subminiature "D" type plug connectors means no mix-up.

Complete cable assemblies are now in stock in four standard lengths of up to 70' (21m). Bulk cable is available in put-ups of up to 1000'. Custom designed assemblies are also available on special request. Belden Corporation, Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1327, Richmond, IN 47374; 319-966-6661. Out West contact our Regional Sales Office in Irvine, CA 714-833-7700.

Belden Coming through...
with new ideas for moving electrical energy
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Meet the Mini Wini:
The new 8" fixed disk drive that stores 20 megabytes.

It's the lowest-cost way of getting 20 megabytes in an 8" floppy slot. And with Winchester-type technology, to boot. So you can expand the on-line capacity of your present desk-top system without having to redesign one bit of your present chassis.

Interfacing? It's a snap. The Mini-Wini (alias the PCC D8000 fixed disk) has a microprocessor-controlled interface, featuring a bidirectional command/status bus and serial data transfer. It's easier and simpler to design the CPU interface.

And maybe best of all, it's made by Pertec Computer Corporation. At PCC, we don't just innovate. We have the production capacity to supply those innovative products when we say we will. Which is reassuring.


PCC PERIPHERALS
PERTEC COMPUTER CORPORATION
They won't let you down.

For further information, call toll-free 800-528-6050, Ext. 1323.
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Pocket ASCII TERMINAL

Here's $395 worth of convenience for anyone working with digital systems. Carry it anywhere in a pocket, valise or toolkit to enter and retrieve data, run diagnostics, change constants, test data links, etc.

Look at its facilities:

- Transmits 128 ASCII codes
- Can display last 30 characters received
- Displays full 84-character ASCII set on clear 16-segment LEDs
- 25-line RS232C compatible interface
- Single 5V supply required at 400mA typical
- 110 or 300 baud transmission selectable
- Parity codes, stop bits selectable to your standard
- Obeys bell, cursor and data format control codes

Phone or write us for more details now:

GR ELECTRONICS, 1640 Fifth Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401.
Telephone: (213) 239-4774.
Telex: 65-2397 (BT Smedley SHM).
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Houston Instrument offers the most complete line of digital plotting and printing devices available... incremental, electrostatic and thermal. As a result, we can evaluate your specific graphics need and recommend the plotter, printer, or plotter/printer that's tailored to your requirements.

Our COMPLÔ® incremental plotters are available in 7 different models with X-Y plotter sizes of 8½" X 11" or 11" X 17" and drum plotter chart sizes of 11" to 42". Pen speeds range from 240 to 4000 steps/sec. Prices start as low as $1,085.*

COMPLÔ® electrostatic plotters and plotter/printers are available with models for printing (2,400 lines per minute on 8½" fan fold paper or 1000 lines per minute on 11" paper), plotting (2" per sec. on 8½" paper or 1½" per sec. on 11" paper); or simultaneous plotting and printing.

COMPLÔ® electrostatic CRT copiers provide fast, quality hardcopies from Hewlett Packard Series 2640 terminals or Tektronix® 4010 family terminals at only a few cents per copy. Prices for the Houston Instrument electrostatic products range from $3,450 to $5,975.*

The new Model 6000 TISPP Thermal/Intelligent/Strip/Plotter/Printer lets you get quality graphics output from either an analog or digital source and provides the continuity and clarity of a continuous trace with alphanumeric annotations under intelligent control. It's the ideal graphical output device for the new generation of microprocessor controlled instrumentation. Available in one or two pen versions. Prices start at $1,640.*

So... when you think of graphics, think of HI.

For complete information on any of Houston Instrument's digital plotters, printers, and plotter/printers, contact Houston Instrument, One Houston Square, Austin, Texas 78753. (512) 837-2820. For rush literature requests call toll free (outside Texas) 1-800-531-5205.

* Registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc. **U.S. Domestic price only *. U.S. Domestic Price, OEM version only * Registered trademark of Houston Instrument
PROM manufacturers care what programmer you use.

Every domestic PROM manufacturer evaluates our programmers, so you get PROMs programmed exactly to vendors' specs.

Our U.L. listed Series 90 PROM programmer consists of interchangeable plug-in PROM personality modules and a control unit. To keep the system current and to ensure programming reliability, we constantly work with the engineering departments of all domestic PROM manufacturers. They inform us of important new programming algorithms and PROM technologies. Thus, as new PROMs come along or as old PROMs change their algorithms, we can quickly develop a new PROM personality module or modify an existing one. We routinely submit each module to the PROM manufacturer to evaluate our design and test our programming. We have secured vendor approval on modules for practically every PROM currently in use.

We have modules for specific PROMs, for whole PROM families and for gang programming 8 PROMs simultaneously. We also have a generic module for MMI PALS.

Backed by a 2-year warranty. Based on the field-proven reliability of 5,000 PROM programmers and 10,000 personality modules, we provide a 1-year parts and labor warranty on modules and a 2-year parts and labor warranty on control units.

Learn more from our 96-page PROM User's Guide. A definitive work including cross reference charts on PROMs and other programmable devices. Call or write Pro-Log Corporation, 2411 Garden Road, Monterey, CA 93940, phone (408) 372-4593.

PRO-LOG CORPORATION
Microprocessors at your fingertips.
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